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COMPLICATIONS ANY  SUCH  STATEMENT  RAISES 4HERE ARE MANY MANY PEOPLE 
WHO DESERVE THANKS FOR HELPING THIS BOOK FIND ITS AUDIENCE






ENCES HELPED  SHAPE  THE  3TATEMENT  BUT MORE  IMPORTANTLY  HELPED  RAISE 
MANY  ISSUES AND QUESTIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN TAKEN UP BY THE AUTHORS OF 










-ICHAEL 3POONERS ENTHUSIASM FOR  THIS PROJECT HELPED WITH  THE  LASTAND 
MOST PROFITABLEOVERHAUL OF  THE MANUSCRIPT  AND WE APPRECIATE  THE WAY 
HIS VISION FOR THE PROJECT HELPED US HIGHLIGHT THE COLLECTIONS STRENGTHS
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4HE  70!  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  /3	  HAD  INNOCUOUS  BEGINNINGS  ONE 
PLAINTIVE QUESTION IN AN ELECTRONIC DISCUSSION GROUP FOR WRITING PROGRAM 
ADMINISTRATORS WONDERING WHETHER OR hA PITHY AND EFFECTIVE LIST OF OBJEC
TIVES  FOR WRITING AND MAYBE  SPEAKING	 PROGRAMSv EXISTED 4HIS  SIMPLE 











0ROGRAM  !DMINISTRATORSAND  MORE  IMPORTANTLY  IT  HAS  BEEN  USED  IN 
NUMEROUS WAYS BY INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS AND PROGRAMS TO GUIDE THE DEVELOP
MENT OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
4HIS  COLLECTION  CELEBRATES  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  IT  ALSO  COMPLI
CATES  IT  4HE  /UTCOMES  #OLLECTIVE  AS  THE  GROUP  THAT  DEVELOPED  THE 
STATEMENT PLAYFULLY YET SERIOUSLY CALLED ITSELF WORRIED A GREAT DEAL ABOUT 
POTENTIAL USES OF THE STATEMENT 7OULD A SIMPLE LIST OF OUTCOMES BE CO
OPTED  BY  BEANCOUNTING  ADMINISTRATORS  SWOOPING  IN  TO  DO  QUANTITATIVE 
EVALUATIONS 7OULD THE LIST OF GOALS AND OUTCOMES BECOME SO LARGE AS TO 
BE UNWIELDY 7OULD A FOCUS ON WHAT CAN BE EASILY MEASURED OR COUNTED 
FORCE OUTCOMES  TO  VALUE WHAT  CAN BE  SIMPLY  ASSESSED  RATHER  THAN WHAT 
IS  VALUED  IN  THE  FIELD  !NY  SHORT  STATEMENT  OF  OUTCOMES  COULD  EASILY 
BE  TURNED  AGAINST  A  WRITING  PROGRAM  AND  THE  DEVELOPERS  WERE  ALWAYS 
CONCERNED  ABOUT  HOW  THE  STATEMENT WOULD  BE  READ  BY  AUDIENCES WITH 
DIFFERENT  LEVELS  OF  INVOLVEMENT  IN  COMPOSITION  PROGRAMS  0ASSIONATE 
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DEBATES AND INQUIRIES INTO ALL THESE QUESTIONS CHARACTERIZED THE WORK OF 
THE /UTCOMES #OLLECTIVE AND ALSO  ILLUSTRATED WHY  THE GROUP GRAVITATED 
TOWARD  THE  TERM  COLLECTIVE #OMMITTEE  DIDNT  FIT  AS  THERE WAS NEITHER  THE 
STRUCTURE  NOR  SPONSORING  ORGANIZATION  THAT  THE  TERM  IMPLIES  TASK  FORCE 
SIMILARLY  SEEMED  TOO  FORMAL  #OLLECTIVE  CHARACTERIZED  THE  PLAYFUL  CHAOS 
THAT SWIRLED AROUND CORE QUESTIONS A CHAOS THAT EVENTUALLY FORMED INTO 
THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT
4HE  COLLECTIVES  AWARENESS  OF  THE  MANY  AUDIENCES  FOR  COMPOSITION 
PROGRAMS  ENERGIZED  ITS  WORK  +NOWING  THAT  STUDENTS  PARENTS  DEANS 
LEGISLATORS AND TEACHERS AT OTHER LEVELS ALL HAD A STAKE IN WHAT HAPPENS IN 
FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION PROGRAMS  LED  THE DEVELOPERS  TO  CRAFT  A  STATEMENT 
THAT IS PLAIN ENOUGH TO SPEAK TO THOSE OUTSIDE THE DISCIPLINE YET ROOTED IN 
DISCIPLINARY LANGUAGE ENOUGH TO HAVE STATUS IN THE FIELD &OR MANY OF THE 
STATEMENTS  DEVELOPERS  THE  EXPERIENCE  OF  COLLABORATING  OVER  TIME  WITH 
COLLEAGUES  FROM  MANY  DIFFERENT  INSTITUTIONS  LOOKING  AT  THE  /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  FROM  MANY  DIFFERENT  PERSPECTIVES  AND  SOLICITING  MANY  DIF

















PUBLICLY ENGAGING  THEM  IN  THE HOPE  THAT  FACULTY WILL BE ENCOURAGED  TO 
WORK  WITH  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  &OR  DEPARTMENTS  PROGRAMS  AND 
INDIVIDUALS  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  ENCOURAGES  ENGAGEMENT  WITH 
FUNDAMENTALS 7HAT  KINDS  OF  EXPERIENCES  SHOULD  STUDENTS  SHARE 7HAT 
CONCEPTS SHOULD STUDENTS LEARN (OW DOES LEARNING HAPPEN (OW DO OUR 
IDEAL CONCEPTS AND PERFORMANCES FIT IN A CURRICULAR SEQUENCE 
0U[YVK\J[PVU   _]PP
4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT ISNT PERFECT %VEN AS IT WENT OFF FOR PUBLICA
TION MOST OF THOSE INVOLVED IN DRAFTING THE STATEMENT COULD FIND A WORD 
OR  TWO TO TWEAK OR A BULLET OR  TWO TO MODIFY OR  TO ADD 4HE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE OF THE PROCESSES IT SHOULD EVOKE AND WE 
REPRESENT  THAT HERE BY  INVITING CRITIQUES OF  THE  STATEMENT  FROM SCHOLARS 
WHO HAVE NOT  BEEN  A  PART  OF  THE DRAFTING PROCESS 7E  INVITED  THEORISTS 










&OLLOWING  THIS  INTRODUCTION APPEAR  FOUR SECTIONS  THAT  FOCUS ATTENTION 
ON  CRUCIAL  AREAS  RELATED  TO  OUTCOMES  ARTICULATION  AND  ASSESSMENT  4HE 
OPENING  SECTION  #ONTEXTUALIZING  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  PROVIDES  BACK
GROUND ON THE EMERGENCE OF  THE STATEMENT %DWARD - 7HITE PUTS  THE 
SEARCH  FOR  OUTCOMES  IN  THE  CONTEXT  OF  THE  FIELDS  HISTORY  AND  A  COLLAB
ORATIVELY AUTHORED CHAPTER BY ORIGINAL MEMBERS OF THE COLLECTIVE +EITH 
2HODES )RVIN 0ECKHAM ,INDA 3 "ERGMANN AND 7ILLIAM #ONDON	 SETS 












EACH OF  THE  FOUR DOMAINS OF  THE STATEMENT OFFERING A CLOSE  LOOK AT  THE 
COMPLEXITIES  INHERENT  IN EACH PART OF  THE DOCUMENT 3TEPHEN 7ILHOITS 
CHAPTER  OFFERS  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  AS  A  BRIDGE BETWEEN UNIVERSITY 
HIGH  SCHOOL  AND  WRITING  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM  EFFORTS  *  ,  -C#LURE 





"ARBARA ,ITTLE ,IU TACKLES  THE  IMPLICATIONS OF GENRE THEORY  FOR  TEACHING 








ARGUING  THAT  CONTINUED ATTENTION  TO  THE  STATEMENT  IS NECESSARY  FOR  IT  TO 
REACH ITS FULL POTENTIAL
4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT ALWAYS INTENDED TO RAISE ISSUES BEYOND FIRST
YEAR WRITING  EACH  SECTION OF  THE  STATEMENT  CLOSES WITH  A  REMINDER  THAT 
FACULTY IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO BUILD ON THE EXPERI






THE  WAY  THE  STATEMENT  WAS  THE  CORE  DOCUMENT  IN  THE  ESTABLISHMENT  OF 
A  NEW  TECHNICAL  WRITING  PROGRAM  OFFERS  AN  INTERESTING  EXAMPLE  OF  THE 
STATEMENTS USE IN BUILDING A PROGRAM WHILE 2OBERT /"RIEN (OKANSONS 
CHAPTER ILLUSTRATES THE WAY THE STATEMENT CAN ADD TO AN ALREADY WELLDEFINED 




INES  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  FROM  VARYING  PERSPECTIVES  PROVIDING  A 
CHALLENGE TO ALL OF US 2UTH /VERMAN &ISCHERS CHAPTER EXPLORES THE ROLE 
OF THEORY IN THE DRAFTING OF THE STATEMENT WHILE CHAPTERS BY 0ETER %LBOW 
2ICHARD  (  (ASWELL  AND  -ARILYN  3  3TERNGLASS  EXAMINE  THE  STATEMENT 
FROM  THE  POINT  OF  VIEW  OF  EXPRESSIVIST  AND  DEVELOPMENTAL  THEORY  %ACH 
OF THESE CRITIQUES POINTS OUT WAYS IN WHICH THE STATEMENT COULD PERHAPS 
HAVE BEEN MORE BROADLY  CONCEIVED  AND EACH POINTS OUT WAYS  IN WHICH 







!LL  IN  ALL  THE  CONTRIBUTORS  DEMONSTRATE  THE MULTIPLICITY  OF  WAYS  THE 
STATEMENT CAN PROMOTE DIALOGUE DEBATE AND ACTIONALL  IN  THE  SERVICE 
OF  PROMOTING  INTERESTING WRITING  INSTRUCTION /UR HOPE  IS  THAT  THIS  COL
LECTION WILL ENCOURAGE YOU  TO DO  THREE  THINGS  FIRST  READ  THE /UTCOMES 








































COULD  NOT  BEGIN  TO  TALK  ABOUT  ASSESSMENT  UNTIL  THE  PROGRAM HAD  SOME 
KIND OF STRUCTURE !S LONG AS EVERY TEACHER DID WHATEVER SEEMED PERSON
ALLY APPROPRIATE AND AS LONG AS MORE ADVANCED WORK WENT ON IN SOME OF 
THE  hBASICv  COURSES  THAN  IN  SOME OF  THE  hADVANCEDv ONES  THERE WAS NO 

































TOO OFTEN  IN  ITS PRACTICE DENYING  THE PROFESSIONAL WORK OF  THE GRADUATE 
PROGRAMS FLOURISHING ON THE SAME CAMPUS )T WAS TIME FOR THE PROFESSION 
TO START PROFESSIONALIZING THE FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION COURSE 4HE FIRST STEP 
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TO DO WHEN THEY LEAVE THE COURSE AT DIFFERENT LEVELS WITH A PASSING COURSE 





























/UTCOMES  ARE OFTEN  CONFUSED WITH  STANDARDS  BUT  THEY  ARE QUITE DIF
FERENT  CONCEPTS  !N  OPENENROLLMENT  COMMUNITY  COLLEGE  AND  A  HIGHLY 
SELECTIVE PRIVATE COLLEGE CAN SHARE THE SAME DESIRED OUTCOMES WHILE THEIR 
STUDENTS MAY ACHIEVE THEM AT DIFFERENT LEVELS 4HE OUTCOMES STATEMENTS 
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SINCE NO ONE WANTED  TO  REMOVE  TEACHER  INITIATIVE OR CREATIVITY  FROM THE 
CLASSROOM  THE OUTCOMES GROUP  FIRMLY  REJECTED  ANY PROPOSAL  TO  SUGGEST 
hBESTv  CURRICULA  TEXTBOOKS  OR  TEACHING  PROCEDURES  3OME  INSTITUTIONS 
PARTICULARLY  THOSE WHOSE  TEACHERS HAVE  LITTLE OR NO PROFESSIONAL  TRAINING 












APPLICABLE ACROSS !MERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION  IN  THE  FIRST DECADE OF  THE 
TWENTYFIRST CENTURY












NARROWLY GRAMMATICAL  CONVENTIONAL AND  SOCIALLY  STRATIFIED /NE PROFESSIONAL 
PROBLEM THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT IS DESIGNED TO ADDRESS IS THE COMMON 




/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  GIVES  US  A  SOPHISTICATED  AND MATURE  VIEW  OF  WHAT 
COLLEGE  WRITING  PROGRAMS  SEEK  TO  DO  DEMONSTRATING  WHY  THESE  WRITING 
COURSES BELONG IN THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM USUALLY AT THE CENTER OF GENERAL 
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EDUCATION AND WHAT OTHER  FACULTY  SHOULD EXPECT  THEIR  STUDENTS  TO HAVE 
LEARNED  IN  THOSE COURSES 7E HOPE  THAT A WIDESPREAD UNDERSTANDING OF 





HAVE  OPENED  INTO  SO MANY  DIFFERENT  AVENUES  EACH  IN  TURN  RAISING NEW 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PURPOSES AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE REQUIRED BY 
ALMOST ALL !MERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 
THAT  HAS  EMERGED  SUGGESTS  SOME  OF  THE  ANSWERS  THAT  THOUGHTFUL  AND 
REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONERS HAVE  IN  TURN PRODUCED "UT ALL  ANSWERS PRODUCE 
NEW QUESTIONS AND  THIS BOOK EXPLORES MANY OF  THE QUESTIONS  THAT HAVE 
EMERGED OVER  THE  LAST  FEW YEARS AS A  RESULT OF  THE USE OF  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT A DOCUMENT WHOSE TIME AT LAST HAS COME 
 






)F EVER THERE HAS BEEN A PROJECT  THAT WONT REALLY  FIT  INTO A NUTSHELL  THE 
/UTCOMES PROJECT IS IT 4HIS PROJECT BEGAN IN FRUSTRATION OVER THE APPAR
ENT  INABILITY  TO  SHARE  OR  EVEN  SPECIFY  WIDELY  WHAT  GOES  ON  IN  FIRSTYEAR 
COMPOSITION 7ETHE /UTCOMES #OLLECTIVE AS WE CALLED OURSELVESPRO
CEEDED WITH A GRASSROOTS EFFORT TO DO THAT IF ONLY FOR OURSELVES 7E ENDED 
WITH A DOCUMENT  THAT  THOUGH  IT  IS ADDRESSED  TO AN AUDIENCE OF WRITING 
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS AND WRITING TEACHERS NEVERTHELESS SUPPLIES INFOR
MATION THAT THE VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS IN FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITIONSTUDENTS 






7HEN  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  WAS  NEW  WE  TURNED  OUR  GAZE  INWARD 
AND BACKWARD 4HE STATEMENT WAS FRESHLY CREATED AND HAD NOT YET BEEN 
ADOPTED BY ANYONE 4HE /UTCOMES #OLLECTIVE CONCEIVED OF THIS BOOK AS 
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4HUS  THE PROCESS OF WRITING  THIS CHAPTER  STARTED WITH OUR NEEDS AND 
CIRCUMSTANCES  AS  WRITERS  BUT  THEN  SHIFTED  TO  A  CONCERN  FOR  AUDIENCE 



































WRITING  -OREOVER  THE  COLORFUL  ELECTRONIC  DISCUSSIONS  THROUGHOUT  THE 
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YEAR MEANT THAT WHEN WE MET FACETOFACE ONCE OR TWICE YEARLY AT CONFER
ENCES  WE WERE  NOT  AT  ALL  STRANGERSWE WERE  FRIENDS  WITH MUCH WORK 
AND  CONVERSATION  IN  COMMON  AND  WE  COULD  WORK  TOGETHER  EASILY  AND 
EFFICIENTLY  TO  PUSH  THE DOCUMENT  ON  TO  THE NEXT  STAGE (OWEVERAND 
THIS  IS  CRUCIALWE  ALL  WORKED  TO  KEEP  THE  COLLABORATION  OPEN  TO  NEW 
MEMBERS  AND EXPANDED  CONSTITUENCIES %ACH  CONFERENCE  AND MEETING 
WAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO BRING IN NEW VOICES WE WANTED THIS TO BE A DOCU
MENT  ADOPTED  AND  ADAPTED  BY  AS MANY  PEOPLE  AS  POSSIBLE  BECAUSE  IT 
























FORM  THE /UTCOMES DISCUSSION  LIST WHICH WAS BEGUN  IN &EBRUARY  
BUT THE COBBLING PROCESS CONTINUED
)N   THE /UTCOMES GROUP HOSTED A  FULLDAY PRECONFERENCE WORK
SHOP  AT  ####  IN  #HICAGO  AT  WHICH  TIME  DISCUSSION  GROUP  LEADERS 
AND  WORKSHOP  PARTICIPANTS  COMPARED  THE  EARLY  DRAFT  OF  THE  /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  WITH  ASSESSMENT  TOOLS  USED  IN  VARIOUS  STATES  AND  AT  VARIOUS 
UNIVERSITIES  !T  THIS  WORKSHOP  A  NEW  STATEMENT  WAS  DRAFTED  THAT  WOULD 
;OL6\[JVTLZ7YVQLJ[   





























PANELS  AND PRESENTATIONS HELPED BUILD  THE  SENSE OF  COMMUNITY  AMONG 
THE /UTCOMES  GROUP  AND  REAFFIRM  OUR  COMMON  HUMANITY  #HET  0RYOR 
DISTRIBUTED  hPARTY  FAVORSv  AT 70!  AND  ####  SESSIONS  ON  THE /3ONE 
YEAR  A  PEN  ANOTHER  A  PINAND  THESE  BROUGHT  ATTENTION  TO  THE  DOCU
MENTAND NEW VOICES INTO THE COMMUNITY 4HE EVERYDAY LIFE AT THE EDGES 














3O WE ASKED OURSELVES  IF WE  COULDNT  AGREE WHAT  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION 




ANOTHER  INSTITUTIONS  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  COURSE  FOR  TRANSFER  CREDIT 




BE PROUD OF 7ITHOUT  THE ABILITY  TO DEFINE  THE COURSE BEYOND WHAT WAS 
TAUGHT AT A SINGLE INSTITUTION HOW WOULD WE EVER FIGHT THE TENDENCIES OF 
LEGISLATURES  TO  SEEK ACCOUNTABILITY BY ESTABLISHING  REDUCTIVE  TESTS 4HESE 
QUESTIONS AND OTHERS LED US TO A DISCUSSION ABOUT POSSIBILITIES
4HE  GREAT  AND  INTRACTABLE  DIFFERENCES  AMONG  LOCAL  SETTINGS  LEGISLATED 
AGAINST ANY AGREEMENT ABOUT STANDARDSABOUT HOW WELL A STUDENT EXITING 
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4URNING  TOWARD  OTHER  AUDIENCES  WAS  UNUSUALLY  COMPLICATED  IN  THIS 




EXPANDED  AND  THEIR  IDENTITIES  CHANGED  AS  SOME  DROPPED  OUT  AND  NEW 
AUTHORS ENTERED 4HE PROBLEM OF REVISING FOR A COMPLICATED SET OF READ
ERS WAS  ADDITIONALLY  COMPLICATED BY HAVING  TO  CHANGE A DOCUMENT WITH 
NO  RECOGNIZED AUTHORS "UT  IF WE WERE  TO  CONVINCE ANYONE  THAT WE CAN 
PRACTICE WHAT WE PREACH WE NEEDED  TO DEMONSTRATE  THAT WE KNEW HOW 


















IN  OUR  PROFESSIONAL  LANGUAGENOT  IMPENETRABLE  TO  NONCOMPOSITION
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!S  WRITERS  MOVE  BEYOND  THE  FIRSTYEAR  COURSE  THEIR  WRITING  ABILITIES  DO  NOT 
MERELY hINCREASEv 2ATHER  STUDENTS ABILITIES BOTH DIVERSIFY ALONG DISCIPLINARY 










LANGUAGE AND SOLELY  TO READERS  FOR WHOMTO QUOTE  FROM THE PREFACE TO 
THE FINAL VERSION OF THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENThTERMS SUCH AS @RHETORICAL 
AND @GENRE CONVEY A RICH MEANING THAT IS NOT EASILY SIMPLIFIEDv
















FINAL DOCUMENT  GOES  A  LONG WAY  TOWARD  FINDING  AN  ACCEPTABLE MEDIUM 
BETWEEN  DISCIPLINESPECIFIC  AND  THE  GENERAL  DISCOURSE  AVAILABLE  TO MOST 
READERS 
4HE  NOTION  OF  TONE  GETS  TO  THE  CENTER  OF  OUR  PROBLEM  0ROFESSIONAL 
LANGUAGE CHARACTERIZED BY WORDS LIKE RHETORIC GENRE AND CONVENTIONS AND 




ARE ON  THE  INAND OF COURSE PEOPLE WHO DONT UNDERSTAND ARE ON  THE 
OUT (AVING EARNED OUR 0H$S WE SOMETIMES DISPLAY OUR BADGES THROUGH 
OUR LANGUAGE PEOPLE WHO HAVE NOT SIMILARLY EMBLAZONED THEMSELVES MAY 
INTERPRET  THAT  DISPLAY  AS  SELFPRIVILEGING  7HETHER  THEY  ARE  CORRECT  WE 
NEED  TO  ADMIT  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  THIS  INTERPRETATION  ,ANGUAGE  IS  ALWAYS 
IDEOLOGICAL WORDS ARE REPLETE WITH THE HISTORIES OF THEIR USE FULL OF VARIED 
MEANINGS THAT INCLUDE SOME AND EXCLUDE OTHERS
,+ 0; 05.  -69  *65*0:,5,::
4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT AUTHORS ALSO FACED DECISIONS ABOUT THE OVERALL 
SCOPE OF  THE DOCUMENT 4HE  STATEMENT NEEDED  TO COMMUNICATE POTEN
TIALLY COMPLICATED MATTERS &URTHER THOSE WHO MAKE WRITING THEIR BUSINESS 
HAVE  A  FUNDAMENTALLY  DIFFERENT  UNDERSTANDING  OF WRITING  THAN DO MOST 











WORKED ON  THE  STATEMENT QUICKLY  FOUND  THAT OUR GOALS  FOR OUR  STUDENTS 
DIVERGED FAR LESS THAN ANYTHING ELSE ABOUT US FROM THEORETICAL VIEWPOINTS 









USES  FOR  THE  STATEMENT DESCRIBED  LATER  IN  THIS BOOK AMPLY DEMONSTRATES 





WE WERE  ALWAYS  INTENSELY  AWARE  OF  HOW WE MIGHT  BE  READ  BY  AUDIENCES 
OTHER THAN OUR PEERS 7E WANTED READERS TO KNOW THAT WE WERE NOT RADICAL 
RELATIVISTS THAT WE HAD STANDARDS EVEN IF WE WERE NOT WRITING THEM DOWN 
AND  YET  WE  WANTED  READERS  TO  KNOW  THAT  WE  HAD MOVED WELL  BEYOND  A 
SIMPLISTIC  INTEREST  IN  CORRECTNESS  THAT  WE  HAD  A  COMPLICATED  RHETORICAL 
PROJECT IN MIND 4HE RESULT IS A SOMEWHAT TIMID AND RESTRICTED DOCUMENT 
ONE  THAT  DOES  NOT  EXTEND  ITSELF  COMFORTABLY  INTO  AREAS  LIKE  WRITING  FOR 




ARGUE THAT OUR  INTEREST  IN GENRE AND CRITICAL  THINKING CAN SUPPORT EXER






AND  hPROFESSIONALv  LANGUAGE  CONVENIENTLY  ALLOWED  THE  DRAFTERS  TO  GLOSS 
OVER MANY OF THESE CONTROVERSIES
4HE  STEERING  COMMITTEE  THAT  FINISHED  THE  DRAFTING WORKED  DILIGENTLY 











VERSION  IS  ESSENTIALLY  AN  EDITED  AND  RHETORICALLY  REFINED  VERSION  OF  THE 
BRIEF DRAFT THAT CAME OUT OF THE ONEDAY WORKSHOPA DRAFT THAT HAS NEVER 
TRULY BEEN REVISED THOROUGHLY  IN A REFLECTIVE WAY .O ONE ALONG THE WAY 
;OL6\[JVTLZ7YVQLJ[   





7HEN  THE  #OUNCIL  OF  7RITING  0ROGRAM  !DMINISTRATORS  ADOPTED  THE 
/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  THE  /UTCOMES  #OLLECTIVE  BECAME  AS  THE  TERM 
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)N ADDITION  TO  TEACHING OF  COURSE WE WERE EXPECTED  TO PERFORM OTHER 

























ON WHAT  THOSE  STANDARDS  SHOULD BE  AND HOW  THEY MIGHT BEST BE  IMPLE




3TANDARDS  IN  EDUCATION  ARE MEANT  TO  FUNCTION  SIMILARLY  IN  THIS  CASE 
TO  ASSURE  THAT  STUDENTS  MEET  CERTAIN  LEVELS  OF  ACHIEVEMENT  2ECENTLY 
EDUCATIONAL  STANDARDS HAVE BEEN  LINKED  TO  SCHOOL  REFORM  ESPECIALLY  IN 
THE  +n  CONTEXT  !S  2ICHARD  -URNANE  AN  ADVOCATE  OF  REFORMBASED 
STANDARDS  EXPLAINS  THE  RECENT DRIVE  FOR  STANDARDS  INCLUDES  A  QUEST  FOR 
QUALITY IN STUDENT PERFORMANCE !T THE SAME TIME HOWEVER THE EMPHASIS 
ON  STANDARDS  IN  THE  CONTEXT  OF  SCHOOL  REFORM  IS  EQUALLY  INFORMED BY  A 
DESIRE  TO  LEVEL  THE  EDUCATIONAL PLAYING  FIELD  FOR  ALL  STUDENTS !CCORDING 














!N  APPETITE  FOR  STANDARDS  IS  LIKEWISE  TAKING  HOLD  IN  POSTSECONDARY 
EDUCATION  2ONALD  (ENRY  PROVOST  AT  'EORGIA  3TATE  5NIVERSITY  MAKES 
AN ARGUMENT  FOR  STANDARDS  THAT PARALLELS -URNANES AND  IN  SOME WAYS 









ALSO  SIGNAL  A  BASIC  SHIFTFROM  A  CREDITBASED METHOD  OF  ACCOUNTING  FOR 
COMPETENCE OR PROFICIENCY TO A MASTERYBASED SYSTEM !S (ENRY EXPLAINS
   ;/, 6<;*64,:  )662









COURSES 4HE COURSES  THEMSELVES  IN OTHER WORDS ARE  INSUFFICIENT PROOF 
SOMETHING MORE IS REQUIRED !S IMPORTANT STANDARDS THEMSELVES PROVIDE 
A  KIND  OF  LANGUAGE  THAT  MAKES  SENSE  OF  SCHOOLING  FROM  KINDERGARTEN 
THROUGH COLLEGE GRADUATION






SIONAL  DAYS  AND  IN  hTWILIGHTv  SESSIONSv  ,OFTY    	  !LTHOUGH  THIS 
SYSTEM HAS BEEN OPERATING FOR ONLY ABOUT THREE YEARS ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE 









3OME  TIME  AGO  4EXAS  IMPLEMENTED  A  SYSTEM  OF  STANDARDSOR  LEVELS 
OF  ACHIEVEMENTFOR +  STUDENTS  3TUDENTS  DEMONSTRATE  THAT  THEY  CAN 
MEET  THE  STANDARDS BY PERFORMING WELL ON A  STANDARDIZED  TEST  )N OTHER 
WORDS  THE MEASURE OF QUALITY  FOR  THE  STANDARDS  IS  ACHIEVEMENT ON A  SET 
OF STANDARDIZED TESTS 7HEN PEOPLE REFER TO STANDARDS IN 4EXAS THEN THEY 
CAN MEAN  	  THE  LEVELS  OF  ACHIEVEMENT  STIPULATED BY  THE  STATE  	  THE 
TESTS  THEMSELVES  OR  	 BOTH !  FOURTH MEANING  IS  ONLY  IMPLIED  BUT  ALL 
TOO COMMON "ECAUSE 4EXAS HAS ARTICULATED WHATS EXPECTED AND BECAUSE 
:[HUKHYKZ6\[JVTLZHUK(SS;OH[1Haa   
IT REQUIRES STUDENTS TO MEET THOSE EXPECTATIONS THERE IS AN ACCOMPANYING 





DARDS  DONT  PROMISE  EXCELLENCE  AND  MEETING  THEM  DOESNT  ASSURE  IT 








WORDS  THE  EFFECTS OF  THE  STANDARDS  IN 4EXAS  ACCORDING  TO  THIS  RESEARCH 
REPORT IS TO PRODUCE STUDENTS WHO CAN TAKE TESTS BUT DO LITTLE ELSE













TEND  TO  BE  VERY  SPECIFIC  STATEMENTS  OF  ACHIEVEMENT  AND  THE  STANDARDS 
FOR ACHIEVEMENT FOR EACH OBJECTIVETHE CORRECTION OF SEMICOLONS AT  
PERCENT FOR INSTANCEARE LIKEWISE STIPULATED 7HILE OUTCOMES ARTICULATE 





!  SECOND  SIGNIFICANT  FACTOR  IS  THAT  OUTCOMES  TEND  TO  ACT  AS  CURRICULAR 






































ASSIGNMENTS  DIRECT  AND  INDIRECT  RESPONSE  STRATEGIES  AND  SO  ON 7HATS 
:[HUKHYKZ6\[JVTLZHUK(SS;OH[1Haa   






)T  MAY  APPEAR  THAT  )VE  MUDDIED  THE  WATERS  SOME  ON  THE  ONE  HAND 
















IS  IRONICALLY AN EXERCISE  IN CURRICULUM MUCH MORE  THAN  IN ASSESSMENT 
)T IS THROUGH ARTICULATING OUR EXPECTATIONS THAT WE CREATE OUTCOMES THAT 
WE THEN HAVE THESE TO SHARE WITH STUDENTS THAT WE BEGIN TO THINK NOT OF 
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!LTHOUGH  OFFICIAL  ACCEPTANCE  OF  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  CAN  PROVIDE 
NEEDED  COHERENCE  STABILITY  AND  POLITICAL  POWER  FOR  WRITING  PROGRAMS 
AND  COMPOSITION  COURSES  THESE  OUTCOMES  CAN  ALSO  BE  MISINTERPRETED 
AND CONSEQUENTLY PUT TO USES DETRIMENTAL TO THE SPIRIT WITHIN WHICH THEY 
WERE DELIBERATED DRAFTED AND PUBLICLY ADVOCATED %XAMINING CRITICISMS 
OF  RECENT  STANDARDSBASED  REFORM  EFFORTS  CAN  BE  INSTRUCTIVE  IN  TERMS  OF 
POSSIBLE  CONSEQUENCES  THAT  THOSE  OF  US  WHO  WORKED  ON  THIS /UTCOMES 
PROJECT HOPE TO AVOID
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4HE  PUSH  FOR  NATIONAL  STANDARDS  IN  SUBJECTMATTER  DISCIPLINES  BEGAN  IN 
EARNEST IN THE EARLY S ON THE HEELS OF 'OALS  LEGISLATION #ERTAINLY 
SUCH REFORM EFFORTS ARE NOT NEW AND DEMONSTRATE HOW THE DISCIPLINE OF 
%NGLISH  HAS  RESPONDED  TO  LARGER  POLITICAL  AND  SOCIOECONOMIC  CHANGES 
4HE CURRENT STANDARDS MOVEMENT PARTICULARLY IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS IS THE 
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!S -YERS INDICATES EDUCATION IS NO LONGER SOLELY UNDER LOCAL CONTROL 




VISIBLE 7HAT  GETS  TAUGHT  IN  h%NGLISHv  CLASS  AS WELL  AS WHAT  STANDARDS OF 
LANGUAGE USAGE ARE IDENTIFIED AND ENFORCED WILL ALWAYS BE ISSUES DEBATED 
NOT ONLY WITHIN THE DISCIPLINE BUT IN THE WIDER PUBLIC REALM AS WELL 4HE 
READING  WARS  AND  DEBATES  OVER  WHOLE  LANGUAGE  HAVE  MADE  HEADLINES 
THROUGHOUT THE S WHILE RECENT EXAMPLES MORE GERMANE TO COMPO
SITION  STUDIES  ARE  THE  WELLPUBLICIZED  BATTLE  OVER  COURSE  CONTENT  AT  THE 
5NIVERSITY OF 4EXASn!USTIN AS WELL AS CURRENT BATTLES IN SEVERAL STATES OVER 
THE PLACE OF REMEDIAL EDUCATION ON UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES 
*9 0; 0* 0 :4: 6-  :;(5+(9+:
4HE  SETTING  OF  DISCIPLINARY  STANDARDS  IS  BOTH  A  PRAGMATIC  AND  POLITICAL 
RESPONSE  TO WHAT  THE MEDIA  SOMETIMES  IMPLIES  IS A GROWING  INCOHERENCE 
IN AND IRRELEVANCE OF THE FIELD OF %NGLISH STUDIES .ONETHELESS STANDARDS











ABILITY  TO  JUDGE WHAT  IS  APPROPRIATE  FOR  THEIR  STUDENTS -OREOVER  3USAN 
/HANIAN 	 A STRIDENT CRITIC OF STANDARDS ARGUES THAT THOSE WHO SET 




WOULD  BECOME  A  LIABILITY  AND  INSTEAD  OF  THE  PROMISE  OFFERED  BY  PROPO
NENTS OF STANDARDSBASED REFORM THAT ALL STUDENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO DEM
ONSTRATE PROFICIENCY ONLY THOSE WHO CAN BE MOLDED INTO THE NEW ONESIZE
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STRAIGHTJACKET  4OM  &OX  	  CRITICIZES  THE  STANDARDS MOVEMENT  AS  A 
VEILED ATTEMPT TO LIMIT ACCESS TO EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRADITION
ALLY EXCLUDED GROUPS (ISTORICALLY &OX ARGUES THE USE OF STANDARDS DOES 




)N  HIS  EVENHANDED  CRITIQUE  OF  STANDARDS  %LLIOT  %ISNER  	  NOTES 
THAT CURRENT REFORM EFFORTS ECHO  LONGFAMILIAR GOALS  IN EDUCATION  TO BE 
PRECISE  ABOUT WHAT WE  TEACH  AND  TO  DELIVER  INSTRUCTION  AS  EFFICIENTLY  AS 












TO  BE  COUNTERPRODUCTIVE  A  FEW  OBJECTIVES  WERE  MUCH  BETTER  THAN  THE 
MINUTIAE CONTAINED IN THE HUNDREDS )N ATTEMPTS TO hTAYLORIZEv EDUCATION 
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ADMINISTRATORS  SOON DISCOVERED  THAT EVEN  IF ONE COULD PROVIDE  TEACHERS 
WITH SCRIPTS OF WHAT TO DO HOUR TO HOUR IN THE CLASSROOM STUDENTS WOULD 
NOT FOLLOW THEM n	 
 2EPEATING A  THEME  IN /HANIANS  CRITICISM OF  STANDARDS %ISNER GOES 
ON TO CLAIM THAT SETTING STANDARDS IS FUTILE AND COUNTERPRODUCTIVE IF SUCH 
EFFORTS  FAIL  TO  RECOGNIZE  THE  VARIABILITY  IN  HUMAN  DEVELOPMENT  h)F  YOU 





ING  ACHIEVEMENT  AS  APPROXIMATELY  TWO  YEARS (E  CLAIMS  THAT  IN  SECOND 









ING  THE  FACTS OF VARIABILITY  IN HOW AND WHEN	 HUMAN BEINGS  LEARN "UT 
THESE NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES NEED NOT BE THE INEVITABLE RESULTS OF SETTING 
STANDARDS  WHEN  STANDARDS  ARE  USED  TO  PROVIDE  DIRECTION  AND  GOALS  FOR 
TEACHING 4HE /UTCOMES PROJECT WAS NOT INTENDED TO hSTANDARDIZEv POST
SECONDARY COMPOSITION CURRICULA BUT TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE FOR COURSE AND 
PROGRAM DESIGN  AND  TO  INFORM  THE  CURRICULAR  AND  PEDAGOGIC  DECISIONS 
OF INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS ) RECOGNIZE THOUGH THAT JUST AS STANDARDS CAN BE 
MISUSED SO CAN THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT
<505;,5+,+  , - - ,*;:
)T  IS  POSSIBLE  THAT  AT  SOME  INSTITUTIONS  THESE  OUTCOMES WILL  BE MISINTER
PRETED PRECISELY IN ORDER TO IMPOSE A UNIFORM CURRICULUM UPON THE COM
POSITION PROGRAM )NDIVIDUAL TEACHERS MIGHT BE FORCED TO USE A COMMON 
SYLLABUS  TEXT  AND  A  REDUCTIVE  FORM  OF  ASSESSMENT  TO  EVALUATE  STUDENT 
WRITING AT THE END OF THE TERM ) DONT BELIEVE THOUGH THAT KNOWLEDGE
ABLE WRITING PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS WILL SO NARROWLY INTERPRET AND APPLY 
THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  2ATHER  MISINTERPRETATION  IS  MORE  LIKELY  TO 
OCCUR IN SITUATIONS WHERE WRITING PROGRAMS ARE BEING PRESSURED TO SHOW 


















3TATEMENT  MAY  BE  WORSE  AT  INSTITUTIONS  WHERE  PROGRAM  DIRECTORS  AND 
FACULTY ARE UNAWARE OF RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP IN COMPOSITION STUDIES 
AND WHO SEE THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET ALL FACULTY 
TO  FOLLOW  THE SAME SYLLABUS  IN ORDER  TO ENSURE CONSISTENCY  FROM SECTION 




TO CONFORM  THE  JOB PERFORMANCES OF WRITING  FACULTY COULD BE BASED ON 
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT ON ENDOFSEMESTER EXAMS THAT MEASURE HOW MANY 
OUTCOMES WERE REACHED 
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,ET ME EMPHASIZE THAT THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT IS NOT MEANT TO DICTATE 
COURSE  CONTENT  NOR  TO  SPECIFY  PERFORMANCE  CRITERIA  4HE  TERM  OUTCOME 
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IS  DEFINED  AS  THE  KNOWLEDGE  SKILLS  AND  UNDERSTANDING  STUDENTS  HAVE 
ACTUALLY  ACHIEVED AS  THE  RESULT  OF  THEIR  EDUCATIONAL  EXPERIENCES  )N  THIS 
SENSE THESE OUTCOMES FOR COMPOSITION ARE SIMILAR TO THE NATIONAL CONTENT 
STANDARDS IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS DEVELOPED JOINTLY BY THE .#4% AND )2! 
WHICH  ARE  INTENDED  TO  GUIDE  NOT  TO  DICTATE  LOCAL  CURRICULAR  DECISIONS 
SEE THE .ATIONAL #OUNCIL OF 4EACHERS OF %NGLISH)NTERNATIONAL 2EADING 
!SSOCIATIONS  3TANDARDS FOR THE %NGLISH ,ANGUAGE !RTS 	 
3INCE  THE  TERM  STANDARD  IS USED  IN  SEVERAL QUITE DIFFERENT  CONTEXTS  IT 




THOUGH ARE CLOSELY  LINKED  THE  FORMER  IS MUCH MORE MEANINGFUL WHEN 
LEVELS  OF  PERFORMANCE  ARE  GAUGED  )N  OTHER  WORDS  DETERMINING  WHAT 










DEGREE  OF  PROFICIENCY  WITHIN  THE  SAME  TIME  FRAME  )N  FACT  WE  WOULD 
EXPECT VARIATION DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF PROGRAM THE INSTITUTION AND 
THE  STUDENTS  INVOLVED 3INCE  STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE  THEIR DEVELOPING 
COMPETENCIES IN A VARIETY OF WAYS PERFORMANCE LEVELS SHOULD BE DESCRIBED 
LOCALLY  BY  FACULTY  PARTICIPATING  IN  THE WRITING PROGRAM WHO  KNOW  THEIR 
STUDENTS WELL AND WHO UNDERSTAND THE LEVEL OF WRITING ABILITY NECESSARY FOR 
SUCCESS WITHIN A GIVEN COURSE IN A PARTICULAR SEQUENCE ,OCAL POLICY SHOULD 






3INCE  THE POINT OF  THESE OUTCOMES  LIKE  THE .#4%)2!  STANDARDS  IS 
TO PROVIDE DIRECTION AND COHERENCE  THEY  SHOULD  FUNCTION MORE AS  FOCI 





A MEASURE  OF WHAT  COMPOSITION  TEACHERS  SHARE  IN  COMMON  A  STANDARD 
MEASURE OF WHAT  ALL  STUDENTS  SHOULD BE ABLE  TO DO AFTER GOING  THROUGH 










)N  THE  SPIRIT  OF  INQUIRY  THEN  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT MUST BE  SUB


















IN  WRITING  PROGRAMS  REFLECT  THE  SPIRIT  OF  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  7E 
USE  THESE OUTCOMES  TO ENCOURAGE WHAT %ISNER CALLS  hPRODUCTIVE  IDIOSYN
CRASYv 	 THAT IS AS WE INVITE STUDENTS TO EXERCISE THEIR JUDGMENT 
AS  THEY  MAKE  RHETORICAL  AND  LINGUISTIC  CHOICES  THEIR  WRITTEN  PRODUCTS 
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WILL PARTICULARIZE  THESE GENERAL OUTCOMES AT  A  CONCRETE  INDIVIDUAL  LEVEL 
0ERHAPS  THE MOST  SIGNIFICANT  LONGTERM BENEFIT  THAT  FOLLOWS ADOPTION OF 
AND  ACTING  AND  REFLECTING  ON  THESE  OUTCOMES  WILL  BE  THAT  THE  POLITICAL 
POWER OF 70!S WITHIN OUR RESPECTIVE INSTITUTIONS CAN BE STRENGTHENED AS 
WE BECOME MORE SKILLED IN DEVISING ASSESSMENT MEASURES THAT CONCRETELY 
REPRESENT  THE  PROTEAN  WAYS  THESE  OUTCOMES  MIGHT  BE  DEMONSTRATED 
THROUGH THE VARIETY OF ARTIFACTS OUR STUDENTS PRODUCE
 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)N  A  RECENT  CONVERSATION  AMONG  COLLEAGUES  ABOUT  THE  CONCERNS  AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES  OF  70!S  IT  WAS  SUGGESTED  THAT  OUR  PROFESSIONAL  EFFORTS 
MIGHT  BE  BETTER  SPENT  IF  WE  FOCUSED  ON  MORE  TRADITIONAL  OUTCOMES  OF 
WRITING INSTRUCTIONIF WE AVOIDED DILUTING OUR EFFORTS BY PAYING ATTENTION 
TO  THE  TEXTS GENERATED WITHIN COMPUTERBASED COMPOSING ENVIRONMENTS 
AND  THE NEWLY  EMERGING  FORMS OF  ELECTRONIC  COMPOSITION  THAT  STUDENTS 
AND OTHERS ARE DEVELOPING IN THESE ENVIRONMENTS 4HIS ARGUMENT SEEMS 
TO  UNDERLIE  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  AS  A  WHOLE  WHICH  FOCUSES  LARGELY 
ON TRADITIONAL WRITING OUTCOMES WITH ONLY THE BRIEFEST NOD TO EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR IMPACT ON LITERACIES
7E  FIND  THE  LOGIC OF  THIS  ARGUMENT DIFFICULT  TO  ACCEPTAND  INDEED 
DANGEROUS 
4O OUR WAY OF THINKING 70!S OR MORE ACCURATELY AS WE ARGUE BELOW 
#0!S	ESPECIALLY DURING  A  TIME OF  RAPID  AND DRAMATIC  SOCIAL  AND  CUL
TURAL  TRANSFORMATION  SUCH  AS  THAT  CHARACTERIZING  THE  RISE  OF  THE  INFOR
MATION AGENEED  TO BE MORE OPEN  IN OUR  INTELLECTUAL UNDERSTANDING 
OF  THE  OUTCOMES  OF  COMPOSING  AND  COMPOSITION  INSTRUCTION  NOT MORE 
CONSTRAINED 7E NEED TO RECOGNIZE STUDY AND ADDRESS NOT SIMPLY A LIM
ITED  SET OF  SUCH OUTCOMES BUT  RATHER A  FULL  RANGE OF  THEMNOT  SIMPLY 
THOSE  GENERATED WITHIN  THE  CONTEXT  OF  CURRENTLY  ACCEPTED  LITERACIES  BUT 
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/UR  DIFFICULTY  IN  ACCEPTING  GOES  FURTHER 7E  WOULD  ARGUE  THAT  SOME 
OF OUR PRINTBASED EXPECTATIONS  FOR WRITING  INSTRUCTION AND OUR  REVERED 
CURRICULAR PRACTICES WILL HOLD A DECLINING RELEVANCE FOR MANY STUDENTS AS 
WELL AS FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC 7E FIND EVIDENCE OF THIS FACT IN THE CHANG
ING  STANDARDS  ENGENDERED  BY  EMAIL  AND  ONLINE  EXCHANGES  THAT  RESIST 
TRADITIONAL  SPELLING  AND  GRAMMATICAL  STANDARDS  IN  THE 7EBBASED  TEXTS 
THAT  RESIST  CONVENTIONAL  ORGANIZATIONAL  AND  AUTHORIAL  STANDARDS  AND  IN 
THE MULTIMEDIA COMPOSITIONS THAT RESIST AN ALPHABETIC DEPENDENCE ALTO
GETHER 
)F  WE  DONT  EXPAND  OUR  TRADITIONAL  NOTIONS  OF  COMPOSING  OUTCOMES 
BEYOND  THOSE OF PRINTBASED  TEXTS  TO  INCLUDE  VISUALLY BASED  TEXTS MULTI
MEDIA AND MULTIMODAL COMPOSITIONS TEXTS COMPOSED NOT ONLY OF PRINTED 













IN  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT WOULD PREVENT  SUCH OBSERVATION  LITTLE  IN  IT 
ENCOURAGES  IT  EITHER 7E NEED  TO  LOOK  THROUGH  AND BEYOND  THE /3  IN 
ORDER TO CULTIVATE SUCH A VISION
7E  CAN  ALSO  EXPAND  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  COMPOSING  OUTCOMES  BY 








4O 70!S  WHO  WORK  IN  INSTITUTIONS  THAT  LACK MATERIAL  AND  ELECTRONIC 
RESOURCESOFTEN  BUT  NOT  ALWAYS  THE  SAME  INSTITUTIONS  THAT  SERVE  LARGE 
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POPULATIONS OF  STUDENTS OF  COLOR OR POOR  STUDENTSIT MAY  SEEM ALMOST 
FRIVOLOUS  TO  FOCUS  THE  KINDS  OF NEWMEDIA  TEXTS WE HAVE MENTIONED  )N 
FACT THESE ARE THE VERY BESTAND MOST IMPORTANTSITES FOR AN EXPANDED 
UNDERSTANDING  OF  COMPOSING  OUTCOMES  AND  70!S  IN  SUCH  LOCATIONS 





hHAVENOTSv  IN A CULTURE THAT  INCREASINGLY ASSOCIATES POWER   WITH TECHNO
LOGICAL REACH OF BEING PASSIVE CONSUMERS OF ELECTRONIC TEXTS BUT NOT BEING 
ABLE  TO  PRODUCE  THESE  TEXTS  %LECTRONIC  COMPOSING  ENVIRONMENTS  ARE 
ESSENTIAL FOR SUCH STUDENTS BECAUSE THEY ARE SITES OF POLITICAL ACTIVISM AND 







IMPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  FUTURE  OF  WRITING  PROGRAMS  BUT  IT  MAY  HAVE  EVEN 
MORE IMPORTANT IMPLICATIONSAND DANGEROUS ONESFOR STUDENTS 
!ND  HERE  IS  ONE  LAST  ARGUMENT  )N    ,ESTER  &AIGLEY  WROTE  ABOUT 
HIS CONCERNS WHEN HE OBSERVED THE FRAGMENTATION ALIENATION CONTRADIC
TION  DISAFFECTION  LOSS  OF  AUTHORITY  AND  REJECTION  OF  RESPONSIBILITY  THAT 
CHARACTERIZED STUDENTS ONLINE CONVERSATIONS IN ONE OF HIS CLASSES 3EVEN 
YEARS  LATER  IN   -ARILYN  #OOPER  TRIED  TO  PROVIDE  SOME  COMFORT  TO 










hWILLINGNESSv  TO  RELATE  TO  OTHER  HUMANS  ON  A  PERSONAL  hIMPULSE  TO  BE 
RESPONSIVE TO AND RESPONSIBLE FORv OTHERS ON A hWILLINGNESSv TO APPROACH 
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AUTHENTIC  PROBLEMS  ARISING  FROM  THE  POSTMODERN  CONDITION  #OOPER 






NEWER  FORMS OF  RELATING  TO ONE ANOTHER  AND  TO  THE WORLD  THAT  STUDENTS 
HAVE IDENTIFIED AS THE MOST VALUABLE OUTCOMES OF COMPOSING
-AYBE WE CAN START LEARNING ABOUT THESE NEW COMPOSITIONS THESE NEW 
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)N -ARCH   THE DIRECTOR OF CURRICULUM  INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT 
FOR  THE /AKWOOD  SCHOOL  SYSTEM  ASKED ME  TO  DEVELOP  A  WORKSHOP  THAT 
WOULD HELP HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS BETTER UNDERSTAND COLLEGE WRITING EXPEC








LIST  ON  AN  OVERHEAD  TRANSPARENCY  4HE  LIST  WAS  DOMINATED  BY  NARRATIVE 
DESCRIPTIVE AND CREATIVE WRITING ASSIGNMENTS PLUS ESSAY TESTS /THER TEACH
ERS MENTIONED  LITERARY ANALYSIS ESSAYS  SUMMARIES  REPORTS AND RESEARCH 
PAPERS







!S MIGHT  BE  EXPECTED  RESPONSES  TO  THE  FIRST  QUESTION  VARIED  WIDELY 
3OME  DEFINED  COLLEGE  WRITING  EXPECTATIONS  IN  TERMS  OF  SPECIFIC  ASSIGN
MENTS  SUCH  AS  RESEARCH PAPERS OR  ESSAY  TESTS  3OME  FOCUSED ON  CRITICAL 
THINKING SKILLS SUCH AS THE ABILITY TO ANALYZE AND SYNTHESIZE TEXTS /THERS 
FOCUSED  ON  CERTAIN  ACADEMIC  CONVENTIONS  SUCH  AS  CORRECT  DOCUMENTA
TION OR ON CERTAIN RHETORICAL ASPECTS OF WRITING SUCH AS THE SELECTION AND 
ARRANGEMENT  OF  EVIDENCE  OR  THE  ABILITY  TO  WRITE  FOR  AN  ACADEMIC  AUDI























STATEMENT  SECTION  BY  SECTION  WITH  TWO  GOALS  TO  BE  SURE  WE  UNDERSTOOD 
WHAT THE DOCUMENT WAS SAYING ABOUT COLLEGE WRITING EXPECTATIONS AND TO 




PROCESSES 4HE %NGLISH DEPARTMENT  AT /AKWOOD (IGH  3CHOOL  LONG  AGO 
MOVED TO A PROCESSORIENTED PEDAGOGY THAT HAD SPREAD TO TEACHERS ACROSS 
THE CURRICULUM /UR DISCUSSION OF  THIS OUTCOME FOCUSED  INSTEAD ON  THE 
NOTION  OF  HELPING  STUDENTS  DEVELOP  hFLEXIBLEv  COMPOSING  STRATEGIES  FOR 
CLASSES ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES AND THE ROLE TECHNOLOGY CAN PLAY IN THE COM
POSING PROCESS 




THE  TEACHERS  DECIDED  THAT  A  PROCESSBASED  CURRICULUM  THAT  EMPHASIZED 
TRANSFERABLE READING AND WRITING SKILLS MIGHT BEST HELP STUDENTS ACHIEVE 
THE OUTCOMES OUTLINED IN THE STATEMENT 
4HE  STATEMENT  ALSO  SPARKED  SOME  DISCUSSION  ABOUT  TECHNOLOGY  WRIT
ING AND WRITING  INSTRUCTION 7HILE NO DECISIONS CONCERNING TECHNOLOGY 
EMERGED FROM THIS PARTICULAR WORKSHOP THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT RAISED 








APPLICABLE  TO  COLLEGE  WRITING  ACROSS  THE  DISCIPLINES  OR  WHETHER  THESE 
STANDARDS  WERE  ENTIRELY  DISCIPLINE  SPECIFIC  1UESTIONS  ABOUT  GENRE  ALSO 
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TO  ANYONE  INVOLVED  IN  A 7)$  PROGRAM 7HAT  ROLE  SHOULD  COMPOSITION 
CLASSES  PLAY  IN  HELPING  STUDENTS  LEARN  DISCIPLINESPECIFIC  CONVENTIONS  OF 
WRITING 7HAT  ROLE  SHOULD  TEACHERS  IN  THOSE  DISCIPLINES  PLAY (OW  CAN 
INSTRUCTORS BEST TEACH THOSE CONVENTIONS 7HICH CONVENTIONS IF ANY HOLD 
FOR WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM 
0ERHAPS  MOST  HELPFUL  THOUGH  WAS  OUR  DISCUSSION  OF  THE  OUTCOMES 














HOW WOULD  THEY  ASSESS  THE  ADEQUACY  OF  THEIR  WRITING  CURRICULUM  )  DID 







THE  SCHOOL DISTRICTS DIRECTOR OF  CURRICULUM  INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT 
SENT ME  AN  EMAIL 7HAT  INTRIGUED MANY  OF  THE WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 
SHE WROTE WAS  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENTS  SUGGESTION  THAT  FACULTY  ACROSS 





TORS  TO ATTEND DURING  THE  LAST  FEW WEEKS OF  THE   SPRING  TERM FOR A 
FULLER  NARRATIVE  OF  THE  PROGRAMS  BEGINNINGS  SEE  3CALZO  +OENIG  AND 
7ILHOIT 	
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CONVENTIONS  4HIS  INITIATIVE  CALLED /AKWOOD 7RITING  TO  ,EARN  /7,	 
INITIALLY INVOLVED FIFTEEN HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS FROM ACROSS THE CURRICULUM 





FORM  A  CLEARER  UNDERSTANDING  OF  HOW  WRITING  CAN  BE  USED  TO  IMPROVE 






4HE  FOLLOWING  WEEK  WE  DISCUSSED  A  VARIETY  OF  WRITINGTOLEARN  TECH
NIQUES  COMMONLY  EMPLOYED  IN  CLASSES  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM 4HE  GOAL 
OF  THIS  WORKSHOP  WAS  TO  HELP  THE  PARTICIPANTS  IDENTIFY  A  WIDE  RANGE  OF 










4HE GOAL OF  THE  SESSION WAS  TO HELP  THE  TEACHERS  FORM A  CLEARER UNDER
STANDING  OF  WHICH  WRITINGTOLEARN  ASSIGNMENTS  AND  ACTIVITIES  THEIR  COL
LEAGUES ARE CURRENTLY USING IN CLASS CONSIDER HOW SUCH ASSIGNMENTS MIGHT 





FORWARD 4HE GOAL OF  THE  SESSION WAS  TO HELP  THE PARTICIPANTS DEVELOP A 
PLAN FOR ENGAGING MORE FACULTY IN /7, FORM A STRATEGY FOR ASSESSING AND 
DOCUMENTING  THE  EFFECTIVENESS  OF  THE  WRITINGTOLEARN  ASSIGNMENTS  AND 
ACTIVITIES THEY EMPLOY DECIDE ON TOPICS FOR FUTURE WORKSHOPS AND IDENTIFY 























4HE /7,  LEADERSHIP  TEAM MET MANY OF  THESE  GOALS DURING  THE  FIRST 
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GREW  NATURALLY  FROM  THE  TEACHERS  DESIRE  TO  PREPARE  THEIR  STUDENTS  FOR 
THE DEMANDS OF COLLEGE WRITING 4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT HELPED THEM 
CLARIFY  THOSE  DEMANDS  BECAUSE  IT  SUCCINCTLY  SUMMARIZES  THE  hCOMMON 
KNOWLEDGE SKILLS AND ATTITUDES SOUGHT BY FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION PROGRAMS 









SO MANY  OF  THE  DOCUMENTS  OUTCOMES  EMPHASIZE  THE  EPISTEMIC  ASPECTS 
OF WRITING TEACHERS ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES MAY COME TO BELIEVE THAT USING 
WRITING  TO  PROMOTE  INQUIRY  LEARNING  AND  THINKING  IS  NOT  JUST  ANOTHER 
PASSING EDUCATIONAL FAD 4HE STATEMENT FURTHER MAKES CLEAR THAT LEADING 
EXPERTS  IN  COMPOSITION  STUDIES  VIEW  WRITING  TO  LEARN  AS  A  FUNDAMENTAL 
OUTCOME OF COLLEGE COMPOSITION PROGRAMS 4HE STATEMENT ALSO REINFORCES 
THE MESSAGE THAT STUDENT LITERACY IS NOT THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF A SINGLE 
DEPARTMENT  OR  PROGRAM  THAT  EVERY  TEACHER  HAS  AN  OBLIGATION  TO  HELP 
STUDENTS  BECOME  CRITICAL  READERS  WRITERS  AND  THINKERS  4HE  TEACHERS 
BELIEVED THEIR COLLEAGUES WOULD WELCOME THE DOCUMENTS SPECIFIC RECOM
MENDATIONS  CONCERNING  WAYS  TEACHERS  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM  CAN  HELP 
STUDENTS DEVELOP THESE SKILLS
4HIRD  THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY  COLLABORATIVE  VIEW OF WRITING  INSTRUCTION 
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EXAMPLE RESPONDING TO THE NEEDS OF AN AUDIENCE USING A STRUCTURE AND 




COLLABORATIVE  INQUIRY WAS  THE  BEST WAY  TO HELP  THEIR  COLLEAGUES  DEVELOP 
PEDAGOGIES  THAT ADDRESS  RHETORICAL KNOWLEDGE 4HEY ENVISIONED  INSTRUC
TORS WORKING TOGETHER IN SMALL CROSSDISCIPLINARY GROUPS TO DEVELOP WAYS 
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4UCKED  AWAY  IN  A  BACK  CORNER  OF  /AKWOOD  (IGH  3CHOOLS  LIBRARY  THE 
WRITING CENTER BEGAN OPERATIONS TOWARD THE END OF THE n ACADEMIC 
YEAR  WITH  FACULTY  TUTORS  "EGINNING  WITH  THE  n  ACADEMIC  YEAR  IT 
WAS  STAFFED  BY  JUNIORS  AND  SENIORS  ENROLLED  IN  THE  SCHOOLS  (ONORS  OR 
!DVANCED 0LACEMENT %NGLISH CLASSES WHO VOLUNTEERED FOR THE POSITION 
!S  )  DESIGNED  A  THREEHOUR  TRAINING WORKSHOP  FOR  THE  FIRST  GROUP  OF 
PEER TUTORS DURING THE SUMMER OF  ) AGAIN TURNED TO THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  FOR HELP  )  BEGAN  THE WORKSHOP BY  EXPLAINING WHAT  TUTORING 
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INVOLVES  HOW  TUTORS  TEND  TO  DO  THEIR  WORK  HOW  TUTORING  SESSIONS  ARE 
TYPICALLY  RUN  AND  HOW  TUTORS  SHOULD  WORK  IN  CONCERT  WITH  CLASSROOM 



























)  REMINDED  THE  TUTORS  THAT  THEY  HAVE  SUCCEEDED  AS  WRITERS  IN  PART 
BECAUSE THEY ALREADY POSSESS FLEXIBLE STRATEGIES FOR GENERATING REVISING 
EDITING  AND  PROOFREADING  TEXTS -ANY  OF  THE  STUDENTS  COMING  TO  THE 
WRITING CENTER FOR HELP WILL NOT HAVE DEVELOPED THESE SKILLS 7E DISCUSSED 
HOW  TUTORS  OFTEN  SERVE  AS WRITING  hCOACHESv WHO  CAN  SHARE  ALTERNATIVE 
COMPOSING AND REVISING  STRATEGIES WITH  THEIR PEERS OR HELP  THEIR PEERS 
ADAPT THE SKILLS THEY ALREADY POSSESS TO COMPLETE NEW OR DIFFICULT WRITING 
TASKS




7E  DISCUSSED  HOW  TUTORS  CAN  HELP  THEIR  PEERS  ENGAGE  IN  REFLECTIVE 










THEIR ROLE  IN  THE COMPOSING PROCESS 4HEY WILL WORK WITH  THE STUDENT  TO 
ANSWER  QUESTIONS  SOLVE  PROBLEMS  AND MAKE  PLANS  AVOIDING  THE  TEMP
TATION  TO  APPROPRIATE  THE  CLIENTS  TEXT 4UTORS  CAN  ALSO HELP  THEIR  PEERS 












! PRIMARY GOAL OF  TUTORING  IS  TO HELP  STUDENTS BECOME MORE  SELFSUF
FICIENT WRITERS 4UTORS CAN WORK WITH STUDENTS TO IDENTIFY THE STRENGTHS AND 










GRAPHICS  OR  FORMAT  AND  PUBLISH  TEXTS  4UTORS  HAVE  TO  BE  COMFORTABLE 

















ING WHAT MATTERS MOST  TO USIMPROVING OUR  STUDENTS  READING WRITING 
AND THINKING SKILLS
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4HE  FIRST  FULL  DRAFT  OF  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  WHICH  CAME  OUT  OF 
THE  $EFINING  /UTCOMES  FROM  #OLLEGE  7RITING  WORKSHOP  AT  THE   
#ONFERENCE  ON #OLLEGE  #OMPOSITION  AND #OMMUNICATION  ####	  IN 
#HICAGO WAS TIMELY FOR THE %NGLISH DEPARTMENT AT +IRKWOOD #OMMUNITY 
#OLLEGE +IRKWOOD  LOCATED IN #EDAR 2APIDS )OWA WITH SITES  IN SIX SUR
ROUNDING  COUNTIES  IS  A  RELATIVELY  LARGE  COMMUNITY  COLLEGE  WITH  AN 
ANNUAL  ENROLLMENT  OF  ABOUT  THIRTEEN  THOUSAND  STUDENTS  %ACH  YEAR 










4HURSDAY  FOLLOWING  THE  ####  AND  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  BECAME 
A CENTRAL  RESOURCE  FROM THE VERY BEGINNING OF OUR ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
/VER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT HAS SERVED TO GUIDE 
THE  COMMITTEE  IN  THREE  AREAS  VERIFICATION  ACCREDITATION  AND  ARTICULA
TION
=,9 0 - 0*(; 065
!T  THAT  INITIAL MEETING  THE #OMPOSITION !SSESSMENT #OMMITTEE AGREED 
THAT  THE  FIRST  STEP  IN  ASSESSING  OUR  COMPOSITION  COURSES  WAS  TO  IDENTIFY 
WHAT  IT WAS  THAT WE DID  IN  THOSE COURSES $URING  THE n ACADEMIC 
YEAR THE %NGLISH DEPARTMENT HAD DEVISED GENERAL OBJECTIVES FOR ITS COM
POSITION COURSES














/F  COURSE  THERE  ARE  VARYING  DEGREES  OF  EMPHASIS  OF  THESE  GENERAL 
OBJECTIVES IN EACH OF THE COURSES IN OUR SEQUENCE &OR EACH OF THE COURSES 
THE  DEPARTMENT  DEVELOPED  MORE  SPECIFIC  OBJECTIVES  THAT  REPRESENTED 
THE EMPHASES  FOR  THE PARTICULAR COURSE &OR EXAMPLE  THE OBJECTIVES  FOR 
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-OST OF  THE  FIRST MEETING OF  THE ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE WAS  TO  REVIEW 
THESE GENERAL AND MORE SPECIFIC COURSE OBJECTIVES AGAINST THE /UTCOMES 










!S  PART  OF  THE  .#!  ACCREDITATION  REVIEW  AN  INSTITUTION  IS  REQUIRED  TO 
PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF  THE ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT  LEARNING IN ALL OF  ITS PRO




4HE  FIRST  ASSESSMENT METHOD  IS  AN  INDIRECT MEASURE  A  SURVEY  THAT  IS 
GIVEN  TO  STUDENTS  IN  ALL  COMPOSITION  COURSES  SOMETIME  DURING  THE  LAST 













INSTRUCTORS  IN  OUR  PROGRAM  AND  THAT  STUDENTS  WILL  UNDERSTAND 7E  ALSO 
WANTED  TO  BALANCE  THE  EMPHASIS  ON  THE PARTICULAR  ABILITIES  REPRESENTED 
IN  THE  SURVEY  WITH  THOSE  OF  THE  CURRICULUM  IN  OUR  OVERALL  SEQUENCE 
4HROUGH THE INITIAL DEVELOPMENT AND SUBSEQUENT REVISIONS OF THE SURVEY 
THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT WAS REGULARLY REFERRED TO AS A RESOURCE TO ASSURE 






































"ECAUSE  THIS ASSESSMENT  FOCUSES ON A PARTICULAR  RHETORICAL MODE  THE 
CRITERIA  ESTABLISHED  IN  THE  h!RGUMENT  2ESEARCH  0APER  !TTRIBUTE  #HECK 
















FUTURE  THE  DEMONSTRATED  COMPARABILITY  BETWEEN  +IRKWOODS  OBJECTIVES 
AND  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  SEE  h6ERIFICATIONv ABOVE	  SHOULD HELP  TO 


















HOW WE ASSESS  THEIR PROGRESS  )N  THE VERY  FIRST MEETING ONE OF  THE HIGH 
SCHOOL %NGLISH  FACULTY  SOMEWHAT  FRUSTRATED  SIMPLY  SAID  THAT HE WANTED 
TO KNOW WHAT HIS STUDENTS WOULD BE DOING AND EXPECTED TO DO WHEN THEY 




THE  DOCUMENT  ONE  TEACHER  OF  BOTH !0 %NGLISH  AND  A  DUALENROLLMENT 







)N  ALL  THREE  AREASVERIFICATION  ACCREDITATION  AND  ARTICULATIONTHE 
/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT HAS  BECOME  A  KIND OF  TOUCHSTONE  FOR  A  VARIETY  OF 
ACTIVITIES WERE  INVOLVED  IN AT +IRKWOOD !S WE CONTINUE OUR ASSESSMENT 
PROCESS AS WE CONTINUE TO REVIEW OUR PROGRAM AS WE CONTINUE TO WORK 
WITH AREA HIGH  SCHOOLS  REGARDING ARTICULATION  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 
WILL REMAIN A DOCUMENT AT THE CORE OF OUR EFFORTS
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LEGE  COMPOSITIONv  CAME UP WITH   HITS 7HILE  FINDINGS BASED ON 
SEARCH RESULTS MAY NOT BE ENTIRELY CONCLUSIVE WE FEEL SAFE IN ASSERTING THAT 
THESE NUMBERS  SAY  SOMETHING ABOUT  THE UBIQUITY OF  THIS PHRASE  IN  RELA
TION TO FIRSTYEAR WRITING #HANCES ARE THAT WHEN ANY OF US DISCUSS WHAT WE 
WANT OUR  STUDENTS  TO  TAKE  FROM OUR COURSES  hCRITICAL  THINKING  READING 
AND WRITINGv ARE AMONG  THE  FIRST WE MENTION 4HE QUESTION  THOUGH  IS 
WHAT WE MEAN BY hCRITICAL THINKING READING AND WRITINGv WHEN WE WORK 
TO  IMPLEMENT  THESE  OUTCOMES  !S  $ONALD 7OLFF  POINTS  OUT  IN  CHAPTER 
 h+NOWLEDGE OF #ONVENTIONS AND THE ,OGIC OF %RRORv UNLESS THE 70! 
OUTCOMES ARE PROBLEMATIZED THEIR COMPLEXITY IS ELIDED !DDITIONALLY THE 





7E  WERE  MINDFUL  OF  THE  NEED  TO  STRIKE  A  BALANCE  BETWEEN  BROAD 
GOALS  AND  OUR  SPECIFIC  CONTEXT  WHEN WE  REVISED  THE  WRITING  OUTCOMES 
AT  %ASTERN -ICHIGAN 5NIVERSITY  WHERE  WE  TEACH  0ARTICULARLY  WE  WERE 
AND  ARE	  LEERY  ABOUT  USING  THE  ADJECTIVE  hCRITICALv  WITH  hWRITINGv 
hREADINGv  AND  ESPECIALLY  hTHINKINGv  PRECISELY  BECAUSE  IT  IS  SO  WIDELY 
USED  BUT  SOMETIMES NOT  SPECIFICALLY DEFINED 4HUS WORKING  FROM  THE 
/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  AS  A  TEMPLATE  WE  THOUGHT  CAREFULLY  ABOUT  WHAT 
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IN  THE  COLLEGE  CLASSROOM  HELPED  US  TO  CONSIDER  READING  PRACTICES  AND 
PROCESSES 7ENDY "ISHOPS 4HE 3UBJECT )S 2EADING 	 "RUCE "ALLENGER 
AND  -ICHELLE  0AYNES  4HE  #URIOUS  2EADER  	  AND  ESPECIALLY  2OB 
0OPES  4EXTUAL  )NTERVENTIONS  	  0OPES  BOOK  WHILE  NOT  EXPRESSLY 
ABOUT READING PEDAGOGY ENGAGES STUDENTS IN WRITING AND CLOSELY READING 
A VARIETY OF GENRES FOR A VARIETY OF PURPOSES "ALLENGER AND 0AYNES WORK 
*YP[PJHS;OPURPUN9LHKPUNHUK>YP[PUN   
COMPLEMENTS 0OPES APPROACH BY ASKING STUDENTS TO READ SELFCONSCIOUSLY 
AND REFLECTIVELY WITH A VARIETY OF TEXTS 
/THER  SCHOLARLY  WORK  HELPED  US  TO  CONSIDER  THE  WAYS  IN  WHICH  WE 
FRAMED  THE  APPROACH  TO  READING  IN  THESE  OUTCOMES  AND  IN  CLASSROOM 
PRACTICE  -ARIOLINA  3ALVATORIS  WORK  	  FOR  EXAMPLE  HELPED  US  TO 
THINK ABOUT THE THEORIES UNDERSCORING DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO READING 
AS WE DESCRIBE ABOVE 4HE  SAME HOLDS  TRUE  FOR $ONNA 1UALLEYS  h5SING 
2EADING IN THE 7RITING #LASSROOMv 	 3IMILARLY THE RECENT )NTERTEXTS 
2EADING  0EDAGOGY  IN  THE  #OMPOSITION  #LASSROOM  	  FEATURES  CHAPTERS 




PEDAGOGIES  HELPED  US  THINK  ABOUT  THE  RELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  STUDENTS 
CULTURES AND READING 
















THAN WITH  ISOLATED  FEATURES OF  TEXT WHETHER PHONETICAL OR  LITERARY	 &OR 
INSTANCE *EFFREY 7ILHELM AND -ICHAEL 3MITH HAVE WORKED WITH THE READ










STUDENT PRACTICES  THE OBSERVATIONS  AND PEDAGOGICAL  SUGGESTIONS BASED 
ON THEM CAN BE INVALUABLE FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS WHO WANT TO FOCUS MORE 
EXPLICIT ATTENTION ON READING PRACTICES 4HIS BODY OF WORK ALSO LED US TO 
CONSIDER  ISSUES  OF  STUDENT  ENGAGEMENT  AND  HELPING  STUDENTS  BECOME 
LIFELONG LEARNERS IN ADDITION TO THE EMPHASIS ON STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC 
SUCCESS REFLECTED IN A PREPONDERANCE OF THE WORK IN COMPOSITION 7HEN 
WE  THOUGHT  ABOUT  DEVELOPING  EXPLICIT  READING  STRATEGIES  TO  ENACT  OUR 
OUTCOMES THEN WE STARTED WITH THE LITERATURE ON COMPOSITION BUT ALSO 
WITH  THAT  FROM  %NGLISH  EDUCATION  THIS  LED  US  TO  ALSO  ARTICULATE  AFFEC
TIVE DIMENSIONS THAT WE HOPED WOULD RESULT FROM STUDENTS WORK IN OUR 
COURSE  ,IKE  "EERS  WE  BELIEVE  THAT  hSIMPLY  IMPROVING  THE  COGNITIVE 
ASPECTS  OF  READING  COMPREHENSION  VOCABULARY  DECODING  AND  WORD 
RECOGNITION	 DOES NOT ENSURE THAT THE AFFECTIVE ASPECTS OF READING MOTI
VATION ENJOYMENT ENGAGEMENT	 WILL AUTOMATICALLY IMPROVEv  	 
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2EFLECTING ON  AND WORKING WITH  THESE OUTCOMES  IN OUR  CURRICULUM HAS 
HELPED  US  TO  ARTICULATE  MORE  CLEARLY  WHAT  WE  MEAN  BY  THEM  AND  HOW 
THEY  SHAPE  THE WORK WE DO WITH STUDENTS 4HIS WORK ALSO HAS HELPED US 
TO DEVELOP TEACHING STRATEGIES TO GIVE STUDENTS OPPORTUNITIES TO PRACTICE 







PARTICIPANTS  OR  hINFERRER;S= OF  CONNECTIONv BETWEEN  TEXTS  AND CONTEXTS 












3TRATEGIES WITHIN  THE BROAD CATEGORY OF  CONTENTBASED  READING MOST  FRE
QUENTLY  ASK  STUDENTS  TO  CONSIDER  THEIR  INTERPRETATION  OF  A  READING  AND 
CONSIDER  CONNECTIONS  BETWEEN  THAT  INTERPRETATION  AND  A  hDOMINANTv 
INTERPRETATION 4HE  FIRST  TWO  STRATEGIES WITHIN  THIS  CATEGORY PARTICULARLY 
CALL ON STUDENTS TO ENACT THEIR ROLES AS TEXT ANALYSTS IDENTIFYING THE TEXTS 
























5SING  READING  TO  EXPLORE  ANDOR  EXTEND  IS  AN  OPENENDED  TASK 
BECAUSE THERE ARE SO MANY DIRECTIONS A WRITER CAN TAKE THEIR READING /VER 
TIME WEVE ARTICULATED VARIOUS WAYS STUDENTS MIGHT USE TEXT IN THEIR WRIT














NECTIONS  WILL  SOUND  FAMILIAR+EENE  AND  :IMMERMAN  ASK  STUDENTS  TO 
MAKE  AND  IDENTIFY  hTEXTTOSELF  CONNECTIONS  TEXTTOTEXT  CONNECTIONS 
AND TEXTTOWORLD CONNECTIONSv  IN  THEIR READING 	  )NSTRUCTORS  IN OUR 
FIRSTYEAR WRITING COURSES MIGHT BRING A HANDOUT THAT INCLUDES THESE hWAYS 
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THAT WRITERS  CAN DECIDE  IF  ANDOR HOW  THEY WANT  TO DRAW ON  THOSE PRO
















































ARE BRINGING  INTO PLAY HOW  THESE  IDEA  SYSTEMS  SHAPE  THEIR WRITING WHAT 
ROLES  THEY ARE ASKING READERS OF  THEIR  TEXTS  TO PERFORM AND WHY  THEY ARE 
ASKING THEM TO PERFORM THOSE ROLES 
4O PRACTICE WITH  THIS  KIND OF  READING  INSTRUCTORS MIGHT  ASK  STUDENTS 
TO FOCUS THEIR ENERGIES ON A CLOSE ANALYSIS OF WHAT COMPRISES A READING OR 
A PHOTOGRAPH 2EADING THE FIRST PAGE OF A READING TOGETHER THEY WILL ASK 
ABOUT  EVERYTHING  h7HATS  THIS  FIRST  PARAGRAPH  DOINGv  h7HY  IS  THERE 








/THER ACTIVITIES  LINKED WITH  INCREASING GENRE AWARENESS CAN HELP  STU
DENTS MAKE  CONSCIOUS  DECISIONS  ABOUT  HOW  WHEN  AND WHERE  TO  INCOR
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!FTER THIS ANALYSIS WE WILL ASK STUDENTS TO RETURN TO THEIR OWN DRAFTS AND 
APPLY THESE QUESTIONS TO THEIR PAPERS

















THESIS  STATEMENTSCULTURAL  POLITICAL  RELIGIOUS  AND  SO  ONv  n	  )N 
BOTH CASES READERS ROLES ARE TO hEXTRACTv MEANING FROM THE TEXTLITER








POINTS OUT ARE  READERS EXPECTED  TO ENGAGE  IN A DIALOGUE WITH  THE  TEXT 
INSTEAD  THEY  REFLECT  THE  PERSPECTIVE  ADVANCED  BY  AN  ADOLESCENT  READER 




4HE  CHALLENGE  FOR  CRITICAL  THINKING  READING  AND  WRITING  OUTCOMES 
AND  STRATEGIES  THAT  REFLECT  THEM	  THEN  IS  TO  ENSURE  THAT  THEY  MAKE 
ROOM  FOR  STRATEGIES  THAT  REFLECT  ALTERNATIVE  THEORETICAL  PARADIGMS  ONES 
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THAT  SHIFT  THE  RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN  READER  AND  TEXT  !SKING  STUDENTS  TO 
READ  REFLECTIVELY  AND  REFLEXIVELY(OW  ARE  YOU  READING  7HY  ARE  YOU 





PEDAGOGICAL  RELATIONSHIP  THAT ENTAILS  A  SHARED OR DISTRIBUTED EXPERTISEv 
3UCH  READING CAN HELP  STUDENTS  CONSCIOUSLY  ARTICULATE  THEIR MOVEMENTS 
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ANALYZE  THEIR  OWN  PURPOSES	  FOR  WRITING  AND  BALANCE  THESE  WITH  THEIR 




DEVELOPMENT  AND  DECISION  MAKING  STUDENTS  EMPLOY  CRITICAL  READING 
STRATEGIESREADING TEXTS READING PEOPLE READING SITUATIONS 5LTIMATELY 
STUDENTS  REPRESENT  THEIR  WORK  FOR  THE  #ELEBRATION  OF  3TUDENT  7RITING 
A  SEMESTERSEND  FAIR  IN  WHICH  STUDENTS  EXHIBIT  THEIR  RESEARCH  WORK  FOR 























WE OUTLINE ABOUT  THEIR PROJECTSAND ABOUT WORK  IN  THE ACADEMY MORE 
GENERALLY  )N  CONTINUING  DISCUSSIONS  OF  READING  WITH  STUDENTS  INTO  THIS 
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/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  ITSELF  STATES  THAT WITH  REGARD  TO  hRHETORICAL KNOWL
EDGEv STUDENTS COMPLETING A FIRSTYEAR WRITING COURSE OR SEQUENCE SHOULD 
BE ABLE AMONG OTHER GOALS	 TO h5NDERSTAND HOW GENRES SHAPE READING 




TWO PAGES  IN #OLLEGE %NGLISH  THE  TERM GENRE  IS USED  THREE  TIMES  TWICE  IN 
THE  FIRST  AND  )  WOULD  SAY  FOUNDATIONAL  SECTION 2HETORICAL +NOWLEDGE 








FACULTY  AND  GRADUATE  TEACHING  ASSISTANTS  WHETHER  TRAINED  IN  RHETORIC 
AND COMPOSITION OR IN LITERATURE CREATIVE WRITING OR LINGUISTICS	 WHO ARE 
DOING THE ACTUAL WORK OF WRITING  INSTRUCTION  IN  THE VARIOUS COMPOSITION 
PROGRAMS  AROUND  THE  COUNTRY  !  -AY    DISCUSSION  ON  THE  70!, 
LISTSERV  BETWEEN  )RVIN  0ECKHAM  AND  4RISH  2OBERTS-ILLER  SUGGESTS  THAT 
NOT  EVERYONE  WHO MIGHT  CHOOSE  OR  BE  CALLED  UPON	  TO  INTERPRET  AND 
IMPLEMENT THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT WILL NECESSARILY READ THE TERM GENRE 
IN A WAY THAT IS INFORMED BY RECENT GENRE THEORY 4HE DISCUSSION OF GENRE 
4VYL;OHU[OL3H[LZ[7*)\aa^VYKMVY4VKLZ   














AS  3OCIAL  !CTIONv  	  ARE  FOUNDATIONAL  IN  CONTEMPORARY  CONCEP
TIONS OF  GENRES  AS MUCH MORE  THAN  JUST  FORMS #LEARLY 2OBERTS-ILLERS 
BACKGROUND  HER  READING  OF  "AKHTIN  AND  PROBABLE  LACK  OF  FAMILIARITY 













h7RITE  IN  SEVERAL  GENRESv  h$EVELOP  KNOWLEDGE  OF  GENRE  CONVENTIONS 
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TO  A  PURELY  FORMULAIC  CONCERN  4HE  MORE  COMPLEX  AND  THEORETICALLY 
INFORMED VIEW OF GENRE THAT WAS AT THE CORE OF THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 
COMMITTEES INTENTIONS IS ONE IN WHICH GENRE IS NOT MERELY A FINITE PROD

















































OF  GENRE  TO  RHETORICAL  CRITICISM  ANDOR  COMPOSITION  THEORY  THEY  HAVE 
ATTEMPTED  TO  EXPLICATE  THE  CHARACTERISTICS  THAT  CONSTITUTE  A  GENRE  *OHN 






)N  'ENRE  +NOWLEDGE  IN  $ISCIPLINARY  #OMMUNICATION  "ERKENKOTTER  AND 
























GENRE MAY BOTH DISSEMINATE AND PARTICIPATE  IN  THE  IDEOLOGY EPISTEMOL
OGY AND CULTURE OF A COMMUNITY 4HEY POINT OUT FOR EXAMPLE THE WAYS 






"ERKENKOTTER  AND  (UCKINS  DEFINITION  OF  GENRE  THEREFORE  CONTAINS 







4HUS  RATHER  THAN  TAKING  A HOLISTIC  NORMATIVE  APPROACH  TO  GENRE  AS  IS 
DONE IN TRADITIONAL STUDIES WE FEEL  IT MAKES MORE SENSE TO TAKE A MORE 














AND (UCKINS  DYNAMISM  HEARKENS  BACK  TO  A  "AKHTINIAN  TERM  DIALOGISM 
$IALOGISM  SUPPOSES  THAT  UTTERANCES  ARE  ALWAYS  SHAPED  IN  RESPONSE  TO 
4VYL;OHU[OL3H[LZ[7*)\aa^VYKMVY4VKLZ   







ARE  CONSTRAINED  BY  THE  GENERIC  EXPECTATIONS  THEY  INHERIT  BUT  THEY  ARE 
ALSO FREE TO A DEGREE	 TO CONTRIBUTE PRACTICES OF THEIR OWN THAT MAY THEN 
BECOME PART OF THE FUTURE CONSTRAINTS ASSOCIATED WITH THAT GENRE







FORMS  ALONE  WHEN  A MORE  CRITICAL  UNDERSTANDING  OF  SOCIAL  PROCESSES  IS 
NEEDED 
)F  GENRE  THEORY  HAS  HAD  OR  WILL  HAVE  ANY  SIGNIFICANT  IMPACT  IN  COM
POSITION THEORY  IT WILL  LIE  IN  THE RECOGNITION THAT GENERIC  FORMS ARE NOT 




A  PRODUCTIVE  ART  OF  MAKING  TEXTS  THAT  FIT  CERTAIN  FORMAL  REQUIREMENTSv 
 	 !S -ILLERS STATEMENT SUGGESTS THE TENDENCY IN MANY WRITING 
PROGRAMS HAS BEEN TO FOCUS ON PARTICULAR MODES OR FORMS FOR ACADEMIC 




hPROBLEMSOLUTION  ESSAYv  AND  SO  ON 7HILE  SUCH  GENRES MAY  HELP  STU
DENTS GAIN CERTAIN SKILLS OF PRODUCTION THEY ARE PRIMARILY WHAT &REEDMAN 
AND -EDWAY WOULD  TERM hCLASSROOM GENRESv  IN  THAT  THEY DO NOT BRING 
STUDENTS INTO ANY DISCOURSE COMMUNITY BEYOND THE PARTICULAR CLASSROOM 
&REEDMAN  AND -EDWAY NOTE  THAT  CLASSROOM WRITING  hCAN  EFFECTIVELY  AT 
LEAST  TO  A  CERTAIN  LEVEL	  SUPPORT  STUDENTS PERSONAL  SENSEMAKING  IN  THE 
FACE OF ;COMPLEX TOPICS IN GEOGRAPHY SUCH AS= @SHIFTING CULTIVATION    
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)T WILL NOT HOWEVER MAKE THEM GEOGRAPHERS (ENCE THE STRENGTH OF THE 
ARGUMENT FOR GETTING STUDENTS INTO THE STANDARD DISCOURSESv  	
&REEDMAN  AND  -EDWAY  USE  THE  JOURNAL  ASSIGNMENTS  DEVELOPED  BY 
"RUFFEE AS AN EXAMPLE OF INVENTED CLASSROOM GENRES 3UCH JOURNAL ASSIGN
MENTS  IN  WHICH  STUDENTS  ARE  ENCOURAGED  TO  WRITE  FREELY  ABOUT  THEIR 
RESPONSES  TO  READINGS  CLASSROOM  ACTIVITIES  AND  VARIOUS  OTHER  PROMPTS 




PLINES &REEDMAN AND -EDWAY NOTE  THAT WHILE OSTENSIBLY  THESE  JOURNALS 
WERE MEANT TO FREE STUDENTS FROM ATTENTION TO CONVENTION ALLOWING THEM 
TO INTERACT WITH THE CONTENT OF THE CLASSES IN A REFLECTIVE AND INTELLECTUALLY 
STIMULATING  WAY  hTHE  RHETORICAL  DEMANDS  HAD  NOT  DISAPPEAREDv   
	 3UCCESSFUL STUDENTS hLEARNED TO MANIPULATE TEXTUAL FEATURES TO CREATE 
AN IMPRESSION OF ARTLESS EXPRESSIVITYv CHARACTERIZED BY hA CERTAIN LENGTH 
EXPRESSIVITY  UNCONVENTIONALITY  AND  SPARKINESSv  THEY  LEARNED  TO  hMIX 










MUNITIES  WITH  EQUALLY  COMPLEX  SOCIALLY  DEVELOPED  GENRES  IT  DOES  LITTLE 
GOOD  TO  TEACH  STUDENTS  STANDARD WRITTEN  FORMS WITHOUT GIVING  THEM THE 
CAPABILITY  TO  INTERPRET AND APPLY  THOSE  FORMS  IN  SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE AND 
NOVEL WAYS 4HUS #HARLES "AZERMAN  ARGUES  THAT  THE  hLARGEST  LESSONv OF 
HIS RESEARCH INTO SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH GENRES hIS NOT THAT THERE ARE SIMPLE 
GENRES  THAT  MUST  BE  SLAVISHLY  FOLLOWED  THAT  WE  MUST  GIVE  STUDENTS  AN 
APPROPRIATE SET OF COOKIE CUTTERS FOR THEIR ANTICIPATED CAREERS BUT RATHER 
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THESE  FORMS WHEN  THEY  ARE WRITING  INDEPENDENTLY  FOR  A  VARIETY  OF  SITUA
TIONS )F AS MANY SOCIAL VIEWS OF RHETORIC ARGUE hALL LEARNING IS NECESSARILY 
SITUATED  WITHIN  COMMUNITIES  OF  PRACTICE  IN  WHICH  LEARNERS  ARE  ENABLED 
TO PERFORM BY AN INTRICATELY ORCHESTRATED PROCESS OF COPARTICIPATION WITH 
OLDTIME  MEMBERSv  THEN  hEXPLICATION  IS  NOT  PART  OF  THE  LEARNING  PRO
CESSv &REEDMAN  	 7HILE &REEDMAN DOES CONCEDE THAT EXPLICIT 
INSTRUCTION PAIRED WITH  IMMEDIATE PARTICIPATION  IN  THE  COMMUNITY MAY 
BENEFIT  STUDENT  WRITERS  ACTIVE  PARTICIPATION  IN  ACTUAL  COMMUNITIES  IS  A 
CRUCIAL  REQUIREMENT  $RAWING  ON  +RASHENS  SECOND  LANGUAGE  ACQUISI
TION THEORY SHE WARNS US THAT hTHE RESTRICTIONS ARE SEVERE     PROXIMITY 


















DEVELOPMENT  OF  ACADEMIC  LITERACIES  IN  ;FIRSTYEAR  WRITING=  CLASSROOMSv 
  	 (ENCE  A WRITING  PROGRAM  SHOULD  SEEK  TO  PREPARE  STUDENTS 
FOR THE LIFELONG WORK OF LEARNING TO WRITE BY EXPOSING THEM TO A NUMBER 
OF GENRES DEVELOPING  THEIR ABILITY  TO  LOOK CRITICALLY AT COMMUNITIES AND 
GENRES HELPING THEM TO SEE BOTH THE CONSTRAINTS AND THE CHOICES WITHIN 
PARTICULAR  WRITING  SITUATIONS  AND  PREPARING  THEM  FOR  BOTH  THE  REWARDS 
AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF ACCULTURATION INTO NEW WRITING COMMUNITIES 








A COLLEGE EDUCATION  IN  THE FIRST PLACEWITH WRITING AS  THE TOOL  TO ATTAIN 
IT  "UT  FOR MANY  PRIMARILY  THOSE  WHOSE  HOME  COMMUNITIES  ARE  CULTUR
ALLY FURTHEST FROM THE !NGLODOMINATED ACADEMY THIS CHANGE OF BEING IS 
SOMEWHAT THREATENING AND CANNOT BE ENTERED INTO LIGHTLY -ANY THEORISTS 






TO DO  AND OFTEN GAIN DEEP  INSIGHT  INTO  THE MATTERv   	 4HUS 
WHEN A PERSON CANNOT NATURALLY ACQUIRE hFULL FLUENCYv IN A DISCOURSE HE 
OR SHE CAN STILL DEVELOP A USEFUL AND EMPOWERING COMBINATION OF hPARTIAL 













'EES METALINGUISTIC  SKILL  IS  SIMILAR  TO  WHAT  *OHN  3WALES  	  CALLS 
hRHETORICAL  CONSCIOUSNESSv  3WALES  SUGGESTS  THAT  PEDAGOGY  INFORMED  BY 
GENRE THEORY SHOULD INVOLVE TWO PRACTICES FIRST HELPING STUDENTS DEVELOP 
RHETORICAL  CONSCIOUSNESS  BY  WORKING  WITH  THEM  TO  EXAMINE  PARTICULAR 
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2ECENTLY -ARY *O 2EIFF TOOK 3WALESS CLAIM ONE STEP FURTHER BY CLAIM
ING  THAT  WHEN  INSTRUCTORS  LEAD  STUDENTS  IN  CONDUCTING  ETHNOGRAPHIC 
RESEARCH  AND  WRITING  GENRE  ANALYSES  THEY  ACCOMPLISH  THE  CRITERIA  SET 
BY  !VIVA  &REEDMAN  FOR  AUTHENTIC  INSTRUCTION  IN  GENRES  2EFERENCING 
-ARILYN  #HAPMAN  2EIFF  NOTES  THAT  ETHNOGRAPHIC  RESEARCH  AND  GENRE 
ANALYSIS INVOLVE STUDENTS IN THREE IMPORTANT PROCESSES LEARNING A GENRE 
LEARNING  ABOUT  GENRES  AND  LEARNING  THROUGH  GENRES  hSTUDENTS  LEARN 






















4HIS  IS  A  GENRE  PROCESS  APPROACH  .AMING  THIS  APPROACH  GENRE  PROCESS 
CALLS ATTENTION TO A NUMBER OF WRITING PROCESSES  THE CONTINUAL  LIFELONG 
PROCESSES  OF  WRITING  ACQUISITION  THE  PROCESSES  OF  ENTERING  AND  UNDER




POSSIBLE WRITING PROCESSESAS  TIED  TO  SPECIFIC WRITING  COMMUNITIES  AND 
GENRES AS ALL OTHER WRITING PRACTICES ARE
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4HIS  MEANS  A  FIRSTYEAR  WRITING  COURSE  WHETHER  LINKED  TO  ANOTHER 
COURSE  THROUGH  A 7!#  OR 7)$  PROGRAM  OR  HOUSED  EXCLUSIVELY  WITHIN 
THE %NGLISH DEPARTMENT	 SHOULD GIVE STUDENTS OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPLORE 
AND  PRACTICE  GENRES  VALUED  IN  DIVERSE  CONTEXTS  SO  THAT  THEY  CAN MAKE 
COMPARISONS  BETWEEN  DIFFERENT  DISCIPLINES  AND  COMMUNITIES  WAYS 
OF  WRITING  AND  ENACT  DIVERSE  PROBLEMSOLVING  STRATEGIES  TO  ACCOMPLISH 
SUCCESSFUL  WRITING  IN  A  VARIETY  OF  SITUATIONS  )DEALLY  A  WRITING  COURSE 
SHOULD NOT  SETTLE DOWN WITHIN ANY ONE DISCIPLINE OR GENRE EXPLICATING 






UNIQUE  INSTRUCTION  SHOULD  BRING  COHESION  TO  THE  COURSE  BY  REQUIRING 
REFLECTION AND METAAWARENESS ON THE PART OF STUDENTS 3TUDENTS SHOULD 





)NSTRUCTORS  SHOULD  ALSO  RECOGNIZE  THAT  THE  AMPLE GUIDANCE  AND  INDI






MISGUIDED  )T MIGHT BE MORE USEFUL  TO HELP  STUDENTS PRACTICE  INITIATING 
SUCH CONVERSATIONS  THEMSELVES DISCUSSING  IN  THE PROCESS WHAT KINDS OF 
QUESTIONS MIGHT BE APPROPRIATE TO ASK AND OF WHOM AND THUS EXPANDING 






















EXPERT  WRITERS  WOULD  SERVE  TWO  PURPOSES  &IRST  IT  WOULD  GIVE  STUDENTS 
GREATER  INSIGHT  INTO  THE EXPECTATIONS OF VARIOUS DISCIPLINES AND COMMU
NITIES  OUTSIDE  THE  %NGLISH  CLASSROOM  THROUGH  INTERACTION WITH WORKING 
WRITING MEMBERS  OF  SUCH  COMMUNITIES  3ECOND  IT  WOULD HELP  STUDENTS 
DEVELOP A MINDSET OF ETHNOGRAPHYAN ATTITUDE THAT ALLOWS AND ENCOUR
AGES CURIOSITY AND INQUIRYMAKING THEM LESS RELUCTANT TO SEEK OUT ADVICE 
AND  ASK QUESTIONS  IN  THEIR  FUTURE  FORAYS  INTO NEW WRITING  COMMUNITIES 
4HEY WILL  COME  TO  REALIZE  THAT  LEARNING  TO WRITE  IS  AN ONGOING PROCESS 
















WHO WANTED  TO  ACT ON  THE  RECOMMENDATIONS HELD WITHIN  THE  STATEMENT 
TO  INFORM THEMSELVES AND ENLIGHTEN THEIR CONSTITUENTS MORE FULLY ABOUT 






)N  THE END  A DOCUMENT  SO BRIEF  CANNOT BE EXPECTED  TO  STAND ON  ITS 
OWN  EVEN  IF  WRITTEN  BY  PEOPLE  FROM MULTIPLE  KINDS  OF  CAMPUSES  FROM 
ACROSS  THE  COUNTRY 4HEIR  CHOICE  TO BECOME  INVOLVED  IN  SUCH A PROJECT 
AND THEIR PRESENCE AT THE CONVERSATIONS WHETHER ACTUAL OR VIRTUAL	 THAT 
LED TO THE FINAL DOCUMENT PLACE THEM IN A MUCH SMALLER MORE COHERENT 











FOR  TRYING  TO  ARTICULATE  A  COMPREHENSIVE  SET  OF  GOALS  THAT  MIGHT  ALLOW 
DIVERSE  WRITING  PROGRAMS  ACROSS  THE  COUNTRY  TO  DEVELOP  UPTODATE  AND 
THEORETICALLY CREDIBLE CURRICULA THAT TOGETHER COMPRISE A COHERENT APPLI
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)N THE FALL OF  *OHN 2AMAGE THEN ACTING DIRECTOR OF %NGLISH COMPO
SITION AT !RIZONA 3TATE 5NIVERSITY  SUBMITTED  TO  THE DEAN OF  THE #OLLEGE 
OF  ,IBERAL  !RTS  AND  3CIENCES  A  DOCUMENT  TITLED  h0ROPOSAL  TO  )MPROVE 
7RITING )NSTRUCTION AT !35v !MONG OTHER THINGS THE PLAN SUBSEQUENTLY 






























!LTHOUGH WE  THINK  THAT WE HAVE  SERVED  STUDENTS WELL  BY  IMPLEMENT
ING  SOME OF  THE MEASURES DESCRIBED ABOVE WE  REALIZE  THAT  THE !RIZONA 























COLLEAGUES  $EIRDRE  -AHONEY  *ACKIE 7HEELER  AND  "ONNIE  +YBURZ	  TO 






IN  THE  3TRETCH  0ROGRAM  WILL  ILLUSTRATE  THE  FUNCTIONS  AND  DETAILS  OF  THE 
ASSIGNMENT
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7HEN WE  FIRST PRESENT AND DISCUSS  THIS ASSIGNMENT  IN OUR CLASSROOMS 
WE  ARE  VERY  AWARE  THAT  IT  ASKS  STUDENTS  TO  DO  A  LOT  AND  OFTEN  THEY  FEEL 

















REFLECTIVE  LETTER  NOT  ONLY  TO  GIVE  THEM  EXPERIENCE  AT  DOING  SUCH  WORK 
WHICH WELL ASK FOR IN MUCH MORE DETAIL AT THE END OF THE TERM	 BUT ALSO 
TO GIVE  THEM A  STARTING POINT  SOMETHING  THEY CAN BUILD ON FOR  THAT END
OFSEMESTER  ASSIGNMENT  !S  THEY  THEN  WORK  WITH  THAT  FIRST  ATTEMPT  WITH 
THEIR PEER REVIEWERS AND THE LIST OF PROMPTS IN THE ASSIGNMENT AND THE 
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DRAFTS HAVE CHANGED #ONSIDER HOW STUDENT .IKKI 3OPER DESCRIBES WHAT 
SHES INCLUDING IN HER PORTFOLIO
;4HE=  PIECES  THAT  )  FEEL  )  DID  WELL  ON  OR  THAT  WERE  BETTER  ONCE  THEY  WERE 






REARRANGE MY  PARAGRAPHS  INTO  ONE  AND  PLACE  IDEAS  FROM ONE  PARAGRAPH  TO 
ANOTHER  )  REALLY  FEEL  THAT  THE  REVIEWERS HELP  THE WRITER  SEE  THINGS  THE WRITER 
HIMSELF MAY OVERLOOK 
!LSO  NOTE  HOW  3OPER  IN  EXPANDING  HOW  SHE  DESCRIBES  WHAT  WRITING 
SHES  INCLUDED  IN  HER  PORTFOLIO  ALSO  EXPLAINS  SPECIFICALLY  HOW  SHE WENT 
ABOUT CHANGING HER INTRODUCTION
:64,  ,?(473,:  -964 :;<+,5; » :  9 , - 3 ,*; 0=,  3 ,;;,9:









WRITING PROJECT  PEER  RESPONSES  TO  VERSION  OF WRITING PROJECT   THE 
FINAL VERSION OF WRITING PROJECT  AND  THE  FINAL VERSION OF WRITING PROJECT 
 4HE GOALS OF THE LEARNING LOGS ARE TO GET OUR MINDS HEADING IN THE RIGHT 
DIRECTION  FOR  A  SPECIFIC WRITING PROJECT 7ITH  THAT  SAID  LEARNING  LOG  DID 





4HIS  STUDENT  CLEARLY  IS  WORKING  HARD  TO  EXPLAIN  WHY  HER  PORTFOLIO 
INCLUDES WHAT  IT  DOES  AND  TO PROVIDE  SOME EXAMPLES  TO  SHOW WHAT  SHE 












0EER  RESPONSES HAVE HELPED ME  TREMENDOUSLY WITH  IMPROVING MY WORK       
3OMETIMES  THE  THINGS  THAT  )  THINK  ARE  WELL  WRITTEN MAY  CONFUSE  THE  READER 






OF  THESE  INCLUDE h7AS  IT BECAUSE OF PEER PRESSURE -AYBE  THEIR ROLE MODELS 





)  THINK PEER  REVIEW  IS  SOMETHING  THAT  SHOULD  BE DONE  IN MORE  CLASSES 4HIS 
SEMESTER IS THE FIRST TIME ) HAVE EVER USED PEER REVIEW AND IT HAS MADE A HUGE 
IMPACT ON  THE OUTCOME OF MY PAPERS  )  TRY  TO  TAKE OUR PEER  REVIEW  SESSIONS 
VERY  SERIOUSLY  BECAUSE  THE MORE  INFORMATION  AND HELP  )  CAN GET  THE BETTER 
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!N  EXAMPLE  OF  DESCRIPTION  IN  PROJECT  TWO  WOULD  BE  WHEN  )  WAS  NEGATIVELY 
DESCRIBING  THE  RED  COUCHES  IN  THE  LIBRARY  )  DESCRIBED  THEM  AS  h4HE  DIRTY 















PORTFOLIO  ASSIGNMENTS  TO  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  WE  MOVE  TOWARD 















BEEN PROVEN WRONG OVER  AND OVER  AGAIN  )  STARTED  TO  REALIZE  THIS  RIGHT  AFTER 
THE  FIRST  PEER  REVIEW  ON  WRITING  PROJECT  NUMBER  ONE  )N  THIS  PAPER  )  WROTE 
ABOUT HOW COLLEGE COULD BE MORE ENJOYABLE 7HEN ) GOT MY PAPER BACK FROM 
THE OTHER STUDENTS THERE WERE NUMEROUS REMARKS ABOUT HOW ) DID NOT USE ANY 
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!NOTHER /3  GOAL  FOCUSES  ON  THE  USE  AND  VALUE	  OF MULTIPLE  DRAFTS 
3TUDENT  ,ISA  "ROOKE +ONSTANZER  ADDRESSES  AND  REFLECTS  ON	  SUCH  CON
CERNS WHEN SHE NOTES
-ULTIPLE DRAFTS HAVE DONE WONDERS FOR MY PAPERS       7HEN ) REWRITE THESE 
POINTS HAVE BEEN IMPROVED BECAUSE ) FEEL LIKE THE MORE TIMES ) REVISE THE MORE 



















hANDv  IN  THIS  SENTENCE  THOUGH BECAUSE WE HOPE  THAT OUR  STUDENTS  SEE 
THEMSELVES IN BOTH OF THESE COMPLEMENTARY ROLES
7YVJLZZLZHUK6\[JVTLZPU(YPaVUH»Z/PNOLY,K\JH[PVU:`Z[LT    
)TS BEEN INTERESTING TO READ TEACHERS INDIVIDUAL VARIATIONS IN PORTFOLIO 
ASSIGNMENTS 7HILE  TEACHERS  IN  OUR  LARGE  PROGRAM  APPROXIMATELY   
TEACHERS AND  STUDENTS EACH YEAR	 PRESENT THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 
TO STUDENTS IN LANGUAGE THAT REFLECTS THEIR INDIVIDUAL TEACHING PERSONAE 




LEMS  SUCH  AS  RECYCLING  THE  SAME  PAPER  THROUGH  SEVERAL  CLASSES	  SOME 
ASSOCIATE WITH PORTFOLIOS 3CHUSTER  n SEE ALSO ,ARSON 	 
!T  THE  SAME  TIME  STUDENTS ALSO BRING  THEIR OWN  INDIVIDUAL PERSPECTIVES 
TO  THE  ACTIVITY  OF  PORTFOLIO  CONSTRUCTION 7HEN  THESE  DIFFERING  PERSPEC
TIVES  TRANSACT WITH ONE ANOTHER AND WITH  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  THEY 
SEEM  TO  INTERACT  AS  "AKHTINIAN  hCENTRIPETALv  AND  hCENTRIFUGALv  FORCES 
4HE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  FOCUSES  THE  DISCOURSE  WITH  ITS  CENTRIPETAL  OR 
UNIFYING INFLUENCE BUT THE INDIVIDUALS WHO USE THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 












TIVE  COMPONENT  IN  A  USEFUL  ASSESSMENT  APPROACH 7E  FULLY  EXPECT  THAT 
THE EFFORT WILL DEMONSTRATE THAT STUDENTS ARE ACCOMPLISHING MUCH IN OUR 
COURSES




ABOUT  WHAT  CONSTITUTES  EFFECTIVE  CURRICULUM  AND  PEDAGOGY  0UTTING  THE 
/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT ON THE TABLE THOUGH HAS HELPED US TO FOCUS SOME OF 
THOSE CONVERSATIONS AND IT HAS HELPED REFINE SOME OF THE CURRICULAR GOALS 
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4HE  +NOWLEDGE  OF  #ONVENTIONS  OUTCOME  SOUNDS  LIKE  hGRAMMAR  FIRSTv 
ALL  OVER  AGAIN 7HILE  SOME WILL  EMBRACE  GOING  BACK  TO  THE  BASICS  OTH














;%DITED !MERICAN= %NGLISH  AS  A  3ECOND $IALECT DESIGNED  FOR  THE WEAK
EST DIALECT WRITERSMOSTLY !FRICAN !MERICAN AND #HICANOADMITTED TO 




DID  VERY  WELL  EVENTUALLY  PRODUCING  !LEVEL  WORKCLEAR  COGENT  WELL 
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BY MAKING IT GRUNT WORK ) TAKE THIS AS AN EMBLEM FOR A VERY REAL DANGER 
IN STRESSING ACADEMIC WRITING AND ITS CONCOMITANT CORRECTNESS












THOSE  IN  CHARGE  AND ELITE  STUDENTS  FIND  THE  hHANDBOOKv  APPROACH EASY 
EFFECTIVE EFFICIENT LOGICAL MECHANICAL ! FEW DIRECTIVES TO AVOID COMMON 
ERRORS  LIKE  FRAGMENTS  COMMA  SPLICES  AND  PRONOUN  DISAGREEMENT  AND 











THE  TIME  THEY  ENTER  SCHOOL  A  VIEW OF  GRAMMAR  SO  COUNTERINTUITIVE  THAT 
MOST PEOPLE REJECT IT OUT OF HAND WHILE MANY IN COMPOSITION EMBRACE IT 
ALL  TOO READILY  IN ORDER  TO MINIMIZE THE EMPHASIS ON GRAMMAR THAT HAS 
BEEN TOO LONG IDENTIFIED AS THE ESSENCE OF FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION &9#	 





ERROR HUNT HOPING  AGAINST  ALL  EVIDENCE  7EAVER   n	  THAT  THIS 
APPROACH WILL TRANSFER TO THE STUDENTS ACTUAL WRITING 
2UV^SLKNLVM*VU]LU[PVUHUK[OL3VNPJVM,YYVY     
&OR MOST STUDENTS THE HANDBOOK APPROACH CREATES A TRANSFERENCE GAP 







4HERE  IS  A  TRANSFERENCE GAP BECAUSE  THE EXERCISES  ARE NOT GROUNDED  IN 




TION  INCREASED COGNITIVE  LOAD AND WERE BACK WHERE WE  STARTEDMANY 
STUDENTS LOSE EITHER FLUENCY OR CORRECTNESS 
4EACHING  CONVENTIONS  IS  SELDOM  AS  STRAIGHTFORWARD  AS  WE  LIKE  TO 
BELIEVE  'RAMMATICAL  CONCEPTS  EVEN  hSIMPLEv  ONES  LIKE  RECOGNIZING  A 
SUBJECT VERB OR A COMPLETE SENTENCE ARE VERY DIFFICULT FOR NATIVE SPEAK
ERS BECAUSE BY THE TIME A CHILD IS SIX OR SEVEN THOSE CONCEPTS ARE ALWAYS 
ALREADY EMPLOYED EFFECTIVELY  IN  SPEECH 4HE  LINGUISTIC MIND  IS  VERY EFFI
CIENT AND DOES NOT NEED  TO  IDENTIFY  SUBJECTS AND VERBS  FOR EXAMPLE  IN 
ORDER  TO  PRODUCE  EFFECTIVE  SENTENCES  ORALLY  )T  IS  CONSEQUENTLY  DIFFICULT 
IN  MOVING  FROM  ORAL  TO  WRITTEN  PROFICIENCY  TO  GET  THE  MIND  TO  RETAIN 
WHAT FOR IT IS NEEDLESS INFORMATION FAR REMOVED FROM WHATS REQUIRED TO 
COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY DAY TO DAY )N ADDITION SPEECH PATTERNS MAY NOT 
MATCH  UP  WELL  WITH  THE  CONVENTIONS  OF  COLLEGELEVEL  PROSE  !S  A  RESULT 






COMPLEX  STRUCTURES  IN  ACADEMIC  DISCOURSE  STRUCTURES  LIKE  SUBORDINATE 
AND RELATIVE CLAUSES 4HIS  LEADS TO A CONVERSATION ABOUT BOUND AND FREE 
RESTRICTIVE  AND NONRESTRICTIVE	 MODIFIERS  A  CONCEPT  THAT  OFTEN  GOVERNS 
WHETHER  OR  NOT  A  COMMA  SHOULD  BE  USED  ,INKING  SENTENCE  STRUCTURE 
TO  ARTICULATION  OF  PRECISE  RELATIONS  BETWEEN  ELEMENTS  IN  A  SENTENCE	 
TO MEANING  AND  TO  PUNCTUATION  HELPS  WRITERS  UNDERSTAND HOW  READERS 
PROCESS INFORMATION AT THE SENTENCE LEVEL 3UCH A LESSON AND PERSPECTIVE 















4HE  EXAMPLES  THAT  FOLLOW  ARE  ILLUSTRATIVE  BECAUSE  THEY  REPRESENT  A 






4HE  FINAL  SIX WORDS  ARE  A  VERB PHRASE  ACTING  AS  AN  hINDIRECTv  OBJECT 
4HAT IS THEY FUNCTION POWERFULLY WITHIN THE SENTENCE AS A SINGLE SYNTACTIC 
UNIT ADDED TO WHAT SEEMS LIKE A COMPLETE CLAUSE !T LEAST THE PART OF THE 







(ERE  THE COMMA MARKS  THE BASE CLAUSE OFF  FROM THE FINAL MODIFYING 
PHRASE  !GAIN  THE  FINAL  PHRASE  CLEARLY  ACTS  AS  A  SINGLE  UNIT  AND  hFEELSv 
TACKED ON  TO  THE BASE  CLAUSE WHICH  IN  FACT  IT  IS  LINGUISTICALLY  SPEAKING 
(ERES ANOTHER
3HE WILL READ MORE CAREFULLY WITH THIS IN MIND
2UV^SLKNLVM*VU]LU[PVUHUK[OL3VNPJVM,YYVY   
.OW THE WRITER SETS OFF THE PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE AGAIN HEARING THE END 












HERE  FOR EMPHASISSORT OF  LIKE h)LL BE  SURE  TO KEEP  THAT  IN MINDv "UT 
IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE THAT THE PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE MIGHT INTRODUCE THE NEXT 
















WHAT  COUNTS  AS  CORRECT  USAGE  BUT  ALSO  IN  TERMS  OF  THE  WRITERS  SENSE  OF 
AGENCY WHICH BRINGS US BACK AGAIN TO QUESTIONS OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 
AND CULTURAL IDENTITY -OST STUDENTS DONT SEE HOW TO ENGAGE THEMSELVES 
IN  WRITING  ACADEMICALLY  ABOUT  ISSUES  THAT  DONT  DIRECTLY  AFFECT  THEM  AT 
LEAST  IN  THEIR  FIRST  YEAR  SOME OF  THEM NEVER DISCOVER HOW  TO OPERATE  IN 
THE SPECIALIZED WORLD OF ACADEMIC DISCOURSE !S A RESULT THEY TRY TO EFFECT 
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AN  hOBJECTIVEv  STANCE  WHICH  UNDERMINES  THEIR  SUCCESS  4HE  DISTANCE 
BETWEEN WHAT THEY ARE ATTEMPTING TO WRITE AND WHERE THEIR INTERESTS REALLY 
LIE IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACADEMIC WRITING AND A PROSE THAT REPRESENTS 












TIVE  TODAY  BECAUSE  IT  ADDRESSES  THE  hBASICSv  SO MANY  PEOPLE  THINK  THEY 





FESSIONAL  JOURNALS AND  LISTSERVS 4HE  TEACHING OF GRAMMAR  LIKE  TEACHING 
MANY  SUBJECTS  IS  POLITICALLY  CHARGED  IDEOLOGICALLY  CONTENTIOUS  0EOPLE 
TEND TO HAVE VERY STRONG OPINIONS ABOUT THE SUBJECT (OWEVER THOSE WHO 
CALL  FOR MORE  GRAMMAR  INSTRUCTION USUALLY  ARE  UNAWARE  OF  THE  TRANSFER




7E  NEED  TO  UNDERSTAND  ERROR  ANALYSIS  AS  SOCIOLINGUISTIC  PRACTICE  4HE 
DIMENSIONS  OF  THE  PROBLEM  WERE  RECENTLY  HIGHLIGHTED  BY  THE  /AKLAND 
3CHOOL "OARD h%BONICSv CONTROVERSY 4HE BOARD SOUGHT TO DECLARE "LACK 
%NGLISH  VERNACULARAN !FRICAN !MERICAN  DIALECTA  SEPARATE  LANGUAGE 
BECAUSE THE SCHOOLS WERE NOT ABLE TO OBTAIN ENOUGH FUNDS IN ANY OTHER 
WAY  TO  TRAIN  TEACHERS  TO  APPRECIATE  THE  STUDENTS  OWN  DIALECTS	  WHILE 
SIMULTANEOUSLY MOVING THEM TOWARD %DITED !MERICAN %NGLISH 4HE ISSUE 
IS IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO BE THE SUBJECT OF THE LEAD ARTICLE IN ###S FIFTIETH 
ANNIVERSARY  ISSUE  3MITHERMAN  	  &URTHERMORE  THE  SAME  VOLUME 
CLOSES WITH $EBRA (AWHEES h#OMPOSITION (ISTORY AND THE (ARBRACE #OLLEGE 
2UV^SLKNLVM*VU]LU[PVUHUK[OL3VNPJVM,YYVY   
(ANDBOOKv 	 SO THAT THE SPECIAL ISSUE IS FRAMED BY CONSIDERATIONS OF 
DIALECT  AND  HANDBOOKS 7HEN  YOU  THINK  ABOUT  GRAMMAR  YOURE  ALWAYS 
CURRENT ALWAYS ALREADY EMBEDDED IN THE POLITICS OF GRAMMAR
 






INSTITUTIONS  IT  IS  TEMPTING  TO  SIMPLY  NOD  AND  CELEBRATE  IT  AS  A  SUCCESS
FUL  DOCUMENT  4HE MANY  AND  DIVERSE  USES  OF  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT 
SEEM  TO MAKE  AN  UNCOMPLICATED  ARGUMENT  FOR  ITS  SUCCESS  AND WE  CAN 
BE  TEMPTED  TO  SAY  h)SNT  THAT  GREATv  AND  SMILE  "UT  CONSIDERATIONS  OF 




4HIS  CHAPTER DRAWS ON  TECHNOLOGY  THEORY  RHETORICAL  THEORY  AND PUBLIC 
POLICY THEORY TO PROVIDE US WITH A MUCH CLEARER UNDERSTANDING OF WHY THE 
/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT HAS BEEN SO WIDELY ADAPTED AND ADOPTED 4HIS CLOSE 
EXAMINATION OF  THE WAY  THE /UTCOMES PROJECT WAS  CONDUCTED  AND HOW 
THE DOCUMENT HAS BEEN USED PROVIDE US WITH VITAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
PROJECT THE DOCUMENT AND ITS VARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS 
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3INCE  THE  FIRST PART OF  THIS CHAPTER  RELIES PARTLY ON AN UNDERSTANDING OF 
THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  AS  A  TECHNOLOGY  CLARIFYING  THAT  UNDERSTAND
ING  IS  IMPORTANT  BEFORE MOVING  TO  CONSIDERING  IMPLEMENTATIONS  OF  THE 
/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT )T IS EASY ENOUGH TO CLAIM THAT GOOSE QUILLS PENCILS 
FOUNTAIN PENS  AND  COMPUTERS  ARE  TECHNOLOGIES  BECAUSE  THEY  ARE  TOOLS 
4HEY ARE AS $ENNIS "ARON DEFINES TECHNOLOGIES MADE OF MATERIALS THAT 
ARE ENGINEERED hTO ACCOMPLISH AN ENDv  	 ! TECHNOLOGY EMBOD
IED  AS  A  TOOL  IS  THE  MOST  COMMON  WAY  OF  THINKING  ABOUT  TECHNOLOGY 
"UT WHEN  AN  OBJECT  IS MADE  OF  DISCIPLINARY  KNOWLEDGE  AND  ITS  PHYSICAL 
EMBODIMENT IS A COLLECTION OF WORDS ON PAPER OR SCREEN THE UNDERSTAND













POINT  OR  PRIMARY  INSTRUMENTALIZATION  4HE  SECONDARY  INSTRUMENTALIZATION 
OCCURS  WHEN  THE  TECHNOLOGY  IS  hINTEGRATED  WITH  THE  NATURAL  TECHNICAL 
AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS THAT SUPPORT ITS FUNCTIONINGv 	 $URING THE 
SECONDARY INSTRUMENTALIZATION THE POSSIBILITIES FOR AGENCY OPEN TO GROUPS 












3INCE  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  BEGAN  IN  THE  70!,  LISTSERV  ) 
BEGAN MY STUDY OF THE SECONDARY INSTRUMENTALIZATION OF THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT BY MINING THE LIST ARCHIVES 3EARCHING THOSE ARCHIVES PROVIDED 
EVIDENCE  OF  SEVERAL  INSTITUTIONS  ADOPTING  AND  ADAPTING  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  FOR USE  IN  THEIR PROGRAMS  ) ALSO SENT A QUERY  TO  THE  LIST  FOR 





/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  THIS  WAY  4HE  SECOND  MOST  COMMON  USE  OF  THE 
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/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  IN  THE  FIRSTYEAR  COURSE  ITSELF  )N  EACH  CASE  THE 
INSTITUTIONS  HAVE  ADAPTED  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  TO  THEIR  OWN  PUR
POSES 3OME RESPONDENTS CALLED THEIR ADAPTATIONS hCLOSEv WHILE OTHERS 
COMMENTED THAT THEIR ADAPTATIONS WHILE LARGELY BASED ON THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT WERE  CONSIDERABLY  CUSTOMIZED  TO  FIT  LOCAL NEEDS 4HE  TABLE 
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4O FACILITATE  FURTHER  INVESTIGATION  INTO  THE SECONDARY  INSTRUMENTALIZA
TIONS  OF  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  MORE  DETAILS  WERE  REQUESTED  FROM 
SEVERAL  PEOPLE  WHO  RESPONDED  TO  THE  LIST  INQUIRY  4HE  EXTENSIVE  EMAIL 
RESPONSES  FROM THESE PEOPLE  ILLUSTRATE  THE WIDE VARIETY OF USES  TO WHICH 











ING  THE PROCESS OF ADOPTING  THESE GOALS ,OWE RECALLED  THE POLITICS  THAT 
WERE INVOLVED AND SAID THAT PERSUADING THE %NGLISH DEPARTMENT TO ADOPT 
THEM WAS THE MOST DIFFICULT 4HE SMALL TRADITIONAL -OUNT 5NION %NGLISH 
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DEPARTMENT  SEVEN  LITERATURE  FACULTY  AND  ONE  COMPOSITION  FACULTY	 
RESISTED BECAUSE OF THREE FACTORS 	 hA LONG INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF 4OTAL 
#LASSROOM !UTONOMYv 	 hA FEAR THAT OUR ONE SEMESTER COMP SEQUENCE 
@COULDNT  DO  ALL  OF  THE  THINGS  IN  THE  OUTCOMES  STATEMENTv  AND  	  hA 




HOWEVER HE HAS  EXPERIENCED  RESISTANCE  TO  THE  ADOPTED GOALS  AS HE HAS 
ASKED FACULTY IN THE 7!# PROGRAM TO CONSIDER THEM 4HE THIRD CONSTITU
ENCY THAT ,OWE WORKED WITH WAS THE DEAN WHO ASKED ,OWE TO hSIMPLIFY 
THE  STATEMENTv  SO  THAT  hSOMEONE  WITH  A  DEGREE  OTHER  THAN  2HETORIC
#OMPOSITION COULD UNDERSTAND ITv 4HE DEAN WAS SUPPORTIVE OF THE GOALS 
hEARLY ONv ,OWE REPORTED WHICH MADE GETTING IT ADOPTED EASIER
7ILL  (OCHMAN  OF  3OUTHERN  #ONNECTICUT  3TATE  5NIVERSITY  3#35  A 
STATESUPPORTED  INSTITUTION  WITH  ABOUT  SIX  THOUSAND  UNDERGRADUATES	 













!NOTHER  INSTANCE  OF  ADAPTING  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  TO  LOCAL  USE 
WAS  RECOUNTED  BY  A  WRITING  PROGRAM  ADMINISTRATOR  WHO  HAS  CHOSEN 
TO  REMAIN  ANONYMOUS  BECAUSE  OF  COMMENTS  INCLUDED  ABOUT  HOW  THE 
/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT WAS RECEIVED BY THE LITERATURE FACULTY IN HIS DEPART
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ADDITION TO USING THE ORIGINAL /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 58 BORROWED FROM 
CUSTOMIZED STATEMENTS THAT WERE DEVELOPED USING THE ORIGINAL /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  AS  A  BASE	  AT  SEVERAL  OTHER  UNIVERSITIES  4HE  58  OUTCOMES 
COULD  BE  CONSIDERED  A  THIRDLEVEL  INSTRUMENTALIZATION  OF  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  "Y  USING  THE  ORIGINAL  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  AS  WELL  AS  THE 









THAT  $OE  COULD  GET  HIS  hFACULTY  COMMITTEE  TO  WORK  UP  STATEMENTS       
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GET ANYWHERE NEAR DOINGv 3TACEY USED THE SAME COLORCODED INFORMATION 
AT  A  COLLEGEWIDE GENERAL EDUCATION OUTCOMES MEETING  TO  hACQUAINT  COL
LEAGUES WITH WHAT WE DOAND DO NOT DOv 
!T  THE  5NIVERSITY  OF  #OLORADO  AT  "OULDER  5#n"	  THE  /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  WAS  USED  TO  REBUILD  A  WRITING  PROGRAM  THAT  2OLF  .ORGAARD 











SPECIFIC  CAMPUS  CONCERNS  AND  EXPECTATIONS  ABOUT WRITINGv #ONCLUDING 
THESE AFFIRMATIVE REMARKS ABOUT THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT .ORGAARD SAYS 
h&OR US THE OUTCOMES DOCUMENT WAS TRULY KAIROTICv 
4HE  5NIVERSITY  OF  4ENNESSEE  AT  #HATTANOOGA  54#	  IS  ONE  OF  THE 




LET  STUDENTS KNOW ABOUT  THE GOALS OF  THE COURSE AND THEIR PERFORMANCE 
IN IT 54# HAS BEGUN USING THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT TO SET UP AN hEXPEC
TATIONSv  PROGRAM  BASED  ON  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  2EPRESENTATIVES 
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!CCORDING TO ,AUREN #OULTER THE DIRECTOR OF COMPOSITION AT 54# AND 
LEADER OF THE FIRST WORKSHOP ON THE %XPECTATIONS $OCUMENT THERE WERE 
SOME OBJECTIONS  TO  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT BECAUSE  IT DID NOT  INCLUDE 
THINGS LIKE hSPECIFIC MODES OF WRITINGv BUT SHE INDICATED THAT THESE OBJEC







QUESTIONS  ABOUT WHAT  OUR  EXPECTATIONS  ARE  IN  THAT  AREAv  SO  THEY  ADDED 





#OULTER  REPORTED  THAT  THE  hGROUP EMBRACED  THE DOCUMENT WHOLEHEART
EDLYv  	  #OULTER  WAS  EXPECTING  SOME  RESISTANCE  SINCE  TEACHERS 
















AND  @BACKED  IT UP A  YEAR  TO  ARRIVE  AT  EXPECTATIONS  FOR  ENTERING  COLLEGE 
WRITERSv  	  5SING  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  #OULTER  COMMENTED 
MADE  THE  hPROCESS  OF  CREATING  THE  %XPECTATIONS  DOCUMENT  IMMENSELY 
EASIER MORE EFFICIENTv  AND  SHE  RECALLS  THAT WHEN  SHE WAS  CHARGED WITH 
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3TATEMENT  IS  ADAPTED  AND  USEDHOW  BORROWING  FROM  "RUNO  ,ATOUR 
	 THE TECHNOLOGY IS hENROLLEDv IN THE INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS IN WHICH 
IT WILL FUNCTION 4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT HAS PROVEN TO BE HIGHLY ADAPT
ABLEAND ULTIMATELY  AN  EXCEPTIONALLY  USEFUL  TECHNOLOGY 4HE QUESTION 
THAT  GROWS OUT  OF  THIS  CLAIM OF  SUCCESS  IS  h7HYv 7HY  IS  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT A PARTICULARLY SUCCESSFUL DOCUMENT 4HAT  IS  THE QUESTION THAT 
THE SECOND PART OF THIS CHAPTER ATTEMPTS TO ANSWER
;/,69,; 0*(3 (5(3@: 0 : 6- ;/, 6<;*64,:  :;(;,4,5; (: 
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ING  ATTENTION !WARENESS OF  THE  CURRENT POLITICAL  CLIMATE WAS  EVIDENT  AT 
THE  BEGINNING  OF  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  PROJECT  $ISCUSSION  OF  THE 
/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  BEGAN  THE  SAME  MONTH  -ARCH  	  THAT  THE 
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.#4%)2! 3TANDARDS FOR THE %NGLISH ,ANGUAGE !RTS .ATIONAL #OUNCIL 
	 WERE PUBLISHED !LTHOUGH THE .#4%)2! STANDARDS AND THE OUT
COMES WERE NOT DIRECTLY  RELATED  IN  THE ONLINE DISCUSSIONS  THAT  SPAWNED 
THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  PARTICIPANTS  IN  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  DIS
CUSSION WERE KEENLY AWARE OF THE STANDARDS MOVEMENT AND THE TROUBLED 
.#4%)2! PROJECT )N AN UNPUBLISHED COMMENT ABOUT THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  +ATHLEEN  "LAKE  9ANCEY  CHARACTERIZED  THE 
MOOD OF hTHE LARGER CULTUREv AT THE TIME THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT WORK 
BEGAN  AS  hVERY  STANDARDS  RICHv  9ANCEY  B	  4HOSE  WORKING  ON  THE 




EDUCATION 4HOSE  INVOLVED  IN  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT MOVEMENT  REAL
IZED  THAT  IN SHORT ORDER  FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION WOULD BE A  TARGET OF  THE 
STANDARDS MOVEMENT 0REVENTING THE FIRSTYEAR COURSE FROM BEING DEFINED 






PLISHED  THROUGH  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENTS  EXTENSIVE  VETTING  IN  PROFES
SIONAL  VENUES  ITS USE OF PROFESSIONAL  LANGUAGE AND  ITS  IMPRIMATUR BY A 
NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL GROUP 4HOSE WORKING TO DEFINE THE FIRSTYEAR COURSE 





!S  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  HAS  BEEN  ADOPTED  THOSE  PROMOTING  IT 





#ONSIDERATION  OF  !DVOCACY  #OALITION  &RAMEWORK  A  PUBLIC  POLICY 
THEORY  DEVELOPED  BY  0AUL  3ABATIER  AND  (ANK  *ENKINS3MITH  CAN  SHED 
MORE LIGHT ON THE SUCCESS OF THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT !CCORDING TO THESE 
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SCHOLARS EFFECTIVE ADVOCACY COALITIONS MUST HAVE hTECHNICAL RESOURCESv SO 
THAT  THEY  CAN  PARTICIPATE  IN  hPRESTIGIOUSv  DELIBERATIONS  THAT  ARE  hDOMI
NATED BY PROFESSIONAL NORMSv    n	 4HE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT 
SERVES AS THE hTECHNICAL RESOURCEv FOR THOSE ATTEMPTING TO TAKE PART IN DIS
CUSSIONS OF THE FIRSTYEAR COURSE ON MULTIPLE LEVELSFROM DEPARTMENTAL TO 
UNIVERSITYWIDE  TO  DISCUSSIONS  BEYOND  THE  UNIVERSITY  )N  HIGHER  EDUCA
TION  DELIBERATIONS  THAT  ARE  hDOMINATED  BY  PROFESSIONAL  NORMSv  TYPI
CALLY DEMAND THAT PARTICIPANTS HAVE hPROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND TECHNICAL 










4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  SERVES AS A  RESOURCE  FOR WHAT 3ABATIER AND 
*ENKINS3MITH  CALL  hPOLICYORIENTED  LEARNINGv 4HEY DEFINE  THIS  AS  LEARN
ING  THAT  IS  CHARACTERIZED BY  THE DIFFUSION OF NEW BELIEFS  AND ATTITUDINAL 
CHANGE  	 4HOSE SEEKING TO SPREAD NEW BELIEFS AND CHANGE ATTI
TUDES ABOUT  THE  FIRSTYEAR WRITING COURSE ARE CONDUCTING POLICYORIENTED 
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CONTINUES  TO  REFLECT  CURRENT  BEST  PRACTICE  IN  COMPOSITION  THEORY  AND 
PEDAGOGY IT WILL SERVE THOSE SHAPING FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION PROGRAMS WELL 
"UT  CONSIDERATIONS  OF  KAIROS  AND  !DVOCACY  #OALITION  &RAMEWORK  TEACH 
US THAT DOCUMENTS LIKE THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT NEED TO BE TIMELY AND 
POLICYORIENTED  LEARNING  MUST  BE  AN  ONGOING  PROCESS  4HE  /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT WILL NOT  REMAIN  TIMELY  IF  IT  IS  ALLOWED  TO PETRIFY 4HOSE  INTER
ESTED  IN  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  NEED  TO  REGULARLY  REVISIT  THE  DOCUMENT 
AND  IF  NECESSARY  REVIVE  THE  PROCESS  THROUGH  WHICH  IT  WAS  CONCEIVED  TO 
UPDATE THE DOCUMENT AND REVITALIZE ITS KAIROTIC FORCE !DVOCACY #OALITION 
&RAMEWORKS  EMPHASIS  ON  POLICYORIENTED  LEARNING  SHOWS  US  THAT  THOSE 
DIRECTING WRITING PROGRAMS MUST CONTINUE POLICYORIENTED LEARNING SO THAT 
THE  PROJECT  BEGUN  WITH  THE  ADAPTATION  AND  ADOPTION  OF  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT HAS LASTING EFFECTS 4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT IS NOT AT AN END
POINT IT MUST CONTINUE TO BE A DYNAMIC ONGOING EFFORT THAT IS REGULARLY 
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THE DEBATES OVER  THE %NGLISH /NLY MOVEMENT  RIOTS  IN &RENCHSPEAKING 
1UEBEC  THE /AKLAND %BONICS DEBACLE  AND ####S  3TUDENTS 2IGHT  TO 
4HEIR  /WN  ,ANGUAGE  .ONETHELESS  )  AM  TAKEN  ABACK  BY  THE  RANGE  OF 
ARGUMENTS  RAISED  AGAINST  COMPOSITIONISTS  CURRENT  AND  LONG  OVERDUE 
ATTEMPT TO ARTICULATE  FOR OURSELVES PRIMARILY WHAT OUR BREADANDBUTTER 
CURRICULAR STAPLE IS INTENDED TO ACCOMPLISH
)  DO  BELIEVE  THAT  THE  /3  FRAMERS  ALONG  WITH  PROFESSIONAL  ORGANIZA
TIONS  THAT ARE ASKED  TO ENDORSE  THE DOCUMENT  SHOULD BE AWARE OF POS
SIBLE PITFALLS !ND ) DO BELIEVE THE /3 SHOULD UNDERGO THOROUGH VETTING 





7ILEY  FEELS  AT  THE  PROSPECT  OF  ADMINISTRATORS  MISINTERPRETATION  OF  THE 
DOCUMENT LEADING TO INCREASED PRESSURE FOR QUANTIFIABLE RESULTS CHAPTER 
FOUR  THIS VOLUME	 !ND AS A  FORMER TEACHER OF DEVELOPMENTAL WRITERS  ) 
AM  SYMPATHETIC  TO $ONALD 7OLFFS  ARGUMENT  THAT  THE /3 OVERSIMPLIFIES 
INSTRUCTORS ABILITY TO TEACH AND STUDENTS ABILITY TO GRASP VARIOUS CONVEN
TIONS CHAPTER ELEVEN THIS VOLUME	
4HINKING  FROM  THE  POINT  OF  VIEW  OF  A  WRITING  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR HOWEVER ) DONT BELIEVE THESE CONCERNS OR THOSE RAISED 
IN OTHER VENUES SHOULD DETER US FROM PRODUCING A DISCIPLINEBASED STATE
MENT  THAT PURPORTS  TO EXPLAIN WHAT HIGHER EDUCATIONS MOST  FREQUENTLY 
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REQUIRED COURSE ATTEMPTS TO ACCOMPLISH -AYBE ITS CLICHÏD TO CLAIM THIS 
BUT IF PROFESSIONALS IN THE DISCIPLINE CANT ARRIVE AT COMMON LANGUAGE TO 







THAT  AT  THE  SAME  TIME  DOES  NOT  RESORT  TO MEANINGLESS  LOWEST  COMMON 
DENOMINATOR DEFINITIONS 
)  CANT  HELP  BUT  WONDER  WHETHER  THE  CENTRAL  VALUES  OF  THE  ACADEMY 
IN GENERAL AND OF COMPOSITION STUDIES  IN PARTICULARQUESTIONING EVERY
THING  hINTERROGATING  THE  TEXTv  INQUIRING  CRITICALLY  ACKNOWLEDGING  DIF
FERING  VIEWS PRIVILEGING ARGUMENTHAVE GOTTEN  IN  THE WAY OF  REACHING 
AGREEMENT ON THE /3 )T WOULDNT BE THE FIRST TIME THAT INTRADISCIPLINARY 






REFORM  THE  &ORD  GRANTS  WERE  DESIGNED  TO  INFUSE  LARGE  SUMS  OF MONEY 
INTO  CURRICULAR  PROJECTS  THAT  EMBEDDED  COMPOSITION  IN  GENERAL  EDUCA
TION PROGRAMS 2ECORDS OF THE MEETING AND PARTICIPANT TESTIMONIES REVEAL 
THAT THE DAYLONG CONVERSATION BECAME CONTENTIOUS TEMPERS FLARED AND 









OF  EXTERNAL  FUNDS  TO  EXPERIMENT  WITH  AND  POSSIBLY  IMPROVE  THEIR  WRIT
ING  PROGRAMS .OR  AM  )  SUGGESTING  THAT  HARD  QUESTIONS  BE  OVERLOOKED 
OR DIFFICULT  ISSUES BE  SIDESTEPPED  ) AM SUGGESTING  THAT OUR  INTERNALIZED 
>OH[[OL6\[JVTLZ:[H[LTLU[*V\SK4LHUMVY>YP[PUNHJYVZZ[OL*\YYPJ\S\T   









WHO HAVE PASSED THROUGH &9# COURSES !DMITTEDLY  THE  LACK OF  TRUST  IS AT 



























OF  THE  "OYER #OMMISSIONS   2EINVENTING 5NDERGRADUATE  %DUCATION  ! 
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"LUEPRINT FOR !MERICAS 2ESEARCH 5NIVERSITIES SEE ALSO :EMSKY  3EYMOUR 
  AND  THE  *OHNSON  &OUNDATION  	  9ET  ONE  MORE  EXAMPLE  OF 





WILL  BE  LITERATE  AND  WILL  POSSESS  THE  KNOWLEDGE  AND  SKILLS  NECESSARY  TO 
COMPETE IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY AND EXERCISE THE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF  CITIZENSHIPv 5NFORTUNATELY  THE  LEGISLATION  HAS  NOT  BEEN  A  FREQUENT 
TOPIC OF DISCUSSION AMONG COMPOSITIONISTS BUT THE PANELS WORK DOES HAVE 
IMPLICATIONS  FOR 7!#7)$ PROGRAMS  IN PARTICULAR  &OR  EXAMPLE  SOME 
SIX HUNDRED FACULTY EMPLOYERS AND POLICYMAKERS PARTICIPATED IN A STUDY 
COMMISSIONED TO hIDENTIFY AND        REACH CONSENSUS       ON THE SPECIFIC 
HIGHER ORDER COMMUNICATION AND  THINKING  SKILLS  THAT  COLLEGE GRADUATES 
SHOULD ACHIEVE TO BECOME EFFECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN THE WORKPLACE AND CITI

















TO  A  COHERENT  STATEMENT OF WHAT  THE MAJORITY OF  THE  COUNTRYS &9# CUR
RICULA ARE  TRYING  TO DO &ACULTY  IN  THE DISCIPLINES WILL UNDERSTAND  THAT A 
NATIONALLY  DEVELOPED  DISCIPLINEBASED /3  NEEDS  ELABORATION  AND  INTER
PRETATION 
(AVING SOMETHING  TO  START WITH  TO WORK  FROM AND  TO BASE QUESTIONS 
ON WILL BE A GOOD START 4HE /3 WILL PROVIDE A VOCABULARY OF WORDS AND OF 





6ARIOUS  COMMENTATORS WHO HAVE ALREADY PUT  THE /3  TO USE HAVE NOTED 
THAT  IT DEMONSTRATES  THE COMMONALITIES  THAT  CURRICULA HOLD ACROSS  INSTI
TUTIONS 4HE /3 CAN HELP  FACULTY  IN  THE DISCIPLINES UNDERSTAND  AT  LEAST 
IN BROAD TERMS WHAT &9# DOES AND DOES NOT DO !S $ONALD 7OLFF PUT IT 
IN  A POST  TO 70!,  hMOSTLY  THEY  ;SCHOOL  ADMINISTRATORS  THE  INTERESTED 
PUBLIC STUDENTS= WANT TO SEE A DOCUMENT THAT MAKES COMMON SENSE AND 
MOSTLY WE  ;PROFESSIONALS  IN  COMPOSITION= WANT  A  DOCUMENT  THAT MAKES 
THEORETICAL SENSE 4HEY WANT SOMETHING READABLE AND WE WANT SOMETHING 
THAT DOES NOT  VIOLATE  THE COMPLEXITY OF  TEACHING  INEXPERIENCED READERS 
AND WRITERS TO COMPOSE EFFECTIVELY AT THE COLLEGIATE LEVELv
3ECOND FOR WRITING PROGRAMS THAT OFFER 7!#7)$ COURSES WITHIN THE 
SAME  DEPARTMENT  AS  &9#  EG  SOPHOMORE  OR  JUNIORLEVEL  hWRITING  FOR 
THE HUMANITIESv AND hWRITING FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCESv COURSES ETC TAUGHT 
BY  %NGLISH  INSTRUCTORS	  THE /3  WILL  HELP  TO  ESTABLISH  BASELINE  EXPECTA






AS  THEY  SHOULD -INIMALLY  THOUGH  THE /3  SHOULD  AS  ABOVE  PROVIDE  A 
VOCABULARY  FOR  MAKING  THE  CONVERSATIONS  MORE  PRODUCTIVE  THE  COURSE 
SEQUENCES MORE DEFENSIBLE  AND  THE  COURSE  GOALS MORE DISCERNABLE  FOR 
STUDENTS TEACHERS AND OTHERS 
4HE  THIRD AND POTENTIALLY MOST PROBLEMATIC  SITE  IN WHICH  THE /3  IS 
LIKELY  TO  INTERSECT  WITH 7!#7)$  IS  WITH  ADMINISTRATORS  AND  STATELEVEL 
POLICYMAKERS  WHO  MAY  LATCH  ONTO  THEM  FOR  PURPOSES  OF  QUANTIFYING 
7!#7)$  SUCCESS  FOR  EITHER  INDIVIDUAL  STUDENTS  OR  WHOLE  PROGRAMS 
















POTENTIAL PAYOFF  IS POSITIVE $AVID 3CHWALM 	 HAS  CAUTIONED  h/UR 
WORLD IS BEING DEFINED FOR US BY PEOPLE WHO HAVE OTHER THAN EDUCATIONAL 





SATION  FORWARD AS WELL !ND  IT WOULD DEMONSTRATE OUR WILLINGNESS  TO BE 
ACCOUNTABLE ,ETS GET ON WITH IT
 
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0ERHAPS  ONE  OF  THE  MOST  IMPORTANT  COMPONENTS  OF  THE  /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT IS  ITS REPEATED ASSERTION THAT FIRSTYEAR OUTCOMES ARE ONLY ONE 
STAGE  IN  A  WRITERS  DEVELOPMENT /THER  COURSES  OTHER  EXPERIENCES  WILL 
CONTINUE  TO  AFFECT  WRITING  COMPETENCE  AND  IT  IS  IMPORTANT  FOR  FACULTY 
IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND PROGRAMS TO CONSIDER HOW THEY CAN BUILD ON 
THE WORK  OF  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  !RGUABLY  NO  DEPARTMENT  NEEDS  THIS 
REMINDER MORE  THAN  THE  %NGLISH  DEPARTMENT  WHOSE  ADVANCED  WRITING 
COURSES  HAVE  TYPICALLY  BEEN  SIMPLY  hMOREv  hHARDERv  OR  hBETTERv  FIRST
YEAR COURSES SEE (ASWELL  n	 7HETHER  THE /3 WILL  SPUR  THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF BETTERARTICULATED RELATIONSHIPS AMONG COURSES IN %NGLISH 
DEPARTMENTS REMAINS TO BE SEEN )N THIS ESSAY ) EXPLORE THE WAYS THE /3 
SPECIFICALLY  CHALLENGES  THOSE WHO  TEACH ADVANCED WRITING COURSES DRAW
ING ON MY OWN DEPARTMENTS EXPERIENCE WITH RECONCEIVING ITS ADVANCED 
WRITING  COURSES  )N  SO  DOING  )  ALSO  EXPLORE  SOME  OF  THE  LIMITATIONS  OF 
THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT IN RELATION TO ADVANCED WRITING 4HE /3 OFFERS 
NEAT  CATEGORIES AND CLEAR DIRECTIVES ABOUT HOW WORK  IN OTHER PROGRAMS 








THAN  WE  ANTICIPATED  7E  QUICKLY  LEARNED  WHAT  ARTICLES  ABOUT  ADVANCED 
COMPOSITION  HAVE  REPORTED  FOR  SOME  TIME  THERE  WAS  VERY  LITTLE  TO  DIS
TINGUISH  OUR  FIRSTYEAR  COURSES  FROM  OUR  ADVANCED  COURSES  AND  THERE 
WAS NO CONSENSUS ON WHAT  THE  TERM ADVANCED  COMPOSITION  ACTUALLY MEANT 
SEE "LOOM   FOR A CONCISE HISTORY OF  THE  TERM AND  ITS  VAGARIES	 !S 
WE LOOKED AT THE RANGE OF OUR SYLLABI FROM BASIC WRITING THROUGH SENIOR 















THE  SAME  READINGS  USED  AT  DIFFERENT  COURSE  LEVELS	  4HE  BUSINESS  AND 
PROFESSIONAL  WRITING  COURSES  DID  INTRODUCE  NEW  GENRES  TO  STUDENTS  BUT 
THE  TITLES  AND  COURSE DESCRIPTIONS MADE  IT DIFFICULT  FOR  STUDENTS  OR  FAC
ULTY	 TO DISTINGUISH THEM 7HAT WAS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 0ROFESSIONAL 
7RITING AND "USINESS 7RITING /R BETWEEN  )NTERMEDIATE AND !DVANCED 







WERE  WE  GOING  TO  DO  ABOUT  IT  /UR  HABIT  OF  SPECIALIZING  IN  PARTICULAR 
COURSES MEANT THAT EACH OF US DEVELOPED COURSES IN ISOLATION 7E HAD LITTLE 




NO PUBLIC DISCUSSION OF  SUCH MATTERS /UR WEAKNESSES  IN  THIS AREA WERE 
NOT  UNIQUE  ,IKE  MOST  WRITING  TEACHERS  WE  KNEW  LITTLE  ABOUT  DEVELOP
MENTAL PSYCHOLOGY A BLIND SPOT DISCUSSED BY (ASWELL IN THIS VOLUME	 )T 
HAS THUS BEEN DIFFICULT FOR US LOCALLY OR NATIONALLY	 TO INVESTIGATE HOW TO 
MEANINGFULLY  SEQUENCE WRITING  INSTRUCTION /UR  CURRICULUM WAS  ROOTED 
IN  A  CERTAIN  FAUXCOMMONSENSICAL  NOTION  THAT  WE  COULD  SIMPLY  DO  hTHE 
BASICSv IN FIRSTYEAR WRITING AND THEN GUSSY THEM UP DOWN THE LINE 4HUS AS 













ING  STUDENTS  ALREADY  SKILLED  IN  SELECTED  UTILITARIAN  TECHNIQUES  TO MASTER  THE 
MORE VARIED AND COMPLEX POSSIBILITIES OF REAL WRITING




WRITING  INSTRUCTION  WAS  EITHER  VERY  SPECIALIZED  EG  TECHNICAL  WRITING	 








SCHOLARLY  DEVELOPMENTS  THE  NUMBER  OF  FREESTANDING  WRITING  PROGRAMS 
HAS BEEN GROWING EMPHASIZING THE WAYS IN WHICH STUDENTS CAN STUDY WRIT
ING  THROUGH A  SEQUENCE  IN A MAJOR NOT  SIMPLY  IN ONE OR  TWO ADVANCED 
COURSES SEE /.EILL #ROW AND "URTON 	 
/UTSIDE OF WRITING MAJORS HOWEVER  A BROAD  VISION OF  ADVANCED WRIT





ITS  HARD  TO  ELIMINATE  hADVANCED  COMPOSITIONv  FROM  ONES  OFFERINGS  IF 
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THATS  THE  COURSE  ON  THE  LIST  FOR  EDUCATION  STUDENTS  FOR  EXAMPLE  AND 
ITS  HARD  TO  COMMUNICATE  TO  STUDENTS  OR  COLLEAGUES  WHAT  KINDS  OF  NEW 
DEVELOPMENTS ARE REFLECTED IN THE COURSE AS TAUGHT WHEN THE COURSE TITLE 










ALSO  FOCUS  ON  BELLELETTRISTIC  ESSAYS  !NTHOLOGIES  WITH  TITLES  LIKE  'REAT 
-ODERN %SSAYS ARE POPULAR TEXTS 4HIS SUGGESTS THAT THE ESSAYISTIC MODEL OF 
ADVANCED COMPOSITION IS ALIVE AND WELL 




















































































































































































CONVENTIONS  AND  LANGUAGE  AWARENESS  GENRE  7E  CHOSE  THESE  TERMS 
BECAUSE  THEY  EMERGED  FROM  OUR  CONVERSATIONS  ABOUT  OUR  COURSES  AND 
THEY  WERE  THE  TERMS  IN  USE  AS  WE  DEBATED WHAT  WE MEANT  BY  hFLUENCYv 
OR  hPEER  REVIEWv AT DIFFERENT  LEVELS (AD  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT BEEN 
AVAILABLE TO US AT THE TIME WE LIKELY WOULD HAVE USED MORE OF THE /3 LAN
GUAGE BUT AS IT STANDS OUR TERMS MAP WELL ONTO THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 
7E  CAN  EASILY  TAKE  OUR  GRID  AND  REARRANGE  IT  INTO  GROUPINGS  REFLECTIVE 
OF  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT 2HETORICAL +NOWLEDGE  FOR  OUR  TERMS  RHE
TORICAL CONTEXT	 #RITICAL 4HINKING 2EADING AND 7RITING FOR OUR TERMS 










)N  A  SENSE  THEN  OUR  GRID  EXPANDED  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  LAY
ING OUT MORE PARTICULAR LISTS OF OUTCOMES OVER TIME ,IKE THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  IT  DOESNT  SPECIFY  STANDARDS  EACH  TEACHER  NEEDS  TO  DECIDE 
EXACTLY  HOW  A  GIVEN  COURSE  WILL  WORK  WITH  WHAT  ARRAY  OF  EXPECTATIONS 
)TS A FLEXIBLE DOCUMENT THAT GUIDES APPLICATION !ND LIKE THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT OUR GRID IS OPEN TO THE CRITIQUES (ASWELL AND %LBOW OFFER IN 
THIS  VOLUME  )T  IGNORES  IMPORTANT  DIMENSIONS  OF WRITING  SUCH  AS  VOICE 
CURIOSITY  ADVENTUROUSNESS  RISK  TAKING  !ND  IT  RISKS  REDUCING  WRITING  TO 
A  SET  OF  OBJECTIVE  SKILLS  THAT HAS  LITTLE  OR NOTHING  TO DO WITH  CONTENT  OR 








ARGUMENT  TECHNIQUES  THROUGHOUT  THEY  WILL  hTHEORIZEv  IN  THE  CAPSTONE 









CONSTRUCTING  IT  ILLUSTRATED  THAT  OUR  COURSE  hSEQUENCEv  LACKED  A  COHER
ENT RATIONALE 4HAT  LINEAR GRID DIDNT DESCRIBE A  SEQUENCE OF COURSES  IN 
A  WAY  THAT  EXPLAINS  TO  STUDENTS  WHY  THE  COURSES  ARE  SEQUENCED  AS  THEY 
ARE OR WHAT THEY ALL ADD UP TO 7HY BOTHER hPRACTICING ARGUMENTv FROM 
YEAR TO YEAR 7HAT KINDS OF SPECIALIZED PURPOSES ARE HINTED AT .O ONE 
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EXTENT  THAT  THE /3  DESCRIBES  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  IT  FUNCTIONS  IN  THE 
REALM OF GENERAL EDUCATION OUTCOMES  )TS  TERMS ARE NECESSARILY GENERAL 










2ICHARD (ASWELLS MASTERFUL 'AINING 'ROUND  IN  #OLLEGE 7RITING  ARGUES 







IMPOVERISH AN  INTRODUCTION  TO SHARPEN AN  INTRODUCTION MAY BE  TO DULL 
THE  LOGICAL ORGANIZATION  TO ENLIVEN  THE ORGANIZATION MAY BE  TO WEAKEN 
THE SUPPORT TO SHORE UP CONVINCING PARTICULARS MAY BE TO UNDERMINE A 
POINTED CONCLUSIONv  	
!  WRITING  SEQUENCE  NEEDS  TO  MAKE  ROOM  FOR  THIS  COMPLICATED 
UNEVEN  SOMETIMES  CONTRADICTORY  DEVELOPMENT  (ASWELLS  OWN  DISCUS
SION  OF  SEQUENCING  DESCRIBED  FULLY  IN 'AINING 'ROUNDS  CHAPTER    h! 
#URRICULUMv	 CENTERS ON A TWOSEMESTER SEQUENCE ONE IN THE FIRST YEAR 
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WE CANNOT CONSTRUCT GRIDS THAT WILL NEATLY DESCRIBE STUDENT TEXTSAND WE 
CANNOT DEVELOP COURSES THAT WILL FIT TOGETHER IN LOCKSTEP
2ATHER  OUR  COURSES  MUST  ACKNOWLEDGE  BOTH  STUDENTS  GROWTH  OVER 
TIME  AND  THEIR  PROGRESS  REMEMBERING  THAT  PROGRESS  IN  ONE  AREA MAY 
SEEMINGLY COME AT  THE EXPENSE OF PROGRESS  IN ANOTHERCOMMA SPLICES 
WILL PROBABLY INCREASE AS FINAL FREE MODIFICATION DOES TOO SPELLING ERRORS 
MAY  INCREASE  AS  STUDENTS  MOVE  INTO  A  BROADER  VOCABULARY  OR  SPECIFIC 
EXAMPLES MAY FALL AS MORE COMPLICATED IDEAS ARE NURTURED	 3IMPLE GRIDS 
THAT LOOK FOR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF FEATURES OPTIMISTICALLY ASSUMING 
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4HE REVISED MAJOR MAPS WRITING AND LITERACY AS TERRAIN TO BE STUDIED WITH 
THE FOLLOWING MAJOR  LANDMARKS A GATEWAY COURSE ON LITERACY AND PUBLIC 
LIFE A COURSE ON  LANGUAGE  FOCUSING ON SOCIAL ELEMENTS OF  LANGUAGE USE 
AND DEVELOPMENT A COURSE ON THE HISTORY AND THEORIES OF LANGUAGE AND 
FOUR COURSES ON WRITING  IN DIFFERENT GENRES /NLY  THE GATEWAY COURSE  TO 















ES  BEFORE  OTHERS  GENERALLY  STUDENTS  TAKE  THE  CAPSTONE  SHORTLY  BEFORE 
GRADUATION BUT OTHER THAN THAT COURSE SEQUENCES ARE LARGELY DETERMINED 
BY  STUDENTS  WORKING  SCHEDULES  ON  OUR  COMMUTER  CAMPUS	  4HIS  IS  A 
DEVELOPMENTAL  HURDLE  WITH  WHICH  MANY  COMMUTER  CAMPUSES  STRUGGLE 











7E ARE  AWARE  AS WE  ROLL  OUT OUR NEWLY  CREATED  COURSES  THAT WE  STILL 
HAVE MORE WORK  TO DO AS WE COORDINATE OUR NEW OFFERINGS 9ET WE HAVE 
DESIGNED  A  CONCENTRATION  THAT  HIGHLIGHTS  REALMS  OF  EXPERIENCE  AND 
EXPERTISE 4O USE 3CHWEGLERS  TERMS  IT PROVIDES  hGROUNDS  FOR CURRICULAR 
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THAT  STUDENTS  SHOULD  EXPERIENCE  ACROSS  THESE  REALMS  AND  WE  CAN  NOW 
BEGIN  THE  WORK  OF  ASSESSING  HOW  WE  TEACH  COLLABORATIVE  TECHNIQUES  IN 
WHAT PORTIONS OF THE MAJOR 4HROUGH SUCH CONVERSATIONS WE WILL RETURN 
TO OUR GRID REVISING AND ADDING TO IT AS NECESSARY 7E WILL ALSO CONSIDER 










US  FORv    	  2EAL  DIAGNOSIS (ASWELL  SUGGESTS  IS  FORWARD  LOOK
ING  )T  PROPOSES  (ASWELL  SAYS  hVIA  FUTUREDIRECTED  THEORY  OR  HYPOTHESISv 
	 HONESTLY ASKING WHAT FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS COULD DO BETTER GIVEN 
THE NEEDS OF THE TEXT THE PERSONALITY OF THE STUDENT THE SITUATION OF THE 
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!N INTRODUCTION TO THE USES OF LITERACY IN PUBLIC AND CIVIC DISCOURSE WITH 
CONNECTIONS MADE  TO  THEORIES OF WRITING AND PROFESSIONAL PROSPECTS  FOR 
WRITERS
s  7 ,ITERACY AND 0UBLIC ,IFE
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/NE  THREECREDIT  COURSE  AT  THE  LEVEL  OR  ABOVE  IN  THREE  ADDITIONAL 
%NGLISH SUBFIELDS 
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$URING THE WHOLE DEVELOPMENT OF  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT ONE OF  THE 
DRIVING  FORCES  WAS  THE  OVERWHELMING  NEED  TO  KEEP  THE  DOCUMENT  FLEX
IBLE 4HERE WERE SEVERAL REASONS FOR THE NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY #LEARLY IF THE 




STAGES  THERE  WAS  THE  NOTION  THAT  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  MIGHT  ALSO 
SERVE BEYOND FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION








MENT  OF  OUTCOMES  FOR  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  IS  FOLLOWED  BY  SUGGESTIONS  FOR 
FURTHER WORK THAT BUILDS ON THESE OUTCOMES 
7E CAN  SEE  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  LAYS  THE GROUNDWORK  FOR MOVE
MENT  BEYOND  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  IN  THE  BULLETED  LISTS  THAT  BEGIN 
h&ACULTY IN ALL PROGRAMS AND DEPARTMENTS CAN BUILD   v 4HEREFORE THE 
/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT DIRECTLY INVITES AND ) THINK EVEN CHALLENGES FACULTY 












COGNIZANT  OF  THE  POTENTIAL  SPRINGBOARD  EFFECT  BUILT  INTO  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT ) WAS VERY WELL AWARE THAT IT WAS ORIGINALLY CONCEIVED FOR FIRST













THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  h)T  TALKS  ABOUT  THE MORE NONCONTROVERSIAL OF 





MUNICATION  PROGRAMS  IS  ANY  INDICATOR	  AS  WIDE  RANGING  AS  INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY TO LIFE SCIENCES TO MANUFACTURING TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS WITH 
A WIDE SMATTERING OF NONPROFITS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES THROWN IN FOR 
GOOD MEASURE  )N ORDER  TO MEET  THE NEEDS OF  A DEFINITION OF  TECHNICAL 
COMMUNICATION ) WOULD PREFER TO SEE AS hALLENCOMPASSINGv RATHER THAN 
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7HEN FACULTY WORK ON CURRICULAR ISSUES SUCH AS MODIFYING THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  FOR  LOCAL  NEEDS  THE  PROCESS  USUALLY  INVOLVES  A  COMMITTEE  OF 
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)  WAS  ABLE  TO  USE  THE  LAST  THREE  CATEGORIES  #RITICAL 4HINKING 2EADING 















AMONG  LANGUAGE  KNOWLEDGE  AND POWERv  SERVES  VERY NICELY  AS WE WORK 
WITH OUR STUDENTS TO HELP THEM UNDERSTAND WHAT THEIR ROLE AS WRITERS WILL 
BE WITHIN AN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTUREESPECIALLY AS THAT ROLE OFTEN CALLS 
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FOR THEM TO MEDIATE IN WRITING BETWEEN SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT AND END 
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4HE ONLY PLACE ) FELT A NEED TO MAKE CHANGES IN THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT 
TO  MAKE  IT  MORE  APPROPRIATE  FOR  MY  PROGRAM  WAS  IN  THE  FIRST  SECTION 
2HETORICAL  +NOWLEDGE  4HE  FIRST  CHANGES  WERE  VERY  SPECIFIC  AND  BASED 
ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM 4HEY HAD TO DO WITH THE ISSUE OF GENRE 
)N  TECHNICAL  COMMUNICATION  UNDERSTANDING  THE  NATURE  OF  GENRE  AND 
THE CONVENTIONS THAT GOVERN GENRES IS A CRUCIAL ISSUE )T IS PARAMOUNT TO 




GENRESv  7HILE  BOTH  hSEVERALv  AND  hMULTIPLEv  ARE  VAGUE  ADJECTIVES  MY 
REASONING WAS  THAT hMULTIPLEv  IMPLIED NOT ONLY MORE THAN hSEVERALv BUT 
ALSO A LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS ON THE PART OF WRITERS THAT WOULD ENABLE THEM 







MAKE  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  APPROPRIATE  FOR  COURSES  AND  PROGRAMS 
OTHER THAN FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION
;/, /,(9; 6- ;/, 4(;;,9
&INALLY  )  DECIDED  )  NEEDED  TO  ADD  ONE  ADDITIONAL  OUTCOME  TO  THE 
2HETORICAL  +NOWLEDGE  SECTION  hCHOOSE  THE  APPROPRIATE  TECHNOLOGY  FOR 
THE GENRE AND AUDIENCEv !T FIRST GLANCE THIS MAY NOT SEEM TO BE A MAJOR 
ISSUE 5NDERSTANDING WHICH TECHNOLOGY TO USE AND AS A COROLLARY WHICH 
MEDIUM  IS  CLEARLY  A  RHETORICAL  DECISION  THAT  OUR  STUDENTS  NEED  TO  BE 
ABLE TO MAKE 9ET CONSIDERING MY OWN HISTORY WITH THE /UTCOMES GROUP 
ADDING  A  NEW  OUTCOME  THAT  SPECIFICALLY  SPEAKS  TO  TECHNOLOGY  ISSUES  IS 
IMPORTANT ) WAS ONE OF A SMALL GROUP WHO FROM THE BEGINNING ARGUED 
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SEGMENTS OF  THE POPULATION  )N  FACT #INDY 3ELFE 	 ADDRESSES  THOSE 
ISSUES MOST ELOQUENTLY IN 4ECHNOLOGY AND ,ITERACY IN THE 4WENTY&IRST #ENTURY 





MUNICATION  IS DIFFERENT  FROM A  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION PROGRAM &RANKLY 
IF ) THOUGHT STUDENTS IN MY PROGRAM COULD EXPECT TO WORK AS WRITERS WHO 
ONLY USED STANDARD WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE  ) WOULD HAVE HESITATED  TO 
INCLUDE  THE  TECHNOLOGY  OUTCOME  IN MY  REVISED  CRITERIA (OWEVER  SINCE 
MY STUDENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO WORK NOT ONLY IN MULTIPLE GENRES BUT IN 
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,IKE  MANY  OTHER  PROGRAMS  OURS  RELIES  HEAVILY  ON  PARTTIME  FACULTY  )N 
THE LATE SPRING OF  ONE OF OUR PARTTIME FACULTY "ARBARA $!NGELO 
WHO IS A FULLTIME REFERENCE LIBRARIAN AT !35 %AST AND WHO HAS DEVELOPED 
AND  TEACHES  TWO  COURSES  IN  OUR  PROGRAM  )NFO'LUT  AND  )NFORMATION 







A  NATURAL  PROGRESSION  %NSURING  THAT  OUR  STUDENTS  WILL  BE  ABLE  TO  WORK 
WITH  INFORMATION AS PART OF  THEIR  RESEARCHWRITING PROCESS  IS  SOMETHING 
THAT WRITING TEACHERS SOMETIMES TAKE FOR GRANTED (OWEVER WORKING WITH 
A LIBRARIAN WE WERE ABLE TO MORE CLOSELY ARTICULATE THE SPECIFIC INFORMA
TION  LITERACY  SKILLS WE EXPECT  FROM OUR  STUDENTS 7E ALSO  FOUND  IT  TO BE 
RELATIVELY EASY TO INTEGRATE THESE SKILLS  INTO OUR VERSION OF THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT
7/(:, ;>6! ;/,  : 0.50- 0*(5;  */(5.,:
/UR  LATEST  VERSION  OF  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  SHOWS  SOME  CHANGES  TO 







INCLUSION  IN  SEVERAL  OF  THE  OUTCOMES  OF  THE  IDEA  OF  INTELLECTUAL  PROP
ERTY COPYRIGHT AND THE ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF FOLLOWING THE APPROPRIATE 
CONVENTIONS #LEARLY  THIS  IS HINTED AT  IN  THE  INITIAL OUTCOME THAT SPEAKS 
OF  PROPER  DOCUMENTATION  (OWEVER  LOOKING  AT  THE  OUTCOMES  THROUGH 
AN  INFORMATION  LITERACY  LENS WE REALIZED THIS NEEDED TO BE EXPANDED 
<ZPUN[OL6\[JVTLZ:[H[LTLU[MVY;LJOUPJHS*VTT\UPJH[PVU   

















/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT AND WITH  JUST MINOR  REVISIONS  TURN  IT  INTO A  STATEMENT 
THAT CAN EFFECTIVELY BE USED FOR EVALUATION IN AN UNDERGRADUATE TECHNICAL COM
MUNICATION  PROGRAM  &ROM MY  PERSPECTIVE  THAT  SPEAKS  VOLUMES  ABOUT  THE 
POTENTIAL THE BREADTH AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT
.OW  HAVING  REVISED  THE  REVISION  )  AM  EVEN MORE  CONVINCED  OF  THE 
DOCUMENTS STRENGTH FLEXIBILITY AND DYNAMIC NATURE 
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4HE  70!  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  EXPRESSES  A  SHARED  UNDERSTANDING  OF 
WHAT STUDENTS SHOULD KNOW AND BE ABLE TO DO AS WRITERS WRITTEN BOTH TO 
MAKE EXPECTATIONS  FOR  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION MORE PUBLIC  AND  TO  FOSTER 
CONTINUING  DISCUSSION  OF  WHAT  THOSE  EXPECTATIONS  SHOULD  BE  AND  HOW 
FACULTY AND PROGRAMS CAN HELP STUDENTS MEET THEM !LVERNO #OLLEGE HAS 
A  THIRTYYEAR  HISTORY  OF  TEACHING  AND  ASSESSING  FOR  OUTCOMES  IN  WRITING 
AND OTHER  ABILITIES  AND  THE  LESSONS WEVE  LEARNED  CAN  INFORM BOTH  THE 
CONTINUING  CONVERSATION ABOUT OUTCOMES AND  THE USE OF  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT ON OTHER CAMPUSES 2ATHER THAN DESCRIBING A DIRECT hAPPLICA
TIONv OF THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT THEN )M WRITING AS A CRITICAL FRIEND TO 
THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT AND  THE COMMITMENT  TO  IMPROVING  THE  TEACH
ING AND LEARNING OF WRITING IT REPRESENTS )T  IS MY HOPE THAT THE STORY OF 
OUTCOMES  FOR WRITING  AT !LVERNO WILL  LEAD  TO MORE  INFORMED USE OF  THE 
/UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  AND  HELP  STIMULATE  CAMPUSSPECIFIC  CONVERSATIONS 
ABOUT EXPECTATIONS FOR WRITING 
!LVERNOS EXPERIENCE WITH OUTCOMEBASED APPROACHES TO WRITING AND 
OTHER ABILITIES DEMONSTRATES  THE  FUNDAMENTAL WAYS  IN WHICH OUTCOMES 
CAN  CONTRIBUTE  TO  IMPROVED  TEACHING  AND  LEARNING  7HEN  DEVELOPED 
AND USED IN WAYS THAT ARE MEANINGFUL TO FACULTY AND STUDENTS OUTCOMES 
STATEMENTS CAN BE MUCH MORE THAN THE BUREAUCRATIC EXERCISE THEY TOO 





DEVELOPMENT OVER  TIME  FOR  FACULTY OUTCOMES NOT ONLY PROVIDE A BASIS 
FOR  COHERENT  CURRICULUM DESIGN AND  INFORMED PEDAGOGY BUT  ALSO PRO
MOTE A CONTINUING CONVERSATION WITHIN AND ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES ABOUT 
OUR GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS AS EDUCATORS AND OF COURSE OUTCOMES PRO
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VIDE A MEANS BY WHICH FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS CAN ASSESS THE PROGRESS 
OF  THEIR  PROGRAM  TOWARD MEETING  INSTITUTIONAL  GOALSAND  A MEANS  OF 
EXPRESSING  THAT  PROGRESS  IN  TERMS  THAT  ARE  UNDERSTANDABLE  TO  VARIOUS 











BEYOND  ITS PUBLICATION DATE  THOSE WHO WOULD BRING  THE  IDEA OF WRITING 
OUTCOMES TO A PROGRAM OR CAMPUS SHOULD EXPECT THAT THEY ARE OPENING 
A CONVERSATION RATHER THAN SETTLING SOMETHING ONCE AND FOR ALL 3ECOND 









THE  PERSPECTIVES  OF  OTHER  DISCIPLINES /UTCOMES  ARE  ALSO MORE  LIKELY  TO 
BE  EFFECTIVE  TO  THE  EXTENT  THAT  THEY  CAN  PROMOTE  COHERENCE  IN  COURSES 
AND PROGRAMS WITHOUT MANDATING SAMENESS IN PEDAGOGY AND CURRICULUM 
&INALLY OPENING A CONVERSATION ABOUT OUTCOMES FOR FIRSTYEAR WRITING CAN 
AND  SHOULD  LEAD  TO  WIDER  CONVERSATIONS  ABOUT  COLLEGELEVEL  LEARNING  A 
POINT STRESSED IN THE PARTS OF THE STATEMENT ADDRESSED TO FACULTY IN OTHER 
PROGRAMS AND DEPARTMENTS &OR EXAMPLE 7HAT ARE OR  SHOULD BE	  THE 
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!LVERNO BEGAN ITS WORK WITH OUTCOMES IN  WHEN THE COLLEGE SHIFTED 
ITS  EDUCATIONAL  PARADIGM  TO  A PROGRAM BASED ON  THE DEVELOPMENT  AND 
DEMONSTRATION OF  LEARNING OUTCOMES OR ABILITIES  RATHER  THAN  TRADITIONAL 
COURSE  REQUIREMENTS  AND  GRADES  %FFECTIVE  COMMUNICATION  WAS  ONE  OF 
THE FIRST ABILITIES IDENTIFIED AS A LEARNING OUTCOME FOR ALL GRADUATES AND 
WE DEFINE COMMUNICATION BROADLY  TO  INCLUDE  LISTENING  READING  SPEAK
ING AND COMPUTER AND QUANTITATIVE LITERACY AS WELL AS WRITING *UST AS OUR 
UNDERSTANDING  OF  COMMUNICATION  DEVELOPED  AND  DEEPENED  OVER  TIME 




(AVING  IDENTIFIED  LEARNING OUTCOMES  IN  TERMS OF ABILITIES  TO BE DEM
ONSTRATED  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM  THE  COLLEGE  NEEDED  TO  DEVELOP  STAN
DARDS BY WHICH FACULTY AND STUDENTS THEMSELVES	 WOULD BE ABLE TO ASSESS 
DEMONSTRATION OF ABILITIES IN STUDENT PERFORMANCE /UR COMMITMENT TO 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR  STUDENTS AS  INDIVIDUAL  LEARNERS ALSO MEANT  THAT 
WE WOULD NOT BE  SATISFIED WITH  LIMITING OUR ASSESSMENT OF  THEIR ABILITIES 
TO  SELECTED  SAMPLES OR  AGGREGATED DATA 2ATHER !LVERNO  FACULTY WORKED 
TO  EMBED  ASSESSMENT  OF  LEARNING  OUTCOMES  INTO  THE  TEACHINGLEARNING 
PROCESS ITSELF &ACULTY AND ACADEMIC STAFF FROM ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES COL
LABORATED  TO  ARTICULATE  CRITERIA  THAT  COULD  BE  USED  IN  ASSESSING  STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT  AND  DEMONSTRATION  OF  ABILITIES  WITHIN  COURSES  AND  ACROSS 




ING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF  THE ABILITIES AS A  FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT OF  THE 
CURRICULUM EVOLVED OVER TIME 4HE FACULTY AND ACADEMIC STAFF FROM ACROSS 
THE DISCIPLINES WHO SERVE IN AN ABILITY DEPARTMENT TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR 




!S WITH  EACH  OF  THE  EIGHT  COLLEGEWIDE  ABILITIES  !LVERNOS  CRITERIA  FOR 
EFFECTIVE WRITING AND OTHER MODES OF COMMUNICATION	 WERE ARTICULATED 
BY FACULTY AND STAFF FROM ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES AND THEY CONTINUE TO BE 
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DISCUSSED REVISED AND REFINED THROUGH THE WORK OF THE COMMUNICATION 
ABILITY DEPARTMENT 4HESE CRITERIA PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR STUDENT SELFASSESS
MENT  AND  FACULTY  JUDGMENT OF  STUDENT PERFORMANCE  IN  COMMUNICATION 
COURSES  AND  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM 5NLIKE  A  GRADING  SCALE  THE  CRITERIA 
DEFINE WHAT FOR US ARE THE KEY ASPECTS OF EFFECTIVE WRITING AND PROVIDE A 







DISCIPLINES  OF  %NGLISH  AND  PROFESSIONAL  COMMUNICATION  AS  WELL  AS  COL
LEAGUES FROM DISCIPLINES LIKE COMPUTER SCIENCE EDUCATION MATHEMATICS 
NURSING  AND  PHYSICAL  SCIENCE  4HIS  CROSSDISCIPLINARY  GROUP  ENGAGES  IN 
ONGOING  DISCUSSION  OF  WHAT  WE  AS  A  COLLEGE MEAN  BY  EFFECTIVE  WRITING 
AND COMMUNICATION GENERALLY BOTH WITH EACH OTHER AND WITH COLLEAGUES 
ACROSS CAMPUS )N ADDITION TO THIS CONCEPTUAL LEADERSHIP THE COMMUNICA
TION ABILITY DEPARTMENT  SUPPORTS  COMMUNICATION ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM 
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4HE h#RITERIA FOR %FFECTIVE 7RITINGv SHEET THAT !LVERNO STUDENTS RECEIVE IN 
THEIR BEGINNING COMMUNICATION COURSES  AND  THAT  FACULTY USE  IN DESIGN
ING AND RESPONDING  TO WRITING ASSIGNMENTS ACROSS  THE CURRICULUM BEARS 




LAR REVISIONS OF  THE DOCUMENT OVER  TIME 4HE CHANGES  IN  THE DOCUMENT 
HAVE INCLUDED MOVING FROM A LIST OF TWENTYTHREE SEPARATE ITEMS TO CRITERIA 
ORGANIZED  IN  RELATION  TO  SEVEN KEY  COMPONENTS OF  EFFECTIVE WRITING AND 









FULLER  SENSE OF WHAT  hPURPOSEFUL  STRUCTUREv MEANS SEE !LVERNO #OLLEGE 
#OMMUNICATION !BILITY $EPARTMENT   FOR THE FULL EXPLANATION 
OF OUR CRITERIA	 2EVISIONS LIKE THESE REFLECT THE WAY IN WHICH STATEMENTS 




!T  !LVERNO  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  WRITING  AS  AN  ABILITY  HAS  LED  US  TO 
DEFINE DEVELOPMENTAL  CRITERIA  FOR PROGRESS  TOWARD BECOMING AN EFFECTIVE 
WRITER AND COMMUNICATOR 4HIS MEANS FOR EXAMPLE THAT OUR EXPECTATIONS 
FOR HOW A STUDENT SUPPORTS A POSITION OR DEVELOPS AN  IDEA BECOME MORE 
RIGOROUS AS  SHE PROGRESSES  IN  THE CURRICULUM !T  THE BEGINNING  LEVEL WE 
EXPECT  THAT A STUDENT WILL  SHOW hABILITY  TO USE EXAMPLES ANDOR EVIDENCE 




















)N  ADDITION  TO  REFINING  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  WHAT  IT MEANS  FOR  STU
DENTS TO DEVELOP AS WRITERS OVER THE COURSE OF THEIR STUDIES WE HAVE ALSO 
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ATTEMPTED TO REFINE OUR CRITERIA IN RESPONSE TO OUR CHANGING SENSE OF THE 
NATURE  OF  WRITING  PARTICULARLY  IN  TERMS  OF  HOW  WRITING  RELATES  TO  OTHER 




THESE  ASPECTS  OF  COMMUNICATION  WE  HAVE  ALSO  INCREASINGLY  RECOGNIZED 











BE  PREPARED  TO  EMBRACE  THE  CHANGING  NATURE  OF  COMMUNICATION  AND 
COMMIT THEMSELVES TO ONGOING REEVALUATION OF THEIR EXPECTATIONS FOR WHAT 
CONSTITUTES EFFECTIVE STUDENT WRITING
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!T !LVERNO WE WOULD  ENDORSE  THIS  IDEA  AND WE  THINK OUR  STUDENTS  DO 
DEVELOP  AND  DEMONSTRATE  SUCH  UNDERSTANDING  OVER  THE  COURSE  OF  THEIR 
STUDIES BUT WE HAVENT EXPLICITLY ARTICULATED  THIS KIND OF CRITICAL  LITERACY 
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AS  PART  OF  OUR  OUTCOMES  FOR  COMMUNICATION  2ATHER  WE  SEE  THE  COM
MUNICATION ABILITIES OUR STUDENTS DEVELOP AS A NECESSARY ELEMENT OF  THE 
CRITICAL AWARENESS OF SELF AND WORLD PROMOTED BY THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM 
AS  A WHOLE /UR OUTCOMES ALSO DIFFER  FROM  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  IN 
TERMS OF  THE PLACE AND ROLE OF GENRE  IN THE TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT OF 
WRITING 4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT SAY STUDENTS SHOULD hUNDERSTAND HOW 
GENRES  SHAPE  READING AND WRITINGv  AND  hWRITE  IN  SEVERAL GENRESv BY  THE 
END OF  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION (ERE  TOO WE WOULD  ACCEPT  THIS  POSITION 
BUT HAVENT ARTICULATED  IT AS A PART OF OUR OUTCOMES /UR STUDENTS WORK 
IN A VARIETY OF GENRES  IN ORDER  TO ADDRESS  VARIED AUDIENCES OR MEET  THE 
DEMANDS OF DIFFERENT DISCIPLINARY CONTEXTS RATHER THAN STUDYING GENRE AS 
A CONCEPT UNTO ITSELF 
!LVERNOS  ABILITYBASED  CURRICULUM  AS  A  WHOLE  INFORMS  HOW  WE  THINK 






THE  VALUE  AND  PRACTICE  OF  SELFASSESSMENT  AND  REFLECTION  IS  SOMETHING 
STUDENTS  LEARN  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUMNOT  JUST  WHEN  THEYRE  PROMPTED 
TO ANALYZE AND REFLECT ON THEIR PERFORMANCE IN A COMMUNICATION COURSE 
!T !LVERNO  THE ABILITY DEPARTMENTS  FOR ANALYSIS PROBLEM SOLVING  SOCIAL 
INTERACTION VALUING IN DECISION MAKING DEVELOPING A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 
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THE PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF WOMEN WE HAVE PRIMARILY 
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)N ADDITION TO CAPTURING THE  LOCAL DIALECT OF  ITS  INSTITUTIONAL  SETTING  THE 
LANGUAGE OF OUTCOMES  FOR WRITING  SHOULD EXPRESS  A BALANCE  OR  AT  LEAST 




ISTS  IN DIALOGUE WITH  THE DISCIPLINES PROFESSIONAL  AREAS  AND  THE  VARIOUS 
PUBLICS  WITH WHICH  THE  INSTITUTION  IS  ENGAGED !T  THEIR  BEST  STATEMENTS 
OF OUTCOMES CAN BE USED  TO DEFINE A  RANGE OF  THEORY AND PRACTICE  THAT 
CONSTITUTES  A  WORKING  CONSENSUS  ON  WHAT  WRITING  MEANS  ON  A  CAMPUS 






TIVES  PLAYS  OUT  IN  A  NUMBER  OF WAYS  THAT MAY  SOUND  FAMILIAR  TO WRITING 
PROGRAM  ADMINISTRATORS  AND  OTHERS  INVOLVED  IN  WRITING  ACROSS  THE  CUR








4HE  OUTCOMES  EMBODIED  IN  OUR  COLLEGE  CRITERIA  FOR  EFFECTIVE  COM
MUNICATION HELPED  FOCUS OUR MOST  RECENT  CONVERSATIONS  ABOUT  THE  ROLE 
OF RESEARCH AND COMPUTER LITERACY IN COMMUNICATION ACROSS THE CURRICU
LUMPARTICULARLY IN THE FIRST YEAR /UR OUTCOMES FOR FIRSTYEAR COMMUNI









COLLEGE CURRICULUM 7E OFFER  STUDENTS  INSTRUCTION  IN RESEARCH AFTER  THEY 
HAVE MASTERED BASIC  SKILLS AND STRATEGIES  IN  LISTENING READING  SPEAKING 
WRITING  AND  COMPUTER  LITERACY  AND  AT  A POINT  IN  THE  CURRICULUM WHERE 
THEY ARE BEGINNING TO DO RESEARCH IN DISCIPLINEBASED COURSES
!T  THE  SAME  TIME  HOWEVER  WE  BECAME  INCREASINGLY  AWARE  THAT  OUR 
IMAGE OF THE FIRST YEAR DIDNT COMPLETELY MATCH THE REALITY &ACULTY TEACH
ING OUR INTEGRATED COMMUNICATION SEMINARS AND OTHER FIRSTYEAR COURSES 
IN  THE  DISCIPLINES  REPORTED  THAT  OUR  CRITERIA  AND  RELATED  CURRICULUM	 
DIDNT  NECESSARILY  FIT  STUDENT  NEEDS  &OR  EXAMPLE  WHETHER  WE  COMMU
NICATION  SPECIALISTS  LIKED  IT  OR  NOT MANY  FIRSTYEAR  STUDENTS  WERE  BEING 
REQUIRED TO DO RESEARCH PARTICULARLY USING THE )NTERNET	 OR WERE PURSU
ING SUCH RESEARCH ON THEIR OWN !T THE SAME TIME FIRSTYEAR STUDENTS WITH 
LITTLE  COMPUTER  EXPERIENCE  OR  LIMITED  ACCESS  TO  COMPUTERS  WERE  BEING 
ASKED  TO  USE  INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY  IN  WAYS  THEY  HADNT  BEEN  TAUGHT 
-EMBERS  OF  THE  COMMUNICATION  ABILITY  DEPARTMENT  WORKED  WITH  COL
















AMBIGUOUS WHEN  IT  COMES  TO WHAT WE  CALL  THE USE  OF  hAPPROPRIATEv  CON
VENTIONS  USAGE  SPELLING PUNCTUATION  CAPITALIZATION  SENTENCE  STRUCTURE 
FORMAT	 /UR EXPECTATION FOR FIRSTYEAR STUDENTS  IS  THAT  THEY hCONSISTENTLYv 
FOLLOW APPROPRIATE CONVENTIONS AND WE HAVE LEFT IT UP TO FACULTY TO DEFINE 
WHAT  hCONSISTENTLYv MEANS  IN  THE  CONTEXT  OF  THEIR  COURSE  AND  DISCIPLINE 
4HE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT LANGUAGE ON KNOWLEDGE OF CONVENTIONS IS SIMI
LARLY  OPEN  TO  CONTEXTUAL  DEFINITION  )T  REFERS  TO  hCONTROL  OF  CONVENTIONSv 
BUT LEAVES IT UP TO FACULTY TO DETERMINE EXACTLY WHAT CONTROL OF CONVENTIONS 
MEANS /N OUR CAMPUS  SUCH  LANGUAGE ALLOWS US  TO EXPRESS WHAT WE CAN 
AGREE ON WHEN IT COMES TO CONVENTIONS AND IT HAS HELPED GENERATE CONTINU
ING DISCUSSION OF HOW TO BOTH TEACH AND RESPOND TO THIS ASPECT OF WRITING 
/NE CONSTRUCTIVE  RESULT OF  THE WAY OUR OUTCOMES  FOR WRITING ADDRESS 
THE  ISSUE  OF  ERROR  IN  CONVENTIONS  HAS  BEEN  ONGOING  DIALOGUE  BETWEEN 
COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS AND FACULTY  FROM ACROSS  THE DISCIPLINES ABOUT 





ABOUT  THE  APPROPRIATE  USE  OF  CONVENTIONS  ARE  CONTEXTUAL  RATHER  THAN 
ABSOLUTE 4HROUGH DEPARTMENT MEETINGS AND FACULTY  INSERVICES WE HAVE 
BEEN ABLE  TO  TALK WITH COLLEAGUES ABOUT  THE  RESEARCH  THAT DEMONSTRATES 
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ABOUT HOW  FACULTY ACROSS  THE DISCIPLINES CAN BUILD ON  THE OUTCOMES  FOR 
FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION IS A USEFUL STEP TOWARD THIS KIND OF COLLECTIVE COM
MITMENT  7HAT  REMAINS  IS  FOR  DEPARTMENTS  AND  PROGRAMS  TO  MAINTAIN 





ORDER FOR OUR STUDENTS  TO REACH THEIR  FULL POTENTIAL AS  LEARNERS 7E CON
TINUE TO GRAPPLE WITH HOW TO RE	DEFINE WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN EFFECTIVE 
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DIFFERENCE  DOES  THE  THINKING  BEHIND  SUCH  REFORM MAKE  TO  THOSE  OF  US 






BOTH  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  HAVE  FILED  METAPHORICALLY  SPEAKING  AGAINST 
LARGE  RESEARCH  INSTITUTIONS  IN  THIS  COUNTRY  !CCORDING  TO  THE  WRITERS  OF 
THE  REPORT  STUDENTS  AT  SUCH  INSTITUTIONS  TYPICALLY  FIND  THEIR  EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCES DISJOINTED AND IMPERSONAL FROM DAY ONE THEY TAKE A SERIES 
OF  COURSES  THAT  ARE  CIRCUMSCRIBED BY  THE  BOUNDARIES  OF  DISCIPLINES  AND 
THEREFORE  COMPARTMENTALIZED  hWRITING  GOES  HERE  AND  HISTORY  IN  HERE 
AND MATH   v	 4HE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THESE SEEMINGLY DISCRETE SUB
JECTS COULD BE MADE CLEARER BY CARING FACULTY MEMBERS WHO WERE WILLING 
TO  SPEND  TIME WITH  STUDENTS  YET  STUDENTS HAVE  LIMITED CONTACT WITH ANY 
FACULTY AT ALL IN LARGE PART BECAUSE THE REWARD SYSTEM OF RESEARCH INSTITU
TIONS  PRIVILEGES  RESEARCH  OVER  TEACHING  AND  CLASSROOM  TIME  OVER  OFFICE
HOUR TIME 4HE END RESULT IS THAT FACULTY WHO ENJOY TALKING AND WORKING 
WITH  STUDENTS  SEE  THEIR  MORALE  IF  NOT  THEIR  JOBS  EVENTUALLY  DISAPPEAR 
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FACULTY  WHO  SEE  STUDENTS  AS  A MERE  DISTRACTION  FROM  THEIR  RESEARCH  ARE 









RECONCEIVING  BOTH  THE  WAY  FACULTY  THINK  OF  RESEARCH  AND  THE  WAY  THEY 
ARE REWARDED FOR RESEARCH AND TEACHING 5NIVERSITIES THE AUTHORS OF THE 
REPORT SUGGEST SHOULD GIVE FACULTY MORE TIME TO SPEND ONEONONE WITH 
STUDENTS  HELPING  STUDENTS  WITH  RESEARCH  AS  PART  OF  THEIR  COURSE  LOAD 
4HOSE WHO EVALUATE TEACHING SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO SEEK NEW WAYS OF 




FOUNDATION  FOR  THE  KIND OF  ACADEMIC WORK  THAT  IS  TO  FOLLOW  IN  ALL  DISCI
PLINES AND THE SOPHOMORE  JUNIOR AND SENIOR CURRICULUM SHOULD BUILD 
ON THAT FOUNDATION $EPARTMENTS SHOULD RESTRUCTURE COURSES AT THE UPPER 
LEVELS  TO  RELY  LESS HEAVILY ON  THE  TRADITIONAL  LECTURE MODE OF  INSTRUCTION 
AND  ALLOW  STUDENTS  OPPORTUNITIES  TO  DO  THE  KIND  OF  HANDSON  RESEARCH 
USING  PRIMARY  SOURCES  THAT  THEIR  PROFESSORS  TYPICALLY  DO  4HROUGHOUT 
THE  RESEARCH  PROCESS  PROFESSORS  SHOULD  PROVIDE  STUDENTS  WITH  ONEON
ONE MENTORING AND ESTABLISH LONGTERM RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEM THEREBY 
INCREASING  EACH  UNDERGRADUATES  SENSE  OF  BELONGING  TO  AN  INTELLECTUAL 
COMMUNITY "OYER #OMMISSION 	 
)T  SEEMS  TO  ME  THAT  THESE  RECOMMENDATIONS  WOULD  ELICIT  A  SYM
PATHETIC  RESPONSE  FROM  MOST  COMPOSITIONISTS  PARTICULARLY  70!S  FOR 
WHOM  THE  DEPARTMENTAL  AND  CURRICULAR  STRUCTUREAND  CONSEQUENTLY 
REWARD  SYSTEMOF  THE  TRADITIONAL  RESEARCH  UNIVERSITY  HAVE  HISTORICALLY 
PRESENTED  PROBLEMS  %RNEST  "OYERS  3CHOLARSHIP  2ECONSIDERED  	  AND 
3CHOLARSHIP  !SSESSED  'LASSICK  (UBER  AND -AEROFF  	  ARE  FREQUENTLY 
CITED ON THE 70!, LISTSERV WHEN QUESTIONS ARISE ABOUT HOW TO CONVINCE 
COMMITTEES  AND  ADMINISTRATORS  OF  ONES  WORTHINESS  FOR  PROMOTION  AND 
TENURE  THEY  ARE  ALSO  REFERENCED  IN  THE  #OUNCIL  OF  7RITING  0ROGRAM 
!DMINISTRATORS  DOCUMENT  h%VALUATING  THE  )NTELLECTUAL 7ORK OF 7RITING 
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0ROGRAM !DMINISTRATIONv 	 4HEY INFORM THE THINKING OF THE "OYER 
#OMMISSION REPORT AS WELL THOUGH IT IS ) THINK IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT 








(OWEVER  THE REPORT  RAISES  FOR ME A  TROUBLING  ISSUE 4HE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT IS CROSSING OF BOUNDARIES NOTWITHSTANDING A DISCIPLINARY DOCU








AS  A  RESULT  IMPORTANT  INNOVATIONS        ARE OFTEN DOOMED  FOR  LACK OF DEPART
MENTAL SPONSORSHIP $EPARTMENTS NECESSARILY THINK IN TERMS OF PROTECTING AND 
ADVANCING THEIR OWN INTERESTS    )NITIATIVES FOR CHANGE COMING FROM SOURCES 











4HOSE  OF  US  WHO  HAVE  RUN  WRITING  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM WORKSHOPS 
CAN  UNDERSTAND  THIS  VIEW  OF  DISCIPLINARY  EXPERTISEAND  DEPARTMENTAL 
HEGEMONYTO SOME EXTENT -OST OF US HAVE EXPERIENCED RESISTANCE FROM 
FACULTY WHO REFUSE TO INCORPORATE NEW WAYS OF TEACHING INTO THEIR COURSES 
>OH[[OL6\[JVTLZ:[H[LTLU[0Z5V[   




















SKILLS  AND  COURSE WORKv  THE  AUTHORS PROCLAIM  h4HE  FAILURE OF  RESEARCH 





4HE  SECTION  CONCLUDES  BY  CALLING  ON  FACULTY  ACROSS  THE  DISCIPLINES 
TO  EVALUATE  STUDENTS  BY  hBOTH MASTERY  OF  CONTENT  AND  ABILITY  TO  CONVEY 
CONTENTv TO EMPHASIZE hWRITING @DOWN TO AN AUDIENCE WHO NEEDS INFOR
MATION TO PREPARE STUDENTS DIRECTLY FOR PROFESSIONAL WORKv AND TO hREIN
FORCE  COMMUNICATION  SKILLSv  ACROSS  THE  CURRICULUM  hBY  ROUTINELY  ASKING 
FOR  WRITTEN  AND  ORAL  EXERCISESv  'RADUATE  COURSES  SHOULD  ALSO  INCLUDE 
hAN  EMPHASIS  ON  WRITING  AND  SPEAKINGv  4HE  SECTION  ALSO  CALLS  ON  hTHE 




SKILLS  OF  BREVITY  AND  CLARITYv 4HE  REPORT  GOES ON  TO  CITE  THE  h,ITTLE 2ED 
3CHOOLHOUSEv  AT  THE  5NIVERSITY  OF  #HICAGO  AS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  GRADUATE 












THE  CURRICULUM  THAT WRITERS  SHOULD  LEARN  TO WRITE  FOR  A  VARIETY  OF  AUDI
ENCES NOT SIMPLY THE PROFESSOR THAT WRITING SHOULD BE SEEN AS A hLIFE SKILLv 
THAT BEING ABLE TO WRITE WELL WHEN YOU GRADUATE FROM COLLEGE IS GOOD THAT 
THE  ,ITTLE  2ED  3CHOOLHOUSE  IS  AN  EXEMPLARY  PROGRAM  4HE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT IN FACT MAKES MANY OF THESE CLAIMS BOTH IMPLICITLY AND EXPLIC
ITLY	 (OWEVER FROM A DISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE THE REPORTS  JUDGMENT OF 




THE  GOAL  OF  WRITING  INSTRUCTION  TO  INDUCT  STUDENTS  INTO  THE  PROFESSIONAL 
CLASS 7HY ARE BREVITY AND CLARITY ABSOLUTE VALUES IN WRITING !NDABOVE 
ALLWHY  ARE  COMPOSITIONISTS  SEEN  TO  BE  TEACHING  BADLY  )T  SEEMS  THAT 
A  DISCIPLINARY  STATEMENT  OF  WHAT  WRITING  COURSES  SHOULD  DO  IS  SORELY 
NEEDED TO DEEPEN AND COMPLICATE  THE VIEW OF WRITING AND HOW WRITING 
IS LEARNED EXPRESSED HERE /NE WORRIES HOWEVER THAT IN AN INSTITUTIONAL 
























REAL  WORK  THE WRITING  CENTER MIGHT  DO 4HE WORK  OF "ARBARA 7ALVOORD 
AND HER COLLEAGUES ALSO SUGGESTS THAT NOT ONLY IS TEMPORARY COMPROMISE 
POTENTIALLY  EFFECTIVE  IT  IS  NECESSARY  TO  ANY  ETHICAL  AND  REALISTIC  VIEW  OF 
FACULTY CHANGE )N )N THE ,ONG 2UN 7ALVOORD ET AL WRITE THAT MOST 7!# 
STUDIESAND  THEREFORE  THE  MINDS  OF  MANY  7!#  DIRECTORSADHERE  TO 
hTHE 0ILGRIMS 0ROGRESS MODEL OF FACULTY CHANGEv IN WHICH THE RESEARCHER 
OR WORKSHOP PRESENTER OR WHOEVER  IS  TRYING TO hCONVERTv  THE FACULTY  TO 
7!#	  SETS  THE  STANDARDS  TO WHICH  THE  FACULTY  ARE  SUPPOSED  TO CONFORM 
 	 h2ESEARCHERDEFINED GOOD PRACTICEv THEY NOTE IS AT ODDS WITH 
MORE EXPANSIVE DEFINITIONS OF GOOD TEACHING  SOME STUDIES  SUGGEST  THAT 









STOOD  IN  RELATION  TO  PERSONAL  SOURCES  INFLUENCES  ISSUES  AND  CONTEXTS 




CONSEQUENCES  OF  A  BIOGRAPHYv  2AYMOND  "UTT  AND 4OWNSEND  QTD  IN 
7ALVOORD ET AL  	
3O TOO ) WOULD ARGUE THAT THE PROFESSIONAL SELVES OF THOSE WHO DRIVE 
GENERAL  EDUCATION  REFORMWHETHER  TRUSTEES  DEANS  OR  COLLEGE  PRESI
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DENTSARE BUILT OVER THE LONG TERM AND WE MAY NEED TO THINK RHETORI
CALLY WITH  THAT  FACT  IN MIND  SO  THAT WE CAN FIND SOME WAY  TO GET  TO  THE 
COMMON GROUND OUR DISCIPLINARY OUTCOMES STATEMENT SHARES WITH OTHER 
MOVEMENTS 
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ISSUES  REGARDING  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  4HAT  SUMMER  AT  THE 70!  CON
FERENCE  IN 4UCSON  ) ATTENDED  THE 70! %XECUTIVE "OARD MEETING WHEN 














CURRICULUM  SOCIAL  CONSTRUCTIONISM  AND  CONSTRUCTIVISMAN  INTERESTING 








HAVE BEEN DIFFERENTIATING  THE  hTHEORIES  OF HOW WE GO  ABOUT  EXPLAINING 
OUR OWN WORK RATHER THAN THEORIES OF HOW STUDENTS WRITEv 2HODES 	 
!LSO  7ILEY  B	  NOTED  THE  DIFFERENT  ASPECTS  OF  THEORYLINGUISTIC 





0ERHAPS  )  WAS  ASKING  THE  WRONG  QUESTION  7OLFF  	  ECHOED  MY 
THINKING hTHE 3TATEMENT ITSELF IS NOT INTENDED TO LAY OUT THE THEORETICAL 
GROUNDS    2ATHER THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT IS FOR A BROADER AUDIENCE 















	  VOICED  THE  SAME  CONCERN  ABOUT  COLLEAGUES  OUTSIDE  OF  COMPOSI
TION WHO HAD BEEN TASKED WITH WRITING OBJECTIVES FOR &9# BUT WHO hEITHER 
REFUSE;D=  OR  ;WERE=  UNABLE  TO  ACKNOWLEDGE  THAT  A  BODY  OF  SCHOLARSHIP 
GUIDES OUR WORK    RELYING ON THEIR OWN PREJUDICES AND MEMORY OF THEIR 
OWN CURRENTTRADITIONAL EXPERIENCESv !ND SO ) WANTED TO MAKE EXPLICIT 






DUCTION  TO  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  ASSERTED  THAT  THE  hFOLLOWING  STATE
MENT  ARTICULATE;D= WHAT  COMPOSITION  TEACHERS NATIONWIDE HAVE  LEARNED 










-Y  INITIAL PLAN WAS NOT  TO BE  REALIZED (OWEVER 7OLFFS  EARLIER  COM
MENTS  INITIATED AN h!HAv MOMENT  )F  THE  THEORY  THAT HAS  INFORMED THE 
STATEMENT IS INDEED hTHEORY THAT ;THE FRAMERS= HAVE READ LIVED THROUGH 















THINKING ABOUT  IT  IN A SYSTEMATIC WAY  TRYING TO TAKE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE 
INTO  ACCOUNT  AND USING  THE  IDEAS OF OTHER  THINKERS WHEREVER  THEY MAY 
BE USEFUL 4HEORIZING MIGHT THEN LEAD NOT TO LAWS BUT TO RULES OF THUMB 






THESE  FRAMEWORKSv -C,EOD  	 !ND  TO  SOME EXTENT  h4HEORY  IS 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY       A  FORM OF  INTELLIGIBILITY  THAT  THE  THEORIST  TRIES  TO GIVE 
TO PERSONAL DILEMMAS DEEPLY FELT    A WAY TO MAKE SENSE OF LIFE    )N 
COMPOSITION  THEORY  IS  IRREVOCABLY  COMMITTED  TO  PRACTICE  BEGINS  THERE 
AND RETURNS THERE IN RECURSIVE LOOPSv 0HELPS  VIInVIII	





IDEAS BUT PERSONAL  AND  STUDENT  LEARNING EXPERIENCES  AND  THE WAYS  THAT 
BOTH THESE THEORETICAL INFLUENCES AND REFLECTED PRACTICE HAVE INTERTWINED 
INTO MY OWN INFORMED THEORETICAL ECLECTIC
&OLLOWING MY  EARLIER  TEACHING  EXPERIENCES  IN  THE  UPPER  ELEMENTARY 
GRADES IN THE LATE S ) STEPPED OUT OF THE CLASSROOM IN THE EARLY S 
TO  FOCUS  ON  RAISING  TWO  DAUGHTERSTHREE  YEARS  APART  IN  AGE  AND  LIGHT 
YEARS  APART  IN  PERSONALITY  AND  LEARNING  STYLEUNTIL  OUR  FAMILY  WENT  TO 
THE 2EPUBLIC OF +OREA IN THE LATE S 4HERE ) BEGAN TEACHING %NGLISH 
AS A  FOREIGN  LANGUAGE 5PON OUR RETURN TO  THE 5NITED 3TATES  ) ENTERED 
GRADUATE SCHOOL  IN %NGLISH  LINGUISTICS  IN  THE EARLY S -Y READING  IN 
SECONDLANGUAGE ACQUISITION  LED ME  TO  TEACHERSRESEARCHERS WHO WHILE 
NOT CLAIMING TO BE THEORISTS WERE CERTAINLY  THEORIZERS  IN THEIR QUEST  FOR 
UNDERSTANDING  HOW  LANGUAGE  USERS  LEARN  TO  COMMUNICATE  IN  THEIR  FIRST 
AND SUBSEQUENT LANGUAGES 
)  CAME UPON #ORDER  AND HIS  APPRECIATION OF  THE  INEVITABLE MISTAKES 
LEARNERS MAKE  IN  THEIR  LANGUAGE  LEARNING  3ELINKER  AND  HIS  CONCEPT  OF 
INTERLANGUAGE  TO  EXPLAIN  THE  NATURALLY  EVOLVING  GRAMMARS  OF  LANGUAGE 




EVOLVING  THEORETICAL  FRAME !S  A  TEACHING  ASSISTANT  TUTORING  IN  A WRITING 
CENTER FOR OUR %3, STUDENTS ) WAS INTRODUCED TO THE THEORIZERS  IN COM
POSITION AT THAT TIMEWHICH BASED ON MY EARLIER STUDY SEEMED A NATU
RAL  EXTENSION  INTO WRITTEN  LANGUAGE  )  FIRST  HEARD  ABOUT WRITING PROCESS 








SHAPE  THEIR  OWN  WRITING  PROJECTS  OVER  THE  TERM  TO  A MORE  RHETORICALLY 






ANALYSIS  OF  3WALES  FROM  THE  APPLIED  LINGUISTICS  PERSPECTIVE	  AND  +RESS 
FROM  THE  SOCIOPOLITICAL  PERSPECTIVE	  AND  *UNGIAN  PERSONALITY  THEORY 
AS  ENACTED  IN  THE -EYERS  "RIGGS 4YPE  )NDICATOR  AND  ITS  EFFECTS  ON WRIT
ING  BEHAVIORS  !S  PART  OF MY  DOCTORAL  STUDIES  IN  THE  EARLY  S  ) MET 
6YGOTSKY  "AKHTIN  AND  &REIRE  )  ALSO  STARTED  TEACHING  &9#  IN  A  LINKED 
SETTING  WITH  A  SERVICELEARNING  COMPONENT  WHICH  INCLUDED  AN  ETHNO
GRAPHIC  COMPONENT	  AND  SO  BECAME  PART  OF  THE  SERVICELEARNING  AND 
LEARNING  COMMUNITIES  DISCUSSION  !ND  LONG  BEFORE  THE  SOCALLED  hPOST 


























ING  AND  READING  FOR  INQUIRY  LEARNING  THINKING  AND  COMMUNICATINGv 
hUNDERSTAND;ING=  THE  RELATIONSHIPS  AMONG  LANGUAGE  KNOWLEDGE  AND 
POWERv hTHE COLLABORATIVE AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE WRITING PROCESSv AND 














USES  THE  FINDINGS  OF  HER  AWARDWINNING  LONGITUDINAL  INVESTIGATION  OF 
THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  READING  AND  WRITING  COMPETENCIES  OF  STUDENTS 
WHO  BEGAN  IN  BASIC  WRITING  AND  REGULAR  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  COURSES 
AT THE #ITY #OLLEGE OF #ITY 5NIVERSITY OF .EW 9ORK FROM  TO  TO 
INTERROGATE THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT FOR ITS FAILURE TO MORE OVERTLY NOTE 
THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  DEVELOPMENT  THROUGH  PRACTICE  OVER  TIME  3ETTING 
THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  AGAINST  LIFESPAN  DEVELOPMENT  THEORY  2ICHARD 
(ASWELL TAKES THE STATEMENT TO TASK FOR FAILING TO RECOGNIZE THE VARIANCES 
IN  STUDENT  DEVELOPMENT  THAT  WOULD  MAKE  THE  ATTAINMENT  OF  DIFFERENT 
OUTCOMES  DIFFICULT  IF  NOT  IMPOSSIBLE  BECAUSE  OF  THEIR  PERSONAL  COURSE 
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hCOMPETENCEBASEDv	 HIGHER  EDUCATION 7E EACH  STUDIED OUR OWN  SITE 
FOR THREE YEARSINTERVIEWING AND OBSERVING AND EVENTUALLY WRITING A CASE 
STUDY "UT THE WHOLE GROUP PAID A VISIT TO EACH SITE AT LEAST ONCE FOR ADDI






ABOUT  THE  %NDv  	  )  STRUGGLED  TO  UNDERSTAND  HOW  AN  OUTCOMES 









&IRST  EVEN  THOUGH MY  TEMPERAMENT  AND  PERSONAL  GOALS  IN  TEACHING 
SEEMED INIMICAL TO AN OUTCOMES APPROACH GOALS LIKE GROWTH INTELLECTUAL 
INTEGRITY CURIOSITY THE ABILITY TO QUESTION	 ) FINALLY CONCLUDED THAT IN FACT 




ALL  A MATTER OF  FORCING YOURSELF  TO  FIGURE OUT AND ADMIT WHAT  YOU REALLY 
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WANT 3ECOND  THE  ISSUE OF WHETHER  TO  SPECIFY OUTCOMES  TURNS OUT  TO BE 
INTERESTINGLY TANGLED UP WITH ISSUES OF CLASS 4HE RESISTANCE TO OUTCOMES 
TENDS  TO  COME  WITH  ELITIST  ATTITUDES  AND  ELITIST  INSTITUTIONS  h.O  ONE  IS 
GOING  TO  FORCE ME  TO  SPECIFY  MY  GOALS  )M  THE  EXPERT  4HEY  WOULDNT 
UNDERSTANDv
3O  )  ARRIVE  AT  THE  70!  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  FOR  FIRSTYEAR  WRITING 
RESPECTFUL  BUT  WARYSINCE  OF  COURSE  WE  ALSO  SAW  HOW  AN  OUTCOMES 
APPROACH  COULD  BE  USED  BADLY  IN  VARIOUS  WAYS  SOMETIMES MECHANISTI






SOMETHING  IMPORTANT  USEFUL  AND  VERY  DIFFICULT  4HEY  TOOK  ONE  OF  THE 
MOST CHAOTIC REALMS IN ALL OF HIGHER EDUCATIONFIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION
AND BROKE IT DOWN INTO CLEAR GOALS 0ERHAPS MORE STRIKING THEY MANAGED 
TO  ATTAIN  REMARKABLE  AGREEMENT  AMONG  A  VERY  DISPARATE  BUT  IMPORTANT 
GROUP OF LEADERS IN THE FIELD 
3TILL  )M NOT  SATISFIED AND ) OFFER  THIS ESSAY AS A  FRIENDLY CHALLENGE  ) 
PROMISE  TO  JOIN  IN ON  FURTHER WORK  IF  INVITED 4HE  FRAMERS OF  THE 70! 
STATEMENT HAVE GONE A  LONG DISTANCE BUT ) WANT TO PUSH FURTHER )N THIS 
ESSAY ) WILL OFFER THREE CHALLENGES












)  ALSO  LIKE  THE WAY  IT  INVITES US  TO BE  FRANK ABOUT A  FEELING MANY OF US 
MORE THAN OCCASIONALLY HAVE FEAR THAT OUR CLASS IS IN TROUBLE	


























IORAL DIMENSION OF WRITING $ID  THEY ASSUME THAT OUR  FIRSTYEAR  STUDENTS 






WHEN  THEY  SPECIFIED  THE  ABILITY  TO  hUSE WRITING  AND  READING  FOR  INQUIRY 
LEARNING  THINKING  AND  COMMUNICATINGv  "UT  THIS  IS  UNHELPFULLY  VAGUE 
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YOUR OWNTO WRITE AS AN INITIATOR AND AGENT RATHER THAN AS A RESPONDER
)  THINK  THE  PROBLEM  IS  THAT  THE  FRAMERS  WERE  TOO  PREOCCUPIED  WITH 
ANOTHER  GOALONE  THAT  IS  OF  COURSE  EQUALLY  IMPORTANT  AND  THAT  -ARK 





















MASTERING WHAT  )  WOULD  CALL  THE  PRIOR  OR  FOUNDATIONAL  COMPETENCES  OF 






EMPHASIZED  THAT  IN PRACTICE  TIME  IS  THE  KEY WE  CAN DO  JUSTICE  TO BOTH 
DIMENSIONS IF WE GIVE DEDICATED TIME TO EACH 4HE FRAMERS DO ALLUDE TO 

































4HE  70!  MEMBERS  UNCONSCIOUS  EMPHASIS  ON  hCRITICALv  ALSO  LEADS 
THEM  TO  NEGLECT  A  BASIC  SKILL  IN  GOOD  PERSUASION  AND  ARGUMENTATION 




!M  )  JUST  REACTING  LIKE  SO MANY  REVIEWERS  OF  ANTHOLOGIES  WHO  WRITE 
h4HOSE  SELECTIONS  YOU  CHOSE  ARE  ALL  VERY WELL  BUT  YOU  LEFT  OUT  SOME OF 
MY OLD FAVORITESv .O ITS MORE THAN THAT )M TROUBLED BY A SERIOUS TILT 
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#ONSIDER  THE  FOLLOWING  CLUMP OF  OUTCOMESALL  TAKEN  FROM  THE  FIRST 
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-Y  DISSATISFACTION  FEELS  SUBSTANTIAL  BUT  IN  A  SENSE  IT  IS  A MINOR  ONE 
FOR  IT  WAS  PRETTY MUCH  CURED BY  A  REVISION  OF  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT 
PREPARED  BY  )RV  0ECKHAM  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  3TEERING  #OMMITTEE 
n	  5NFORTUNATELY  ITS  NO  LONGER  AVAILABLE  AT  THE  /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  ARCHIVES	  )T  DID  AN  ADMIRABLE  JOB  OF  FRAMING  OUTCOMES  IN 
TERMS OF  KNOWING HOW  AND  THIS MADE  THE OUTCOMES MUCH  CLEARER  AND 
CRISPER THAN IN THE MAIN DOCUMENT
>/(; (9, @6< 366205.  -69&
)T SEEMS TO ME THAT ANY FURTHER DISCUSSION OF OUTCOMES NEEDS TO BENEFIT 
FROM  THE  LIVELY  EXPERIMENTATION  AND  EXTENSIVE  SCHOLARSHIP  ON  COMPE












































































THINKINGAND EVEN  RHETORICAL  SAVVYNESSWE  CAN GET  THERE BETTER  IF WE 
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GET MUCH MORE  FROM OUR  TEACHING  IF  THEY KNOW WHERE WE ARE  TRYING  TO 
LEAD THEM AND THUS CAN HELP US GET THERE -OST OF US HAVE EXPERIENCED 




DENTS  DECLARING  h7E  EXPECT  THE MAIN  AUDIENCE  FOR  THIS  DOCUMENT  TO 




GIVEN  THE GOOD WORK  THE  FRAMERS HAVE ALREADY DONE  THEY ARE NOW  IN A 















THOSE  STUDENTS  ARE  ALREADY  IN  GOOD  SHAPE  TO  LEARN  WHAT  YOU  ARE  TEACH
ING	 /F COURSE  THE COMMUNITY OF COMPOSITION SCHOLARS AND TEACHERS  IS 
ANYTHING BUT AN ELITIST BASTION OF POWER AND AUTHORITY THOUGH 70!S DO 
IN  FACT HAVE NONTRIVIAL  AUTHORITY	 3TILL  )M  TROUBLED WHEN  )  CONSULT  THE 





















0EOPLE WITH PORTFOLIO  ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS ARE DISCOVERING  THE  SAME 
THING  7HEN  STUDENTS  KNOW  AHEAD  OF  TIME  WHAT  SKILLS  OR  ABILITIES  THEY 
NEED TO DISPLAY IN THEIR PORTFOLIOS THEY CAN BE MORE ACTIVE AND INTELLECTU
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)N A WAY THIS PRINCIPLE FOLLOWS FROM DECIDING TO TAKE STUDENTS AS AUDIENCE 
/F COURSE SOME COMPETENCEBASED ENTHUSIASTS WENT MUCH TOO FAR TOWARD 
MICRO  hBEHAVIORAL  OBJECTIVESv  BUT  )  CAME  TO  RESPECT  A  GENERAL  PUSH  IN 













TO  AVOID  TALKING  IN  TERMS OF  TEXTS 4HEY WROTE OUTCOMES  LIKE  hFOCUS ON 
A PURPOSE  AND ADDRESS  AUDIENCE NEEDSv  INSTEAD OF  hPRODUCE  A PORTFOLIO 
THAT  SHOWS  YOU  CAN  FOCUS  ON  A  PURPOSE  AND  ADDRESS  AUDIENCE  NEEDSv 




RESEARCHERS HAVE BEGUN  TO  SPECIFY EXTREMELY  INTERESTING AND  SOMETIMES 
SUBTLE WRITING OUTCOMES	
"UT  IF  THE  FRAMERS HAD OPENED  THE DOOR  TO  THE CONCRETENESS OF  TEXT 
THEY WOULD  SURELY HAVE MADE  A HUGE  CHANGEAND ONE  THAT  STRIKES ME 
AS DESIRABLE 4HAT IS EVEN THOUGH THEY WERE WILLING TO TALK ABOUT TEXTUAL 
FEATURES  LIKE  hCONTROL  OF  SPELLING  AND  GRAMMARv  WHAT  DOES  hCONTROLv 
REALLY MEAN	 AND hUSE OF APPROPRIATE VOICE AND REGISTERv FOR SOME REA
SON  THEY RAN AWAY  FROM TALKING ABOUT MANY OF  THE  TEXTUAL  FEATURES  THAT 
TURN  UP MOST  PROMINENTLY  IN  TEACHERS MOUTHS  AND WRITTEN  COMMENTS 
CLEAR  SENTENCES  COHERENT  PARAGRAPHS  AND  EFFECTIVE  STRUCTURES  0ERHAPS 
THE FRAMERS FELT THAT THESE TEXTUAL FEATURES WERE NOT SUFFICIENTLY hRHETORI
CALv AND SMACKED TOO MUCH OF h0LATONICGOODWRITINGINTHEABSTRACTv "UT 
THESE SORTS OF  TEXTUAL  FEATURES ARE  JUST  THE KIND THAT MUST BE SPECIFIED  IF 
WE WANT TO GIVE HONEST ANSWERS TO THAT CENTRAL QUESTION THAT AN OUTCOMES 
APPROACH INVITES h7HAT ARE YOU LOOKING FORv 
&URTHERMORE  THESE  TEXTUAL  OUTCOMES  DO  NOT  EXCLUDE  THE  RHETORICAL 













OF hCRITICAL  THINKINGv .O DOUBT THEY DIDNT WANT THEIR  LIST  TOO LONG BUT 
THE TERM STRIKES ME AS USELESS ON ITS OWN 7E NEED ENOUGH CONCRETE CLARITY 
THAT STUDENTS AND TEACHERS COULD AGREE ABOUT WHETHER SOCALLED hCRITICAL 
























































  	 "UT WHOSE PLOT  LINE  IS  THIS  )T  IS  TRUE  THAT  SEQUENCE  IS  THE 




,U  FOR  INSTANCE  IS  WARNING  SPECIFICALLY  AGAINST  THE  EXPECTATION  THAT 
MINORITY AND SECONDLANGUAGE WRITING STUDENTS NEED TO LEARN THE MAJOR









THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  6OICE  IT  WILL  BE  REMEMBERED  IS  AN  EXPLICIT 
OUTCOME  IN  THE  STATEMENT  hSTUDENTS  SHOULD  ADOPT  APPROPRIATE  VOICE 
TONE AND LEVEL OF FORMALITYv	 3EQUENCE IT MAY NOT BE NOTICED IS MISSING 
FROM THE STATEMENT )S THE STATEMENTS INCLUSION OF THE ONE AND EXCLUSION 









COURSE HARD  TO  FIND ANY KNOWLEDGE  FRAME MORE  INTUITIVE AND UNIVERSAL 
THAN THAT OF LIFELONG DEVELOPMENT #HILDREN YEARN TO BE GROWN UP GROWN
UPS COMPULSIVELY WRITE AND REWRITE THE STORY OF THEIR GROWTH SINCE CHILD
HOOD  #HILDHOOD  ADOLESCENCE  MAJORITY  MATURITY  SENILITY  ARE  MASSIVE 
CULTURAL CONSTRUCTS BACKED WITH THE AUTHORITY OF PERSONAL CHANGE SOCIAL 
EXPEDIENCY AND LEGAL CODE AND PREOCCUPIED WITH THE IMPORTANT STUFF OF 
OUR  LIVES  SEX  CARS MARRIAGE  ALCOHOL  NICOTINE  OWNERSHIP  OF  PROPERTY 







SENSE AND  FOR  THE PERSON MAKE SENSE OF  THE WORLD 	 -AJOR CHANGES 
THEN REORGANIZATIONS OF THE SELF ARE NOT hQUANTITATIVEv BUT hQUALITATIVEv 












!DMITTEDLY  THERE  MAY  BE  CHASMS  BETWEEN  SOME  OF  THESE  ASSUMP
TIONS AND  FOLK UNDERSTANDING OF  LIFE GROWTH 2EORGANIZATION OF  SELF  FOR 
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INSTANCE IS NOT SOMETHING THAT ANY OF US CAN RECALL AS WE DO A WRENCHED 
KNEE  EVEN  THOUGH  SUCH  REORGANIZATION MAY BE DEMONSTRATED WHEN WE 
READ A BOOK WITH DISTASTE  THAT YEARS EARLIER WE READ WITH CAPTIVATION OR 
APPRECIATE ONE WE ONCE READ AND THOUGHT STUPID &OR EVIDENCE OF THESE 
ASSUMPTIONS  LOOK  TO  THE  DEVELOPMENTALISTS  WHOSE  PLENTIFUL  STUDIES 
OF  LIFESPAN  CHANGE  ARE  CHARACTERIZED  BY  RIGOR  SCOPE  AND  INTELLIGENCE 
&OR  THIS  ESSAY  ) WILL NOT QUESTION  THE  LIFESPAN DEVELOPMENTAL  FRAME BUT 
INSTEAD  ASK  WHAT  LIGHT  IT  CASTS  UPON  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  &OUR  OF 













FROM  THE  STATEMENT OR  IMPOSED UPON  IT ! DEVELOPMENTALIST WOULD ASK 
7HERE  SHOULD  STUDENTS  BE  AT  THE  BEGINNING  OF  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION 
7HERE SHOULD THEY BE AT GRADUATION )N SHORT WHERE SHOULD THIS POISED 
STATE AT THE END OF FIRSTYEAR INSTRUCTION HAVE TAKEN AND BE TAKING STUDENTS 
$EPENDING  UPON  THE  ANSWER  EVERY  ITEM  IN  THE  STATEMENT  CAN  BE  READ 
IN  RADICALLY  DIFFERENT  WAYS  3HOULD  STUDENTS  hADOPT  APPROPRIATE  VOICEv 
SO  LATER  THEY  CAN  SWITCH  INTEGRATE  OR  HIDE  THEIR  OWN  DISTINCTIVE  VOICE 
#LEARLY  DIFFERENT  SEQUENCES  AND  THE  AUTHORITY  FOR  DIFFERENT  SEQUENCES 
WILL MAKE QUITE DIFFERENT SENSE OF THE STATEMENTS ENDOFCOURSE GOALS
.OTIONS OF ADULT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORIZE THEIR SEQUENCES FROM A VARIETY 
OF  SOURCES  4HE MOST  OBVIOUS  ARE  THOSE  LIFE  STEPS  IDEOLOGICALLY  SET  AND 
MATERIALLY ENFORCED BY OUR CULTURE SCHOOLING BEFORE SELFSUPPORT SELFSUP
PORT BEFORE MARRIAGE MARRIAGE BEFORE CHILDREN ETC &OR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
THE  DOMINATING  SEQUENCE  IS  THE  WAY  EDUCATION  IS  EXPECTED  TO  LEAD  TO 
WORK (AVIGHURST 	 4HERE IS AMPLE EVIDENCE EG !STIN 	 THAT 
COLLEGE STUDENTS ATTITUDES AND ACHIEVEMENTS  TAKE A DEVELOPMENTAL  LEAP 
WHEN  THEY  SEE  THEMSELVES NOT  JUST AS  LEARNERSATLARGE BUT AS APPRENTICE 
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PROFESSIONALS USUALLY WITH THE TAKING ON OF UPPERDIVISION WORK WITHIN A 
MAJOR 4HE WAY  THE WRITING OF  STUDENTS  AND  THEIR  VIEW OF WRITING  TAKES 
QUALITATIVE  JUMPS  AT  THAT  POINT  HAS  ALSO  BEEN  RECORDED  ,IGHT   
3TERNGLASS 	 )T IS WITHIN THIS COMPELLING SOCIAL SEQUENCE MORE THAN 
ANY  OTHER  THAT  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  EXPLICITLY  LODGES  ITSELF  MOST 









RIENCE  AND  PERSPECTIVE  OF  INDIVIDUAL  WRITERS  (AAS   (ASWELL   
7INEBERG  	  (ERE  IT  WILL  BE  NOTED  THAT  THE  STATEMENT  ISOLATES  NO 
OUTCOMES CONNECTED WITH  THIS  READING ABILITY  )N  FACT UNDER 2HETORICAL 
+NOWLEDGE THE RECOMMENDATION THAT STUDENTS SHOULD hUNDERSTAND HOW 
GENRES  SHAPE  READING  AND WRITINGv MIGHT  BE  TAKEN  AS  AN OUTCOME  THAT 
WOULD  BLOCK  STUDENTS  FROM MAKING  THAT  CRITICAL  STEP  !  DEVELOPMENTAL 
REWRITING  OF  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT MIGHT WELL  ADD  A  NEW  hBUILDONv 








!  THIRD  SOURCE  FOR  DEVELOPMENTAL  SEQUENCES  GROUP  COMPARISONS 
SUGGESTS  ANOTHER  WAY  THE  STATEMENT  MIGHT  BE  WRITTEN  MORE  USEFULLY 
.ORMATIVE CHANGE IN LANGUAGE COMPETENCY CAN BE MAPPED BY COMPARING 
DIFFERENT COLLEGE CLASSES AT THE SAME TIME OR THE SAME GROUP AT DIFFERENT 
YEARS USING  THE  SAME PROMPTS AND MEASURES 2ARELY  IS  CHANGE  SMOOTH 
4HE MAPS SHOW PERIODS OF FOCUS LAISSEZFAIRE AND CONCESSION 6OCABULARY 
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%SSENTIALLY  SEQUENCE  IS  A  REFINEMENT OF  SUCCESSION 4O  ITS  CREDIT  THE 
STATEMENT  RECOGNIZES  THAT  FIRSTYEAR  ACHIEVEMENTS  ARE  PARTS  OF  A  SUCCES
SION ARE MOMENTS IN A MOVING STREAM h!S WRITERS MOVE BEYOND FIRSTYEAR 










ASSUMPTION  IS  THAT  DEVELOPMENTAL  SEQUENCES  WILL  TEND  TO  EVOLVE  FROM 
LESS  TO MORE  COMPLEXMORE  COMPLEX  IN  THE  SENSE  THAT  THE NEW  STRUC
TURING  IS BASED  LOGICALLY OR PRAGMATICALLY ON THE PREVIOUS STRUCTURING ! 
FIRST POSITION OF  TRUST  IN hDURABLE CATEGORIESv THE ASSUMPTION  THAT WHAT 
HOLDS FOR ONE PERSON HOLDS FOR EVERYONE	 IS ENTAILED IN A LATER POSITION OF 
hCROSS CATEGORIESv THE ASSUMPTION THAT SOME PRINCIPLES CONNECT DIFFERING 
INDIVIDUAL  VIEWPOINTS	  +EGAN  	  OR  AN  ABILITY  TO  HANDLE  PROBLEMS 
COGNITIVELY KNOWING HOW TO COMPUTE FIGURES	 IS ENTAILED IN AN ABILITY TO 
HANDLE PROBLEMS METACOGNITIVELY UNDERSTANDING WHEN FIGURES SHOULD BE 




COGENT DEVELOPMENTAL  REASONSSOMETIMES ACT  AS  THOUGH EVERYONE ELSE 
SEES CATEGORICALLY AS THEY DO OR SOMETIMES DISCOVER THEY NEED TO COMPUTE 
IN A WAY THEY NEVER LEARNED OR HAVE FORGOTTEN 
!MONG  ITS  VARIOUS  hOUTCOMESv  THE  STATEMENT  DOES  NOT  DISTINGUISH 
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MIGHT  LOOK FOR  IN SCHOOLCHILDREN AND TO h5NDERSTAND THE RELATIONSHIPS 
AMONG  LANGUAGE  KNOWLEDGE  AND POWERv  A  TRANSSYSTEM OR  hFIFTHORDER 





THAT  TAKES  ONE  FROM  A  POSITION  OF  APPRENTICE  TO  PRACTITIONER  3CHÚN 
	 OR FROM A PASSIVE AGENT TO AN ACTIVE AGENT IN ONES EMOTIONAL LIFE 
"EARISON AND :IMILES 	 7HEN THE STATEMENT ASKS STUDENTS TO REFLECT 
IT MAKES MORE DEVELOPMENTAL  SENSE WHEN THE  TARGET  IS AUDIENCE NEEDS 
AND LESS WHEN THE TARGET IS PROFESSIONAL GENRES IN WHICH FIRSTYEAR STUDENTS 
ARE UNLIKELY  TO HAVE HAD  THE WORKING  SKILLS GOALS PRIVILEGES AND DISAP
POINTMENTS  THAT WOULD MAKE METATHINKING PROFITABLE $OES  IT  PROFIT  TO 
h5NDERSTAND THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE AND POWERv 
IF ONE DOES NOT HAVE THE POWER OR DOES NOT DOUBT THE KNOWLEDGE
)MAGINE  A  FIRSTYEAR OUTCOMES  STATEMENT  THAT WOULD  SORT WRITING PRO
CESSES SKILLS KNOWLEDGE AND METAKNOWLEDGE INTO FOUR CATEGORIES ALREADY 




&OR  SEQUENCE DEVELOPMENTALISTS  ALSO DRAW UPON  VALUE  SYSTEMS UPON 
NOT ONLY WHAT DOES HAPPEN BUT ALSO UPON WHAT COULD OR SHOULD HAPPEN 
/F  COURSE NONE OF  THE  SEQUENCES  ALREADY MENTIONED  TAKE  THE  FORM OF 
PURE  BIOLOGICAL  IMPERATIVE  )NSTEAD  THEY  DRAW  A  PICTURE  OF  INDIVIDUALS 
SLOWING DOWN AND  SPEEDING UP HESITATING  FORWARD AND CIRCLING BACK  A 
PICTURE  NOT  OF MECHANICAL  DRIVE  BUT  OF  HUMAN  hPLASTICITYv  EG 'OLLIN 
	 !NY ONE OF THE SEQUENCES COULD BE ALTERED WITH CHANGES IN SOCIETY 
AND SCHOOLING 3TUDENTS FOR INSTANCE COULD ARRIVE AT COLLEGE WITH A MUCH 
STRONGER  AWARENESS  OF  TEXTBOOK  AUTHORSHIP  HAD  THEY  BEEN  THOROUGHLY 
EXERCISED  IN  THE  KIND  OF  AUTHOR  ROLEPLAYING  DESCRIBED  BY  'RAVES  AND 
(ANSEN  	  4O  A  CERTAIN  DEGREE  ALL  THE  SEQUENCES  ASSUME  HUMAN 
PLASTICITY THE ABILITY TO CHANGE DIRECTION AND THUS ARE IDEALIZED OR VALUE 
LADEN "RUNER B	
#ONSIDER  GENDER  hCROSSOVERv  THE  POSTADOLESCENT  SEQUENCE  DISTIN
GUISHED BY MALES GRAVITATING TOWARD CULTURALLY DEFINED FEMININE POSITIONS 
AND FEMALES TOWARD MASCULINE POSITIONS 3OMETIMES CROSSOVER IS PRESENT
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ED AS A CULTURAL EFFECT  EG 'IELE 	  SOMETIMES AS A POSTSECONDARY 
EDUCATIONAL  EFFECT  EG  "AXTER-AGOLDA  	  SOMETIMES  AS  A  LITERACY 
EFFECT  EG  0ETERSON  	 /THER  TIMES  THOUGH  IT MUCH MORE  TAKES 
THE SHAPE OF A MORAL IDEAL ,ABOUVIE6IEF 	 FOR INSTANCE OFFERS THE 











SINCE  SUBSKILLS  INTERACT  THEN  ADVANCE  OF  THE  OTHERS  IS  CHARACTERISTICALLY 
UNEVEN  &ELDMAN   IS  A NOWCLASSIC  DESCRIPTION OF  THIS  hEMBEDDEDv 
PROCESS	 






TAL PURPOSE OF MAKING  THINGS METACONSCIOUSA  STEP  THAT OFTEN HELPS  A 
DEVELOPMENTAL  CYCLE  SPIRAL  ON  TO  A NEW  LEVEL  "RUNER  A	  )N  TERMS 
OF PARTICULAR WELLDOCUMENTED ADULT DEVELOPMENTAL  SEQUENCES  SOME OF 
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)N  RESPONSE  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  ARGUES  THAT  THESE DEVELOPMENTAL 
CONCERNS LIE BEYOND ITS PURVIEW )TS JOB IS TO hDESCRIBE ONLY WHAT WE EXPECT 
TO  FIND  AT  THE  END  OF  FIRSTYEAR  EXPERIENCEv  MY  EMPHASIS	  )T  JUST  LAYS 
OUT  CERTAIN  EDUCATIONAL  hRESULTSv  AT  ONE  CURRICULAR MOMENT  )N  COLLEGE 
AT  THIRTY  SEMESTER  HOURS  STUDENTS  SHOULD  hFOCUS  ON  A  PURPOSEv  IN  THEIR 












4HAT  IS WHY A DEVELOPMENTALIST WOULD DO A DOUBLE  TAKE ON READING  THE 












) WANT  TO  CLARIFY  THIS  IMPORTANT POINT BY  LOOKING AT  A  SINGLE DEVELOP





LISHED  IN  AS  h0LOT 0LIGHT  AND $RAMATISM  )NTERPRETATION AT 4HREE 
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4HE  BASIC  FINDING  OF  THE  STUDY  IS  CLEAR  CUT  4HE  WAY  PARTICIPANTS 
RECOUNTED THE EVENTS DIFFERED LITTLE ACROSS AGE GROUPS BUT THE WAY GROUPS 
INTERPRETED  THE EVENTS  THE NARRATIVE MODEL BY WHICH  THEY MADE  SENSE OF 
THE  STORY  AS  A  WHOLE  CHANGED  CONSISTENTLY  4HE  CHILDREN  LOOKED  FOR 
PLOT SIMPLE MOTIVES LEADING DIRECTLY TO ACTION BY CHARACTERS IDENTIFIED AS 
OCCUPYING CATEGORICAL ROLES h(E SAYS HE CANT BECAUSE HE IS A PRIESTv 4HE 
ADOLESCENTS  LOOKED  FOR PLIGHT  CHARACTERS WITH A  TIMEBOUND  INNER BEING 




SCENES  MOTIVES  ETC	  WHOSE  CLASHES  CREATE  TENSION  AND  IRRESOLVABILITY 




4HE  ADULTS  WRITE  A  PSYCHOSOCIAL  DRAMA  A  TROUBLED  SITUATION  IN  WHICH 







WRITE A PAPER SUPPORTING A POINT  THAT  THE  TEACHER BELIEVES  IN  TO UPPER
DIVISION STUDENTS  IT MAY MEAN TO APE THE  TOPICS AND CONVENTIONS OF  THE 
PROFESSIONAL  FIELD  TO TEACHERS  IT MAY MEAN TO FIND AND MAINTAIN A POSI
TION  THAT  SURPRISES OR  CHALLENGES  THE  READER  3O  TOO WITH  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT  AS  A  WHOLE  3TUDENTS  ARE  LIKELY  TO  ENVISION  PLIGHTWISE  A 
SERIES OF UNAVOIDABLE HURDLES EN  ROUTE  TO  SOME UNDEFINED  FUTURE  STATE 
4EACHERS ARE LIKELY TO ENVISION A SET OF OVERLAPPING CONSTRAINTS AND GOALS 
PROMOTED  BY  DIFFERENT  CONSTITUENTS  WITH  CONFLICTING  MOTIVES  CHAIRS 
DEANS POLITICIANS PUBLIC PAST  TEACHERS PRESENT STUDENTS ETC	  )N SUM 
THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT DOES NOT EXIST OUTSIDE OF THE INTERPRETATION OF 
IT AND AS &ELDMAN ET AL PUT  IT  INTERPRETATION  ITSELFTHAT  FUNDAMENTAL 
HUMAN CONDITIONAPPEARS hTO UNDERGO INTERESTING AND RATHER SYSTEMATIC 
REORGANIZATION WITH AGE AND DEVELOPMENTv  	
3ECOND  IT  IS  THE  SAME  FOR  ALL  THE  FUNDAMENTALS  OF  HUMAN  BEHAVIOR 
,IFESPAN  STUDY  HAS  ALWAYS  FOCUSED  ON  FUNDAMENTALS  BECAUSE  THEY  ARE 
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ALWAYS ON  THE MOVE  THEY  ARE  LIFECHANGES  IN  THE PARAMETERS OF PERCEP










WOULD  LIKE  TO APPEARAT  THE SAME RATE  FROM THE SAME TIME AND PLACE 
WITH THE SAME UNDERSTANDING VIA THE SAME ROUTE AND TO THE SAME EFFECT
)N A WORD ALL THE HUMAN CONTEXTS BY WHICH THE STATEMENT WILL BE REAL
IZED  SHOW  DEVELOPMENTAL  CHANGE  THROUGHOUT  OUR  LIVES  ON  THIS  PLANET 




OR  IGNORED  BY  COMPOSITIONISTS  SUPPOSEDLY  BECAUSE  IT  DOES  NOT  hDIRECTLY 
ACKNOWLEDGE  THE  SOCIAL  ASPECTS  OF  WRITINGv  *AMEISON  AND  $AVID   
	 9ET IN THE LIGHT OF LIFESPAN STUDIES IT IS THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT THAT 
SEEMS  TO NEGLECT  SOCIAL  CONTEXT AND  IT  IS  THE DEVELOPMENTAL  FRAME  THAT 
COULD RESCUE A VITAL PART OF THE HUMAN CONTEXT NEEDED TO HELP GIVE THE 
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4HE  INTRODUCTION  TO  THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT  STATES  ITS MOST  IMPORTANT 
PRINCIPLE  h,EARNING  TO WRITE  IS A COMPLEX PROCESS BOTH  INDIVIDUAL AND 
SOCIAL  THAT  TAKES  PLACE  OVER  TIME  WITH  CONTINUED  PRACTICE  AND  INFORMED 
GUIDANCEv EMPHASIS ADDED	 )N LIGHT OF THAT OBSERVATION IT SEEMS CRITI
CAL TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN OUTCOMES AT THE END OF FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION 
COURSES  AND  OUTCOMES  OVER  THE  COLLEGE  YEARS  4HE  NOTION  OF  CONTINUED 





AND  DISCIPLINEAREA  COURSES  OVER  THE  YEARS  THAT  STRESSED  CRITICAL  READING 
CRITICAL WRITING AND PRACTICE WITH THE PROCESSES OF ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS 
THESE STUDENTS LEARNED TO UNDERTAKE THE COMPLEX WRITING TASKS DEMANDED 
OF  THEM  3IMULTANEOUSLY  STUDENTS  WITH  SECONDDIALECT  AND  SECONDLAN







CAL WRITING  )N  THE  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION COURSES  STUDENTS BENEFIT MOST 
WHEN  THEY  ARE  CHALLENGED  TO  INVESTIGATE  A  VARIETY  OF  TOPICS  ANALYTICALLY 
WHILE  SIMULTANEOUSLY  BEING  ENCOURAGED  TO  INCORPORATE  OR MODIFY  THEIR 
OWN  WORLDVIEWS  AS  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  PROPOSES  2ATHER  THAN 























MAY DIFFER MARKEDLY  IN  THE PRIOR  KNOWLEDGE  THEY BRING  TO  AN  ASSIGNED 
READING  4HE  IMPORTANCE  OF  PRIOR  KNOWLEDGE  HAS  BEEN  A  FUNDAMENTAL 






CHALLENGE  THEIR  STUDENTS  BUT  NOT  FRUSTRATE  THEM 7HEN  STUDENTS  BRING 
ADEQUATE  BACKGROUND  KNOWLEDGE  TO  A  READING  THEY  WILL  BE  PREPARED 
TO  GO  BEYOND USING WRITING  AS  A MEANS  OF  SIMPLY  hRETELLINGv  A  STORY  OR 
hRECOUNTINGv  THE  INFORMATION  THEY HAVE BEEN EXPOSED  TO 4O  STIMULATE 
THE PROCESS OF ANALYSIS IT IS ESSENTIAL TO ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO INCORPORATE 
THEIR  PRIOR  KNOWLEDGE  AND  THEIR  WORLDVIEWS  INTO  WRITINGS  ABOUT  TOPICS 
THAT  THEY  CREATE  THUS  FOSTERING  AN ENVIRONMENT  IN WHICH  THEY  SEE  THAT 
THEIR VIEWPOINTS ARE RESPECTED AND VALUED 7RITING COMBINED WITH READ
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OPPORTUNITIES TO INCREASE THEIR KNOWLEDGE BASE AND TO PRACTICE ANALYZING 
INCREASINGLY COMPLEX MATERIALS THEY WILL BE PREPARING THEMSELVES FOR THE 
STILL MORE DIFFICULT MATERIALS  THEY WILL ENCOUNTER  IN  THEIR DISCIPLINEAREA 
COURSES
4HE  IMPORTANCE  OF  PRIOR  KNOWLEDGE  IS  STRESSED  BY  RESEARCHERS  WHO 













BROUGHT  SENSITIVE  RESPONSES  TO  READINGS  THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN UNARTICU
LATED BY STUDENTS FROM MIDDLECLASS %UROPEAN BACKGROUNDS &OR EXAMPLE 
#HANDRA  AN  !FRICAN  !MERICAN  COMMUNICATIONS  MAJOR  WROTE  A  PAPER 
TITLED  h4HE  -EDIA  )MAGE  OF  "LACK  7OMEN  -AMMIES  3APPHIRES  AND 
*EZEBELSv )N THIS PAPER SHE ARGUED THAT hTELEVISION PERPETUATES AND REIN
FORCES  CULTURAL  STEREOTYPES 4HUS  VIEWERS MUST BECOME CRITICAL  THINKERS 
AND DECODERS OF THIS INFORMATION THAT WE ARE FORCEFED EVERY DAYv 4HEN 
SHE WENT ON TO ASK h"UT WHO CONTROLS WHAT WE SEEv !RGUING THAT TELEVISION 
PROGRAMMING  IS  CONTROLLED  BY  hWHITE MALESv  SHE  QUESTIONS HOW  hBLACK 
WOMEN  ARE  PORTRAYED  IN  SITUATION  COMEDIESv  3EEN  AS  h-AMMIESv  SER
VANTS RESPONSIBLE FOR DOMESTIC DUTIES AND REARING CHILDREN	 h3APPHIRESv 
TALKATIVE  AND  SASSY	  OR  h*EZEBELSv  SHAPELY  SEDUCTRESSES  WHO  USE  THEIR 






7E  SEE  IN  THIS  PASSAGE  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  #HANDRA  BRINGING  AN  ANALYTICAL 
STANCE TO TELEVISION PROGRAMMING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED BY A COMBINATION 
OF HER RESEARCH AND HER LIFE EXPERIENCES 3TERNGLASS  	
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0RIOR KNOWLEDGE IS ALSO A FACTOR IN DISCERNING THE CONCEPTUAL LEVEL AN 



























VIEW  ABOUT  THE  TRUTH  OF  AN  IDEA  &OR  INTELLECTUALISTS  AS  *AMES  DESCRIBES  THE 
TRUTH OF AN IDEA IS AN INERT AND AT THE SAME TIME STATIONARY PROPERTY OF AN IDEA 
)NTELLECTUALISTS SUPPOSITION IS THAT ONCE AN INDIVIDUAL HAS REACHED THE TRUTH OF 
ANYTHING  THE  PROCESS  OF  SEARCHING  FOR  THE  TRUTH  IS  DISCONTINUED  3TERNGLASS 
 	
) DO NOT WISH TO ASSERT HERE THAT $ELORES DID NOT UNDERSTAND *AMESS 
IDEAS BUT  IT  IS  CLEAR  THAT  SHE HAS  STAYED  SO CLOSE  TO  THE  LANGUAGE OF  THE 
SOURCE TEXT THAT IT IS CLEARLY AN EXAMPLE OF hINFORMATION TRANSFERv 
)N  A  PAPER  THAT $ELORES  WROTE  THAT  SAME  SEMESTER  FOR  HER  FRESHMAN 
COMPOSITION  COURSE  SHE  VENTURED  FURTHER  INTO  AN  ANALYTIC  STANCE  )N 
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WRITING ABOUT /RWELLS h3HOOTING AN %LEPHANTv SHE OFFERED HER OWN INTER
PRETATION OF THE EFFECTS OF SUBJUGATING OTHERS ON THE hTYRANTv HIMSELF 








$ELORES  WAS  GIVEN  AN  OPPORTUNITY  IN  THIS  PAPER  TO  EXPRESS  A  COMPAS
SIONATE  SENSE  OF  UNDERSTANDING  THE  IMPACT  OF  CERTAIN  BEHAVIORS  ON  THE 
INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN SUCH ACTS !ND IN A COMPOSITION SETTING IN WHICH 
THE PRIMARY  READINGS WERE  LITERARY ONES  CRITICAL  INTERPRETATIONS OF  SUCH 
TEXTS  WERE  HIGHLY  VALUED  3INCE  THIS  READING  DID  NOT  REQUIRE  COMPLEX 
PRIOR  KNOWLEDGE  TO  PROVIDE  AVENUES  FOR  INTERPRETATION $ELORES  ABILITY 
TO  PERFORM  AT  AN  ANALYTIC  LEVEL  WOULD  CERTAINLY  BE  JUDGED  AT  A  HIGHER 
COGNITIVE LEVEL THAN IN THE PRECEDING EXAMPLE DURING THE SAME SEMESTER 
3TERNGLASS  n	






4HUS  FAR  WE  HAVE  SEEN  THE  INFLUENCE  OUR  IMMEDIATE  SOCIAL  SUPPORT  GROUPS 
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!S  STATED  BEFORE  THE  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  CALLS  FOR  STUDENTS  TO  USE 
hWRITING  AND  READING  FOR  INQUIRY  LEARNING  THINKING  AND  COMMUNICA
TIONv )F THE NOTION OF hINQUIRYv CAN BE THOUGHT OF AS INCLUDING THE IDEA 
OF  hQUESTIONINGv  THAN  SUCH  AN  OUTCOME WOULD  CARRY  STUDENTS  INTO  THE 
ESSENTIAL FACTOR TO BE DERIVED FROM A COLLEGE EDUCATION THE ABILITY TO CHAL
LENGE THE ASSUMPTIONS OF  THE SOCIETY WHEN THEY  FEEL  IT  IS APPROPRIATE  TO 
DO  SO 3OME OF  THE QUESTIONING MAY  SEEM  LIGHTHEARTED BUT EVEN  THEN 
MORE SERIOUS CONCERNS CAN BE SEEN TO BE ADDRESSED )N A PSYCHOLOGY CLASS 
2ICARDO  A  ,ATINO  STUDENT WHO  CAME  TO  THE 5NITED  3TATES  FROM 0UERTO 
2ICO AS A YOUNG ADULT WROTE A PAPER IN WHICH HE ASSERTED HIS CONFIDENCE 
IN HIMSELF  AS  A  COMPLEX  AUTONOMOUS PERSON  EVEN AS HE PRESENTED AN 
ANALYSIS  OF  WHAT  SOME  MIGHT  CONSIDER  A  TRIVIAL  TOPIC  THE  COLOR  OF  THE 
UMBRELLA HE CARRIED
)N THE LAST MONTH AS THE WINTER WANED AWAY AND SPRING BEGAN TO ENTICE IN ITS 
SPELL AN  INTERESTING EVENT KEPT REPEATING  ITSELF EVERY  TIME ) USED MY COLORFUL 
BRIGHT UMBRELLA  )  RECEIVED  FROM  FELLOW  STUDENTS  FRIENDS AND ACQUAINTANCES 
A VERY SIMILAR COMMENT THEY ALL ASKED IF ) TOOK MY WIFES UMBRELLA ) GAVE THE 
SAME ANSWER TO ALL OF THEM AND THAT WAS THAT IT WAS INDEED MY UMBRELLA 4HAT 





A  YOUNG  FEMALE  STUDENT WHO  SAID  THOSE  COLORS  ARE  NOT MAN  COLORS  THEY  ARE 












!NOTHER  STUDENT  IN  THE  LONGITUDINAL  STUDY  $ONALD  WHO  WAS  PLACED 
DIRECTLY  INTO  THE  FRESHMAN  COMPOSITION  COURSE  WROTE  A  PAPER  FOR  THAT 









WENT ON  THEIR OWN AND APPLIED !ND  TO  THEIR  SURPRISE  THEY WERE WELL MANY 
WERE ACCEPTED !ND TO OUR SURPRISE MANY NONMINORITIES WITH POOR GRADE POINT 
AVERAGES WERE ENCOURAGED ;TO APPLY=
!LTHOUGH  $ONALDS  VOICE  WAS  MUTED  IN  THIS  DISCUSSION  HIS  SENSE  OF 
PERSONAL OUTRAGE AT THIS TYPE OF TREATMENT IS APPARENT &URTHERMORE HIS 









COMPLEX  WRITING  TASKS  THROUGH  THE  PROCESSES  OF  ANALYSIS  AND  SYNTHESIS 
DEVELOPS OVER  TIME  SO DOES  THE ABILITY  TO GAIN CONTROL OVER  THE  SURFACE 
FEATURES OF WRITING  SUCH AS  SYNTAX  GRAMMAR PUNCTUATION  AND  SPELLING 
!BSOLUTE CONTROL OF THESE CONVENTIONS CANNOT BE EXPECTED OF ALL STUDENTS 
BY  THE  END  OF  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  NOR  SHOULD  IT  BE  )F  INSTRUCTORS 




A  PARTICULAR  INSTITUTION -INORITY  STUDENTS  WITH  SECONDDIALECT  LANGUAGE 
FEATURES  OR  IMMIGRANT  STUDENTS  WITH  SECONDLANGUAGE  BACKGROUNDS  ARE 
THE ONES MOST OFTEN PENALIZED BUT  THE  SAME DIFFICULTY  APPLIES  TO OTHER 
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"UT AS FOR MANY OF THE STUDENTS IN MY STUDY THOSE WHO DO NOT PRODUCE 
A GREAT MANY GRAMMATICAL FEATURES THAT IDENTIFY THEM AS SECONDLANGUAGE 









FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  hSTUDENTS  SHOULD  CONTROL  SUCH  SURFACE  FEATURES  AS 
SYNTAX GRAMMAR PUNCTUATION AND SPELLINGv EMPHASIS ADDED	 "UT THEN 
THE  STATEMENT  GOES  ON  h&ACULTY  IN  ALL  PROGRAMS  AND  DEPARTMENTS  CAN 
BUILD ON  THIS PREPARATION BY HELPING  STUDENTS  LEARN  @STRATEGIES  THROUGH 
WHICH BETTER  CONTROL OF  CONVENTIONS  CAN BE ACHIEVEDv 3INCE  THE  LATTER 







#OMPOSITION  TEACHERS  AND  UPPERLEVEL  INSTRUCTORS  MUST  LEARN  THE 
SEQUENCES  OF  DEVELOPMENT  IN  LANGUAGE  FEATURES  SO  THAT  FOR  EXAMPLE 
AN !SIAN  STUDENT WHO OMITS  ARTICLES  IN A PIECE OF WRITING OR AN !FRICAN 
!MERICAN  STUDENT WHO OMITS  SOME PAST  TENSE  VERB MARKERS  IS  NOT  CON
DEMNED  FOR  CARELESSNESS  OR  HEAVILY  PENALIZED  )T  IS  LIKELY  THE  CASE  THAT 
EACH  STUDENT  IS  AWARE OF  THE  EXPECTED GRAMMATICAL  FORM BUT DOES NOT 
CONTROL THE PARTICULAR FORM AUTOMATICALLY )N SUCH CASES INSTRUCTORS MUST 
BE  KNOWLEDGEABLE  ABOUT  PATTERNS  OF  LANGUAGE  USE  SO  THAT  THEY  CAN  SEE 
WHEN STUDENTS ARE STILL ERRATIC ABOUT ONE OR TWO INSTANCES OF A PATTERN THAT 
IS OTHERWISE WELL CONTROLLED
0LACEMENT AND EXIT EXAMS  FOR COMPOSITION COURSES ARE  INSIDIOUS  IN 
PROVIDING HAZARDS FOR STUDENTS WITH SECONDDIALECT OR SECONDLANGUAGE 
BACKGROUNDS )N THE CASE OF THE FIRST THE PLACEMENT EXAM THE STUDENT 
IS  CONFRONTED  WITH  A  TIMED  IMPROMPTU  TEST  DEMANDING  ESSENTIALLY 
ALL  THE  COMPONENTS  OF  WRITING  REQUIRED  FOR  ENTRANCE  INTO  THE  REGULAR 
COMPOSITION  COURSE  REQUIREMENTS  THAT  ARE PROBABLY NOT  TOO DIFFERENT 
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FROM  THE  OUTCOMES  REQUIRED  TO  COMPLETE  THE  COURSE  3TUDENTS  WHO 
FAIL TO DEMONSTRATE SUCH COMPETENCE ARE THEN PLACED EITHER INTO BASIC 
WRITING SECTIONS OR INTO %3, PROGRAMS 4HE INSTRUCTION IN THESE COURSES 





THEIR WRITING !NOTHER  DIFFICULTY  FACED  BY  SECONDLANGUAGE  STUDENTS  IN 
PARTICULAR IS THEIR POTENTIAL UNFAMILIARITY WITH THE CULTURAL ASPECTS OF THE 
TOPICS  THEY ARE ASKED  TO WRITE  ABOUT  IN  THESE PLACEMENT AND EXIT  TESTS 
'LEASON 	
)NSTEAD OF DEMANDING CONTROL OF THESE SURFACE FEATURES BY THE END OF 















4HEIR  DECISION  IS  BASED UPON  THE  ANALYSIS  THAT DID  NOT  PRESENTED  DIVERSITY  OR  ) 
SHOULD SAY HE DID NOT PRESENTED A RANGE OF CHARACTERS WITHIN THOSE ETHNIC GROUPS 
(E JUST PRESENTED THE GROUPS AS ONE ;EMPHASIS ADDED=
!LTHOUGH  THE  INSTRUCTOR  CAREFULLY  MARKED  EACH  INAPPROPRIATE  VERB 
FORM  THERE WAS NO  COMMENT  ABOUT  THE PATTERNS OF  VERB ENDINGS  EACH 
INCORRECT ONE BEING ATTACHED TO A MODAL OR NEGATIVE AUXILIARY VERB )T IS 
CLEAR  THAT 2ICARDO HAD OVERGENERALIZED  THE PAST  TENSE  FORMS OF  REGULAR 
VERBS  BUT  WITHOUT  HIS  ATTENTION  BEING  CALLED  TO  THIS  PATTERN  HE  WOULD 
BE LIKELY TO CONTINUE USING THESE FORMS SEEING ONLY DISCRETE VERB FORMS 
MARKED BY HIS INSTRUCTOR 3TERNGLASS 	
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PRACTICING  THROUGHOUT  THE COLLEGE  YEARS  AND  THAT  THE ASSUMPTION  SHOULD 
NOT BE MADE THAT STUDENTS HAVE MASTERED ALL THESE PROCESSES BY THE END OF 
THE FIRSTYEAR WRITING COURSES 3TUDENTS WILL BE STARTING THEIR FRESHMAN YEAR 



















4HE  70!  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  HAS  SUCCEEDED  WE  KNOW  THIS  0ATTI 
%RICSSONS RESEARCH HAS DOCUMENTED THIS CLAIM AND WE HAVE LISTS OF MANY 
KINDS  OF	  SCHOOLS  FROM  *OHNSON  #OMMUNITY  #OLLEGE  AND  5#  3ANTA 
"ARBARA  TO  !RIZONA  3TATE  AND  8AVIER  5NIVERSITY  AND  THE  ENTIRE  6IRGINIA 
#OMMUNITY #OLLEGE SYSTEMTHAT HAVE USED IT  IN A  FUNDAMENTAL WAY  TO 
HELP SHAPE COMPOSITION CURRICULA THROUGH USING ITS CONCEPTS AND VOCABU
LARY  TO  WRITE  THE  COMPOSITION  CURRICULUM  THROUGH  DESIGNING  ACTIVITIES 
THAT  LEAD  TO  DEMONSTRATION  OF  THE  70!  OUTCOMES  THROUGH  CREATING 
ASSESSMENTS  THAT  LINK  THESE  ACTIVITIES  AND  OUTCOMES 7E  ALSO  KNOW  THAT 
OTHER INSTITUTIONS NOT ON THE h%RICSSONv LIST HAVE USED IT AS WELL (AWKEYE 
#OMMUNITY #OLLEGE  FOR  EXAMPLE  AND 5.# 'REENSBORO  )N  ADDITION 
WE  KNOW  THAT  AT  MANY  INSTITUTIONS  THE  STATEMENT  HAS  BEEN  APPLIED  IN 
ACHIEVING OTHER PURPOSES RELATED TO THE DELIVERY OF FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION 
HELPING  TO PROFESSIONALIZE  TEACHING ASSISTANTS  FOR  INSTANCE  AND  INVITING 
STUDENTS TO ASSESS THEIR OWN WORK IN THE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE OF THE OUTCOMES 
AS PART OF THEIR OWN DEVELOPMENT 




FOR  USE  IN  COMPOSITION  CLASSROOMS  BUT  ALSO  AS  MEANS  OF  DEMONSTRAT
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! SECOND CLAIM  IS  THAT  THE 70! /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT HAS BEEN USED  IN 
WRITING AND LEARNING CONTEXTS BEYOND FIRSTYEAR COMPOSITION IN CONTEXTS 
STUDENTS PARTICIPATE  IN BOTH BEFORE  THEY  ENROLL  IN  FIRSTYEAR  COMPAND 
AFTER  )T  HAS  BEEN USED WITH  TEACHERS  IN HIGH  SCHOOLS  FOR  EXAMPLE  NOT 
TO  SCRIPT  THEIR  PRACTICE  BUT  TO  FACILITATE  ARTICULATION  BETWEEN  THE  TWO 
CONTEXTS  TO  SEE WHAT  VOCABULARY  AND CONCEPTS  COLLEGE  AND HIGH  SCHOOL 
WRITING CURRICULA  SHARE  AS WELL  AS  TO  SEE HOW  THESE CONTEXTS  FOR  LEARNING 
ARE  APPROPRIATELY	  DIFFERENTIATED  4HE  STATEMENT  HAS  ALSO  BEEN  USED 
IN  THE  POSTSECONDARY  SETTING  AS  PART  OF  REVIEW  AND  REFORM  OF  GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAT  THE  5NIVERSITY  OF  .ORTH  #AROLINA  AT  #HAPEL  (ILL  AT  THE 
5NIVERSITY OF 7YOMING AND AT #LEMSON 5NIVERSITY  TO NAME THREE SUCH 
LOCATIONS  )T  HAS  BEEN  HIGHLIGHTED  NATIONALLY  AT  CONFERENCES  HOSTED  BY 
THE TWO MAJOR PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING HIGHER EDUCATION 
IN    THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  WAS  PART  OF  A  PLENARY  SESSION  OF  THE 
!MERICAN  !SSOCIATION  OF  #OLLEGES  AND 5NIVERSITIES  !!#5	  IN   





POSITION  CLASSROOM WE UNDERSTOOD  THAT 7HATS  INTERESTING  IS  THAT  SUCH 
INFLUENCE  HAS  BEEN  EXTENDED  MORE  FORMALLY  AND  STRUCTURALLY  THROUGH 
MAKING  CURRICULAR  CONNECTIONS  WITH  THOSE  WHO  WORK  WITH  OUR  STUDENTS 
BOTH BEFORE THEY BECOME OUR STUDENTS AND AFTERWARD
-ORE GENERALLY THEN ITS FAIR TO SAY THAT THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT HAS 
SPOKEN  TO NUMEROUS  STAKEHOLDERSSTUDENTS  TEACHING ASSISTANTS  FACULTY 
TEACHING FIRSTYEAR COMP AND FACULTY ADMINISTERING PROGRAMS COLLEAGUES 
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)N OUR FIELD WE HAVE TO ASSUME ) THINK THAT MANY IF NOT MOST TEACH
ERS OF  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION ARE ONLY  VAGUELY AWARE OF  THE  STATEMENT  IF 
THEY ARE AWARE OF IT AT ALL #ERTAINLY MOST OF OUR COLLEAGUES ACROSS CAMPUS 
ARE HAPPILY  IGNORANT OF  IT AS DEMONSTRATED BY  THE  FALL  WRITINGTHE
MATIZED  ISSUE OF !!#5S 0EER 2EVIEW WHOSE ARTICLES DISCUSSING CURRENT 
WRITING  PROGRAMS  CITE  THE 70! /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  NOT  ONCE  !ND  OF 
THOSE WHO  ARE  AWARE  SOME  ARE NOT  AMUSEDOR  GRATIFIED $EREK  3OLES 
FOR  INSTANCE  RESPONDED  TO  THE  PUBLICATION  OF  THE  STATEMENT  IN  #OLLEGE 
%NGLISH WITH CONCERN THAT  IT DID NOT  INCLUDE AN ENDORSEMENT OF SPECIFIC 










  	  !LTHOUGH  THE  POINT  IS  NOT  ELABORATED  ONE  INFERENCE  OF 





AND  $OUG  (ESSES    ####  CONFERENCE  THEME  A  LOT  OF  SOMEONES 
FINALLY	 SEEM TO KNOW THAT WE ARE HEREAND THAT WE IS THE WE OF THE 70! 
/UTCOMES 3TATEMENT AND NOT THE WE OF GRAMMAR AS IS SO OFTEN THE CASE 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF OTHER  LIKEMINDED REFORM DOCUMENTSAND )  TAKE 
THE /UTCOMES 3TATEMENT TO BE A REFORM DOCUMENTIT WOULD BE TRICKIER 









BENEFITS  "Y  WAY  OF  CONTRAST  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  NEITHER  REQUIRES 
NEW PRACTICES FOR STUDENTS NOR MANDATES ANY STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND THUS 
IT INCURS NO NEW COSTS "Y WAY OF CONTRAST ITS EASY TO ENDORSE 
!NOTHER  QUICK  EXPLANATION  ACCOUNTING  FOR  THE  STATEMENTS  SUCCESS 
MIGHT ALSO BE CONSIDERED INSTRUMENTAL THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DOCUMENT 
)N THIS CASE HOWEVER THE DISTRIBUTION WAS MEANS AND METHOD BOTH AND 
SUBSTANTIVE  AS WELL  3EVERAL POINTS  ABOUT  ITS  EARLY DISTRIBUTION ARE WORTH 
NOTING  &IRST  FROM  THE  VERY  BEGINNING OF  THE  EFFORT  THE DOCUMENT WAS 
AS WIDELY DISTRIBUTED AS POSSIBLE  EVEN AS  IT WAS BEING DEVELOPED -AKING  IT 
AVAILABLE  FROM  THE  START PERMITTED PEOPLE BOTH  TO  TRY  IT  OUT  AS WE WENT 












/NCE  ADOPTED  BY  THE 70!  THE  STATEMENT  WAS  AGAIN MADE  AVAILABLE 















&ROM  A  "ITZERIAN  PERSPECTIVE  THE  PROCESS  OF  THE  DOCUMENTS  DEVEL
OPMENT  AS WELL  AS  THE WAY  THAT  DEVELOPMENT WAS MANAGED WAS  HIGHLY 
UNUSUAL AND THIS  TOO HAS PLAYED A ROLE  IN  THE SUCCESS OF  THE STATEMENT 
/RDINARILY  AS  THE  HISTORY  OF  COMPOSITION  REFORM  DOCUMENTS  SUGGESTS 
SUCH  DOCUMENTS  ARE  hCOMMISSIONEDv  BY  A  PROFESSIONAL  ORGANIZATION 
4HE  70!S  DOCUMENT  ON  70!  7ORK  AS  )NTELLECTUAL  7ORK  EXEMPLIFIES 
THIS OBSERVATION AS DOES  THE #### #OMMITTEE ON ,EARNING 4EACHING 
AND !SSESSING  IN $IGITAL %NVIRONMENT  A  GROUP  )  AM CURRENTLY  CHAIRING 
AND WHOSE  SOLE PURPOSE  IS  TO DEVELOP A POSITION PAPER ON  THESE  TOPICS 
)N EACH CASE THE LEADERS OF THE ORGANIZATION SOMETIMES ACTING ON THEIR 
OWN AND SOMETIMES RESPONDING AS WELL TO SPECIFIC CALLS FROM THE MEMBER
SHIPS  CHARGE  AN ORGANIZATIONS  SUBGROUP  TO  CREATE  THE DOCUMENT 4HE 
AMOUNT  OF  OVERSIGHT  OF  THE  DOCUMENTS  DEVELOPMENT  VARIES  ACCORDING 
TO  THE NATURE OF  THE  TOPIC  THE  TIMELINE  THE  TEMPERAMENTAL DISPOSITION 
OF  THE  LEADERS  AND  SO ON	 BUT  AT  THE END OF  THE DAY  THE ORGANIZATION 
ITSELFORDINARILY  THROUGH  THE  COMMISSIONING  OVERSIGHT  AND  APPROVAL 





4HE  EXIGENCE  FOR  THE /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  ALTHOUGH NOT  FRAMED  IN 
THIS  LANGUAGE  AT  THE  TIME  WAS  IDENTIFIED  BY  A  GRASSROOTS  MOVEMENT  AS 




/NE  "ITZERIAN  RESPONSE  THEN  WAS  TO  CREATE  THE  DOCUMENT  THAT  WOULD 
SPEAK TO AND RESOLVE THIS FRUSTRATION &ROM A SECOND VANTAGE POINT A SEC
OND AND RELATED EXIGENCE HAS TO DO WITH A QUESTION #OULD SUCH A DOCUMENT 









OF  TODAY WE WOULD  SAY  THAT  THIS  LISTSERV  IS  A  VIRTUAL  COMMUNITY  OF  PRACTICE 
A  MAJOR  CONCEPT  CURRENTLY  INFORMING  EDUCATIONAL  REFORM  ESPECIALLY  AT 
THE NATIONAL LEVEL 3UCH COMMUNITIES BE THEY VIRTUAL OR FACETOFACE ARE 
hGROUPS WHO  INTERACT  REGULARLY  IN  ORDER  TO  EXPLORE  COMMON PROBLEMS 
BUILD  NEW  IDEAS  DEVELOP  RELATIONSHIPS  AND  ADDRESS  SHARED  INTERESTSv 
7ENGER  ET  AL  	  )NTERACTING  IS  THE  KEY  PIECE  IT  IS  THE  INTERACTING 
THROUGH  WHICH  BOTH  COMMUNITY  AND  KNOWLEDGE  ARE  MADE  -OREOVER 
THE  INTERACTING  IS  HIGHLY  RITUALIZED  EITHER  EXPLICITLY  OR  IMPLICITLY  OFTEN 
FOCUSED  ON  A  PARTICULAR  GOAL  OR  OUTCOME  GUIDED  BY  RITUALS  THAT  OCCUR 






WE  INTERACTED  VERY  FREQUENTLY  AND  WE  MIXED  THAT  INTERACTION  WITH  FF 
MEETINGS PRESENTATIONS AND WORKSHOPS 7E SAW OURSELVES AS AN ONGOING 
GROUP AND INDEED WE ACCOMPLISHED OUR GOAL 
"EFORE WE HAD DEVELOPED  THE  LANGUAGE  TO  IDENTIFY  WHO WE WERE  WE 
WERE ALREADY MEMBERS OF A COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE



















TIONSHIP BETWEEN  AND  AMONG OUTCOMES  STANDARDS  NATIONAL  AND  LOCAL 
4HE  STATEMENT  ITSELF  WOULD  BE  NATIONAL  IN  SCOPE  WOULD  SEEK  TO  SPEAK 
TO  EVERY  KIND OF	  FIRSTYEAR  COMPOSITION  CURRICULUM  IN  EVERY  KIND OF	 
INSTITUTION !T  THE  SAME  TIME EACH OF  THESE  INSTITUTIONS WOULD HAVE  THE 
hRIGHTv TO SET ITS OWN STANDARDS WHICH WAS A NEAT WAY OF ACCOMMODATING 
THE  VERY  CLEAR DIFFERENCES  THAT DEFINE CAMPUSES 4HIS  ABILITY  TO  STRADDLE 
BOTH THE LOCAL AND THE NATIONAL INDEED IS A KEY FEATURE OF THE STATEMENT 




COMES WRITTEN  INTO  THE STATEMENT SHOULD BE CHANGED AS  LOCAL NEEDS RECOMMENDED 
*UST  AS  THE  PROGRESSION  OF  THE  DOCUMENTS  DEVELOPMENT  WAS  UNDERPRE
SCRIBED SO TOO WERE ADMONITIONS ABOUT ITS USE 4HE ASSUMPTION IN FACT 
WAS  THAT  IT  WOULD  BE  USED  IT  WOULD  BE  USED  VARIOUSLY  GIVEN  DIFFERENT 
CAMPUSES AND THEIR STILLDIFFERENT NEEDS	 AND THAT WE WOULD LEARN FROM 
THOSE DIFFERENCES )N GENERAL THEN ITS PROBABLY FAIR TO SAY THAT CAMPUSES 





FACULTY  DEVELOPMENT  AS  THE MEANS  OF MAKING  CHANGE 7E WORKED  SIMI
LARLY IN THE PROCESS CREATING A DOCUMENT THAT COULD SPEAK TO THE FACULTY 
AUDIENCE AS WELL AS THE STUDENT AUDIENCE AND CREATING THE IDEA THAT SUCH 
A DOCUMENT  AND  SUCH  AN  APPROACH WOULD BE USEFUL  FOR  ANY  INSTITUTION 
ENGAGING IN CURRICULAR REFORM )N OTHER WORDS IN ADOPTING THIS APPROACH 
THE  WRITERS  OF  THE  70!  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT  ALSO  MODELED  ONE  OF  ITS 
USES
$ECIDING TO USE A VOCABULARY THAT MIGHT APPEAR UNFAMILIAR TO MANY BUT THAT 
WAS  THE  VOCABULARY  OF  THE  DISCIPLINE  !S  $EREK  3OLES  	  SUGGESTS  THE 
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VOCABULARY OF  THE DISCIPLINE  IS A PLURAL  VOCABULARY  CRITIQUE  IS A KEY  TERM 
FOR A CULTURAL  STUDIES APPROACH COLLABORATION  FOR MANY FOCUSED ON ACTIVE 
LEARNING !T  THE SAME TIME  THE PURPOSE OF  THE DOCUMENT  ITSELF WAS NOT 
TO DOCUMENT  THE  KEY  TERMS OF DIFFERENT  APPROACHES WE DID NOT DEFINE 
THIS  TASK  AS  AN  ACCUMULATION  OF  DIFFERENT  KEY  TERMS  NOR  DID  WE  TARGET 
SPECIFIC PEDAGOGIES 2ATHER WE TRIED TO FIND A COMMON FRAME THAT WOULD 
BE  INCLUSIVE  WITHOUT  BEING  PRESCRIPTIVE  'IVEN  THIS  TASK  DEFINITION  ONE 
OBVIOUS  APPROACH  MIGHT  HAVE  BEEN  TO  REVERT  TO  hSTANDARDv  LANGUAGE 
THAT READERS WOULD RECOGNIZE TO TERMS LIKE THESIS AND CORRECTNESS 3UCH AN 
APPROACH MIGHT  ALSO  ALLOW  THE WIDEST  POSSIBLE  READERSHIP  AND  THUS  THE 
GREATEST ADOPTION !NOTHER GOAL HOWEVER WAS  TO WRITE A  STATEMENT  THAT 
WAS CONGRUENT WITH CURRENT  THEORY  IN  THE FIELD AND THIS GOAL COULD NOT 
BE  SATISFIED WITH  THE CURRENTTRADITIONAL  LANGUAGE OF  THESIS AND SUPPORT 
)RONICALLY PERHAPS THE MOST CURRENT THEORY IS ALSO THE OLDEST RHETORICAL 
THEORY  !CCORDINGLY  AN  ARTICULATION  OF  A  COMPOSITION  CURRICULUM  USED 
RHETORIC AS  ITS  PRINCIPAL  FRAME WHICH  LED US  TO  EXPRESSIONS  LIKE  RHETORICAL 
SITUATION AND THE CATEGORY 2HETORICAL +NOWLEDGE	 THAT ARE NOT COMMONLY 
UNDERSTOOD EVEN IN THE TWENTYFIRST CENTURY !T THE END OF THE DAY HOW
EVER  WE  INCLUDED MANY  DISCIPLINESPECIFIC  CONCEPTS  BUT  THE  STATEMENT 
ALSO INCLUDES TERMS LIKE CONVENTIONS FORMAT AND AUDIENCE THAT ARE FAMILIAR 
TO NEARLY  ANYONE WHO HAS  TAKEN A WRITING  COURSE    )N  THIS PRACTICE  THE 
BEAUTY OF THE STATEMENT IS IN ITS USE OF FAMILIARITY TO CONTEXTUALIZE THE NEW 
AND THUS SIGNAL THAT THIS IS A NEW CURRICULUM WHICH IS NOT YOUR FATHERS 
COMPOSITION	  !S  IMPORTANT  THROUGH  THIS  VOCABULARYPARTICULARLY  IN 
TERMS  LIKE  RHETORIC  AND GENREA NEW CONSTRUCT OF WRITING  IS  CREATED  AND 




DECISION  THAT  PARTICIPANTS  NEEDED  TO  MAKE  WAS  HOW  TO  DEFINE  WRITING 






OPTED OUT  THEY  TOO WOULD DEMONSTRATE  THESE OUTCOMES 4HAT DECISION 
LIKE MANY PROGRAM DECISIONS WAS WISE IN PART BECAUSE ITS ORIENTED TO THE 
GATEWAY IN RATHER THAN TO GATEKEEPING STUDENTS OUT	 ,ET ME EXPLAIN 
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4OO  OFTEN  WRITING  PROGRAMS  HAVE  BEEN  USED  WILLINGLY  OR  OTHERWISE 
TO  GATEKEEP  TO  KEEP  STUDENTS  OUT  %VEN  SO  TODAY   PERCENT OF  ALL  STU
DENTS MATRICULATE  IN  COLLEGE 5NFORTUNATELY  TOO  FEW  OF  THEM  COMPLETE 




YET  AS  THE  RESEARCH  OF 2ICHARD ,IGHT  	  SHOWS  WRITING HELPS  KEEP 
STUDENTS  IN  SCHOOL  AND  ASSISTS  THEM  AS  THEY  BECOME  PROFESSIONALS  4HE 
RESEARCH PROVIDED BY THE .ATIONAL 3URVEY OF 3TUDENT %NGAGEMENT ECHOES 
THIS  PHENOMENON  ONLY  FROM  THE PERSPECTIVE  OF  STUDENTS  STUDENTS  SAT
ISFACTION  WITH  POSTSECONDARY  EDUCATION  IS  KEYED  TO  THE  FREQUENCY  WITH 
WHICH  THEY WRITE ACROSS  THE  YEARS  OF  THEIR  COLLEGE  EXPERIENCE 4HE 70! 





OF  THE REASONS  IS  THAT  THE TEST  IS  SEEN AS  IN  THE CASE OF  THE !0 TEST AS A 
MEASURE OF A CURRICULUM )T IS LINKED TO THE TEST )N CITING A NEGATIVE EXEM
PLAR OF THE SAME POINT -ARY 4RACHSAL 	 DEMONSTRATES THAT ONCE CUR

































































































  !  TERM USED  BY -ANUEL #ASTELLS  	  TO  REFER  TO  DESCRIBE  THE  ERA  GENERATED  BY 
THE hCONVERGING SET OF TECHNOLOGIES IN MICROELECTRONICS COMPUTING MACHINES AND 
SOFTWARE	  TELECOMMUNICATIONSBROADCASTING  AND  OPTOELECTRONICSv  	  AND  THE 
hNETWORKED SOCIETYv 	 THAT HAS TRANSFORMED hALL DOMAINS OF HUMAN ACTIVITYv 	
   "Y  LITERACY WE MEAN  THE PRACTICES OF  READING COMPOSING COMMUNICATING AND  THE 
COMPLEX SET OF CULTURAL AND  INDIVIDUAL VALUES AND FORMATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH  THESE 




ARE  LESS  FREQUENTLY USED NOW  THAN  THEY HAVE BEEN  IN  FORMER POINTS  IN HISTORYFOR 
INSTANCE WRITING LETTERS BY HAND
  4HE TERM CULTURAL ECOLOGY WE BORROW IN PART FROM WORK IN COMMUNICATION UNDERTAKEN 






















SATIONSv  THAT  THEY  STRUGGLED  WITH  THIS  PROBLEM  /NE  PLANNED  SOLUTION  THAT  APPAR
ENTLY  FELL  THROUGH WAS  TO  INCLUDE HYPERLINKS ON  THE 7EB  VERSION OF  THE /UTCOMES 
3TATEMENT WHICH COULD LEAD A READER TO DIFFERENT EXPLANATORY EXAMPLES 
    )T  IS  ALSO CLEAR  THAT  THEY WERE  FULLY AWARE OF  THE COMPLEXITY OF  THE  TERM AND  ITS 
IMPLICATIONS !T VARIOUS POINTS THE GROUP CONSIDERED ALTERNATIVE TERMS SUCH AS hMUL
TIPLE FORMATSv "UT THEY ULTIMATELY REJECTED SUCH TERMS BECAUSE THEY DO NOT GET AT THE 































PARED  FOR HIS OWN  STUDENTS USE DOES NOT USE  THE WORD GENRE AT  ALL  AMONG OTHER 
REVISIONS HE REPLACES GENRE WITH hWRITING SITUATIONSv
5V[LZ[V*OHW[LY    





   7HILE  A  NUMBER  OF  COLLECTIONS  ON  GENRE  HAVE  BEEN  PUBLISHED  NONE  COULD  REALLY 
QUALIFY AS AN INTRODUCTION TO GENRE THEORY FOR NONSPECIALIST COMPOSITION INSTRUCTORS 
4HE MOST  LIKELY  CANDIDATE MIGHT BE &REEDMAN AND -EDWAYS 'ENRE  AND  THE .EW 
2HETORIC 	















WEB  SEARCHES  REVEAL  LINKS  TO  SOME .%'0 PUBLICATIONS  ALTHOUGH NONE  ARE  DIRECTLY 
AVAILABLE FROM GOVERNMENT SITES AS THIS VOLUME GOES TO PRESS
*/(7;,9    /(99 05.;65
  )NDIANA 5NIVERSITY 0URDUE 5NIVERSITY )NDIANAPOLIS )505)	 IS )NDIANAS COMPREHEN
SIVE URBAN UNIVERSITY CAMPUS HOUSING BOTH )NDIANA 5NIVERSITY AND 0URDUE 5NIVERSITY 
SCHOOLS    4HE  WRITING  PROGRAM  IS  PART  OF  THE  %NGLISH  DEPARTMENT  LOCATED  IN  THE 
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  )  WOULD  LIKE  TO  THANK  MY  !LVERNO  COLLEAGUES  #AROLE  "ARROWMAN 
.ANCY  "ORNSTEIN  AND  'EORGINE  ,OACKER  FOR  THEIR  COMMENTS  ON  A  DRAFT  OF 
THIS  MANUSCRIPT  AND  ESPECIALLY  FOR  THEIR  LONGTIME  COMMITMENT  TO  THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF OUR STUDENTS AS COMMUNICATORS
*/(7;,9     , 3)6>
  /NE OF  THE MAIN PREMISES OF  THE COMPETENCEBASED MOVEMENT WAS  THAT OUTCOMES 




















!  SINGLE  TEACHER  WOULD  BE  RESPONSIBLE  FOR MULTIPLE  GROUPSAND  THUS  THEY  WOULD 
HAVE TO FUNCTION MORE AUTONOMOUSLY THAN STANDARD CLASSES ) SPEAK MORE ABOUT THIS 
IN MY  ESSAY h7RITING !SSESSMENT IN THE 4WENTYFIRST #ENTURY ! 5TOPIAN 6IEWv
*/(7;,9    /(:>,33 
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"ALLENGER  "RUCE  AND  -ICHELLE  0AYNE    4HE  #URIOUS  2EADER  %XPLORING  0ERSONAL  AND 
!CADEMIC )NQUIRY .EW 9ORK ,ONGMAN 














"EERS  +YLENE    7HEN  +IDS  #ANT  2EAD  7HAT  4EACHERS  #AN  $O  0ORTSMOUTH  .( 
(EINEMANN
"ELANOFF  0AT  AND  0ETER  %LBOW    5SING  0ORTFOLIOS  TO  )NCREASE  #OLLABORATION  AND 
#OMMUNITY IN A 7RITING 0ROGRAM )N 0ORTFOLIOS 0ROCESS AND 0RODUCT EDITED BY 0AT "ELANOFF 
AND -ARCIA $ICKSON n 0ORTSMOUTH .( "OYNTON#OOK













"LOOM  ,YNN    !DVANCING  #OMPOSITION  )N  #OMING  OF  !GE  4HE  !DVANCED  7RITING 
#URRICULUM EDITED BY ,INDA + 3HAMOON 2EBECCA -OORE (OWARD 3ANDRA *AMIESON AND 
2OBERT ! 3CHWEGLER n 0ORTSMOUTH .( "OYNTON#OOK
























3TANDARDS  FOR  THE  0OSTSECONDARY  4EACHING  OF  7RITING  HTTP  WWWNCTEORGGROUPSCCCC
POSITIONSHTM
#OOPER -ARILYN -  4HE %COLOGY OF 7RITING #OLLEGE %NGLISH  n
















%LBOW  0ETER    4RYING  TO  4EACH  WHILE  4HINKING  ABOUT  THE  %ND  )N  /N  #OMPETENCE  ! 
#RITICAL !NALYSIS OF #OMPETENCE"ASED 2EFORMS IN (IGHER %DUCATION EDITED BY 'ERALD 'RANT ET 
AL n 3AN &RANCISCO *OSSEY"ASS
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    7RITING  !SSESSMENT  IN  THE  4WENTYFIRST  #ENTURY  !  5TOPIAN  6IEW  )N 
#OMPOSITION  IN  THE  ST  #ENTURY  #RISIS  AND  #HANGE  EDITED  BY  ,YNN  :  "LOOM  $ONALD 
!  $AIKER  AND  %DWARD - 7HITE  n  #ARBONDALE  3OUTHERN  )LLINOIS  5NIVERSITY 
0RESS
%NOS 4HERESA ED  %NCYCLOPEDIA OF 2HETORIC AND #OMPOSITION .EW 9ORK 'ARLAND
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(ELMERS  -ARGUERITE  ED    )NTERTEXTS  2EADING  0EDAGOGY  IN  THE  #OMPOSITION  #LASSROOM 
-AHWAH .* ,AWRENCE %RLBAUM !SSOCIATES
(ENRY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+EENE %LLIN AND 3USAN :IMMERMAN  -OSAIC  OF 4HOUGHT 4EACHING #OMPREHENSION  IN A 
2EADERS 7ORKSHOP 0ORTSMOUTH .( (EINEMANN
















,IGHT  2ICHARD    3ECOND  2EPORT  OF  THE  (ARVARD  !SSESSMENT  3EMINARS  #AMBRIDGE  -! 
(ARVARD 'RADUATE 3CHOOL OF %DUCATION
,IGHT  2ICHARD  *   -AKING  THE -OST  OF  #OLLEGE  3TUDENTS  3PEAK  4HEIR -INDS  #AMBRIDGE 
(ARVARD 5NIVERSITY 0RESS
,EVINE -EL  ! -IND AT A 4IME .EW 9ORK 3IMON AND 3CHUSTER
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.ATIONAL #OUNCIL OF 4EACHERS OF %NGLISH AND THE )NTERNATIONAL 2EADING !SSOCIATION  
3TANDARDS FOR THE %NGLISH ,ANGUAGE !RTS 5RBANA ), .#4% AND )2!
.EWBERRY  2  !    /BJECTIVE  )NDICES  IN  THE  !SSESSMENT  OF  %SSAYS  "RITISH  *OURNAL  OF 
%DUCATIONAL 0SYCHOLOGY  n
.ORGAARD  2OLF    2E  /UTCOMES  -ODELED  ON  70!  3TATEMENT  )N  7RITING  0ROGRAM 









0ECKHAM  )RVIN    2E  /PPOSED  TO  /UTCOMES  3TATEMENTS  )N  7RITING  0ROGRAM 

















1UALLEY  $ONNA    5SING  2EADING  IN  THE  7RITING  #LASSROOM  )N  .UTS  AND  "OLTS  %D 
4HOMAS .EWKIRK 0ORTSMOUTH "OYNTON#OOK 
2AMAGE  *OHN    0ROPOSAL  TO  )MPROVE  7RITING  )NSTRUCTION  AT  !35  0HOTOCOPY  4EMPE 
!RIZONA 3TATE 5NIVERSITY












3ALVATORI -ARIOLINA   #ONVERSATIONS  )N  )NTERTEXTS  2EADING  0EDAGOGY  IN  THE  #OMPOSITION 
#LASSROOM  ED  -ARGUERITE  (ELMERS  -AHWAH  .*  ,AWRENCE  %RLBAUM  !SSOCIATES  





















3MITH -ICHAEL  AND  *EFFREY 7ILHEM   2EADING $ONT  &IX .O #HEVYS  0ORTSMOUTH .( 
(EINEMANN 

















3TRAUB  2ICHARD    4EACHER  2ESPONSE  AS  #ONVERSATION  -ORE  THAN  #AUSAL  4ALK  !N 
%XPLORATION 2HETORIC 2EVIEW  
3TRYKER 3HELDON  )DENTITY 4HEORY $EVELOPMENTS AND %XTENSIONS )N 3ELF AND )DENTITY 
0SYCHOLOGICAL 0ERSPECTIVES  EDITED BY +  9ARDLEY  AND 4 (ONESS  n #HICHESTER  *OHN 
7ILEY
3WALES  *OHN -   'ENRE  !NALYSIS  %NGLISH  IN  !CADEMIC  AND  2ESEARCH  3ETTINGS  .EW  9ORK 
#AMBRIDGE 5NIVERSITY 0RESS
4OWNSEND -ARTHA !  )NSTITUTING #HANGES IN #URRICULUM AND 4EACHING 3TYLE IN ,IBERAL 
!RTS  0ROGRAMS  !  3TUDY  OF  .INETEEN  &ORD  &OUNDATION  0ROJECTS  0H$  DISS  !RIZONA 
3TATE  5NIVERSITY  !BSTRACT  IN  $ISSERTATION  !BSTRACTS  )NTERNATIONAL    !  5NIVERSITY 
-ICROFILMS NO 
4RACHSEL  -ARY    )NSTITUTIONALIZING  ,ITERACY  4HE  (ISTORICAL  2OLE  OF  #OLLEGE  %NTRANCE 
%XAMINATIONS IN %NGLISH #ARBONDALE 3)50
9LMLYLUJLZ   
4RIMBUR  *OHN  #ONSENSUS AND $IFFERENCE  IN #OLLABORATIVE ,EARNING #OLLEGE %NGLISH 
 n








7RITING  EDITED  BY  *OSEPH  *ANANGELO  AND  +RISTINE  (ANSEN  n  0ORTSMOUTH  .( 
"OYNTON#OOK








7ILHELM  *EFFREY   9OU 'OTTA  "E  THE  "OOK  4EACHING  %NGAGED  AND  2EFLECTIVE  2EADING 7ITH 
!DOLESCENTS .EW 9ORK 4EACHERS #OLLEGE 0RESS
7ILLIAMS *OSEPH  3TYLE 4EN ,ESSONS IN #LARITY AND 'RACE TH ED .EW 9ORK ,ONGMAN





7OLFF  $ONALD    /UTCOMES  3TATEMENT-OTIVE    0ROCEDURE  )N  7RITING  0ROGRAM 







  &ORTHCOMING  "OWLING  4OGETHER  #OMMUNITIES  OF  0RACTICE  AND  THE  +NOWLEDGE
-AKING &UNCTION OF 2EFLECTION )N 2ETHINKING 2EFLECTION  IN #OMPOSITION 3TUDIES EDITED BY 
-ICHAEL .EAL 4ONY "AKER "RIAN (UOT AND %LLEN 3CHENDEL
:EMSKY  2OBERT    3TRUCTURE  AND  #OHERENCE  -EASURING  THE  5NDERGRADUATE  #URRICULUM 
7ASHINGTON $# !SSOCIATION OF !MERICAN #OLLEGES
*65;9 0)<;69:
3USANMARIE  (ARRINGTON  IS  PROFESSOR  OF  %NGLISH  AND  DIRECTOR  OF  WRITING  AT 
)NDIANA 5NIVERSITY0URDUE 5NIVERSITY  )NDIANAPOLIS (ER  RESEARCH  INTERESTS  FOCUS 
ON THE WAYS  LITERACY  IS  SHAPED BY ASSESSMENT AND TECHNOLOGY 7ITH ,INDA !DLER
+ASSNER SHE IS COAUTHOR OF "ASIC 7RITING AS A 0OLITICAL !CT 0UBLIC #ONVERSATIONS ABOUT 
7RITING  AND  ,ITERACIES  (AMPTON  	  AND  COEDITOR  OF  1UESTIONING  !UTHORITY 
3TORIES 4OLD IN 3CHOOL 5 OF -ICHIGAN 	
!FTER AN EARLIER CAREER AS A  LAWYER +EITH 2HODES COMPLETED A MASTERS AND 
DOCTORATE  IN  RHETORIC  AND  COMPOSITION  (E  SERVED  AS  COORDINATOR  OF  COMPOSI
TION AT .ORTHWEST -ISSOURI 3TATE 5NIVERSITY  FROM  (E  THEN MOVED  TO 
-ISSOURI 7ESTERN  3TATE  #OLLEGE  WHERE  HE  SERVED  AS  DIRECTOR  OF  DEVELOPMENTAL 
WRITING AND WRITING PLACEMENT (E HAS NOW RETURNED TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW












,INDA  !DLER+ASSNER  TEACHES  FIRSTYEAR  WRITING  AND  COMPOSITION  PEDAGOGY 








,ANGUAGE  AND ,EARNING !CROSS  THE $ISCIPLINES  &EMINIST 4EACHER !" !UTO"IOGRAPHY 
3TUDIES AND !MERICAN 3TUDIES
7ILLIAM #ONDON HAS BEEN ENGAGED WITH WRITING ASSESSMENT AS A 70! AT A WIDE 
VARIETY  OF  INSTITUTIONSTHE  5NIVERSITY  OF  /KLAHOMA  !RKANSAS  4ECH  5NIVERSITY 
THE 5NIVERSITY OF -ICHIGAN AND 7ASHINGTON 3TATE 5NIVERSITY WHERE HE  IS DIREC
TOR  OF  #AMPUS  7RITING  0ROGRAMS  AND  PROFESSOR  OF  %NGLISH  (E  HAS  PUBLISHED 
*VU[YPI\[VYZ   
EXTENSIVELY  AND  IS  PRINCIPAL  INVESTIGATOR OF  A  THREEYEAR  &)03% GRANT DEVOTED  TO 






WAS  GIVEN  THE  *AMES  "RITTON  !WARD  BY  THE  #ONFERENCE  ON  %NGLISH  %DUCATION 
.#4% RECENTLY GAVE HIM THE *AMES 3QUIRE !WARD hFOR HIS TRANSFORMING INFLUENCE 
AND LASTING INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONv 
0ATRICIA &REITAG %RICSSON  IS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  IN  THE %NGLISH DEPARTMENT 
AT  7ASHINGTON  3TATE  5NIVERSITY  WHERE  SHE  WORKS  WITH  THE  $IGITAL  4ECHNOLOGY 
AND #ULTURE 0ROGRAM (ER WORK HAS  APPEARED  IN  A  VARIETY OF  VENUES  INCLUDING 
#OMPUTERS  AND  #OMPOSITION  4HE  !#%  *OURNAL  4EXT  4ECHNOLOGY  AND  SEVERAL  EDITED 
COLLECTIONS 
(EIDI  %STREM  TEACHES  FIRSTYEAR  WRITING  COURSES  FOR  FUTURE  %NGLISH  TEACH
ERS  AND GRADUATE  COURSES  IN WRITING PEDAGOGY  AND  THEORY  AT %ASTERN -ICHIGAN 
5NIVERSITY 3HE IS ALSO ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF FIRSTYEAR WRITING #URRENTLY SHE IS WORK
ING ON A VARIETY OF PROJECTS STEMMING FROM HER INTERESTS IN HOW AND WHY STUDENTS 
READ  IN  WRITING  CLASSES  (ER  RECENT  PUBLICATIONS  INCLUDE  COAUTHORED  ESSAYS  IN 
70! 7RITING 0ROGRAM !DMINISTRATION AND 2HETORIC 2EVIEW
'REGORY  'LAU  IS  DIRECTOR  OF  WRITING  PROGRAMS  AT  !RIZONA  3TATE  5NIVERSITY 
WHERE HE HAS TAUGHT SINCE  "EFORE BEING APPOINTED 70! HE DIRECTED !35S 
BASIC  WRITING  3TRETCH  0ROGRAM  7ITH  ,INDA  !DLER+ASSNER  OF  %ASTERN  -ICHIGAN 
5NIVERSITY HE  IS COEDITOR OF  THE "EDFORD "IBLIOGRAPHY OF "ASIC 7RITING AND HAS CO
AUTHORED AND PUBLISHED NUMEROUS BOOKS AND ARTICLES
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$UANE 2OEN  PROFESSOR OF %NGLISH  CURRENTLY  SERVES  AS (EAD OF (UMANITIES 
!RTS AND %NGLISH AT !RIZONA 3TATE 5NIVERSITY %AST &ROM  TO  HE DIRECTED 
THE  #ENTER  FOR  ,EARNING  AND  4EACHING  %XCELLENCE  AT  !RIZONA  3TATE  5NIVERSITY 
WHERE  HE  ALSO  SERVED  AS 70!  )N  ADDITION  TO  SIX  BOOKS  INCLUDING  3TRATEGIES  FOR 
4EACHING  &IRST9EAR  #OMPOSITION  HE  HAS  AUTHORED  OR  COAUTHORED MORE  THAN   
CHAPTERS ARTICLES AND CONFERENCE PAPERS 
#YNTHIA  ,  3ELFE  IS  PROFESSOR  OF  (UMANITIES  AT  -ICHIGAN  4ECHNOLOGICAL 
5NIVERSITY  AND  THE  COEDITOR  OF  #OMPUTERS  AND  #OMPOSITION  )N    3ELFE  WAS 
RECOGNIZED AS AN %$5#/- MEDAL AWARD WINNER FOR INNOVATIVE COMPUTER USE IN 
HIGHER EDUCATION )N  3ELFE ALONG WITH LONGTIME COLLABORATOR 'AIL (AWISHER 




5NIVERSITY  OF .EW 9ORK  AND AUTHOR MOST NOTABLY  OF 4IME  TO +NOW 4HEM WHICH 




-ARTHA  4OWNSEND  IS  ASSOCIATE  PROFESSOR  OF  %NGLISH  AND  DIRECTOR  OF  THE 
5NIVERSITY  OF -ISSOURIS  TWENTYYEAROLD #AMPUS 7RITING  0ROGRAM (ER  PUBLICA
TIONS  INCLUDE  CHAPTERS  AND  ENTRIES  ON 7!#7)$  IN  NUMEROUS  VOLUMES  MOST 
RECENTLY 4HE 7RITING 0ROGRAM !DMINISTRATORS 2ESOURCE (ER WORK IN WRITING AND GEN







*VU[YPI\[VYZ   
-ARK 7ILEY  IS  PROFESSOR  OF  %NGLISH  AND  DIRECTOR  OF  THE  &ACULTY  #ENTER  FOR 
















0AST  #HAIR  OF  ####  AND  THE  .#4%  #OLLEGE  3ECTION  AND  PAST  PRESIDENT  OF 
70! +ATHLEEN  "LAKE  9ANCEY  IS  THE  2  2OY  0EARCE  0ROFESSOR  OF  0ROFESSIONAL 
#OMMUNICATION AT #LEMSON 5NIVERSITY WHERE SHE DIRECTS THE 0EARCE #ENTER FOR 
0ROFESSIONAL #OMMUNICATION AND  THE 0EARCE #ENTER 3TUDIO  3HE HAS  COEDITED 
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